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Abstract
Direct measurements of Earth’s magnetic field exist only since the 16th century (e.g.,
Merrill et al., 1996). Prior to these records, rocks, sediments or archeological artifacts
are the only source of information on variations of the geomagnetic field. These materials
are able to record the local magnetic field in the past, and to retain it until the present
day. Specifically, lacustrine and marine sediments provide a long and continuous paleomagnetic record. However, their acquisition of magnetic remanence is (post)depositional
and records only relative intensities of the ambient field. Declinations observed in these
data are relative as well, because orienting drill cores is very expensive and difficult.
In contrast, archeological artifacts provide absolute directional and intensity data, because they record thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) through heating. At present,
archeomagnetic directional and intensity data prior to 1000 BC are scarce, especially
in the Southern hemisphere, and the data distribution in Europe is mainly concentrated in the east (e.g., Bulgaria and Ukraine; Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010). This thesis
investigates archeological artifacts from Central Europe such as pottery, slag, burned
anthropogenic sediments and cherts, in order to reconstruct the direction and intensity
of the geomagnetic field for the past 8000 years.
In recent studies, stratified burned sediments from fireplaces and hearths in rock
shelters have been recognized as good recorders of geomagnetic field directions (e.g.,
Carrancho et al., 2009; Calvo-Rathert et al., 2012). The suitability of specific types of
burned layers, which were produced during the firing process, is dependent on firing
temperatures and the degree of preservation. These factors are investigated by linking
rock magnetic data with geoarcheological findings. For example, layers of combusted
material of the Riparo Gaban rock shelter, located in Italy, are identified as ash, rubefied, and partially burned stratigraphic levels, or polygenic material. Rock magnetic
investigations show that superparamagnetic to single–domain magnetite is the main
carrier of the remanent magnetization. Parameters, such as the Koenigsberger ratio
(Koenigsberger , 1938a,b) or the reversibility of thermomagnetic curves, are related to
the degree of burning, while the precision parameter k, which is a measure of the scatter
in the data, is related to the degree of preservation. Levels with high or medium degree
of preservation have the best clustering of directions; this is indicated by high values
of k. To eliminate scattering of directions on the specimen level due to post–burning
disturbances, such as bioturbation, a weighted outlier rejection method was applied.
This method attributes weights to each direction based on its distance from the Fisher
mean (Fisher , 1953). The agreement of directional averages of thirteen levels of the Riparo Gaban with the paleosecular variation curve of the Balkan areas in the time period
between 4900 − 4700 BC, is good.
Directions and intensities of archeological artifacts have been used as input for both
global and regional geomagnetic models. This is because they provide absolute directions
and intensities, and a high accuracy in recording the ancient magnetic field. They
have been used to constrain models, such as the global CALS10k.1b and the regional

SCHA.DIF.3K and SCHA.DIF.8K (Korte and Constable, 2011; Pavón-Carrasco et al.,
2009, 2010, respectively), as well as paleosecular variation curves, such as the European
reference curve (Carrancho et al., 2013) or the Balkan curve (Tema and Kondopoulou,
2011). Field directions are determined from burned anthropogenic sediments from a
site in Switzerland (Arconciel). These directional results are combined with directional
data from Riparo Gaban, as well as approximately 360 other archeomagnetic data points
from an area within 700 km of Arconciel, to obtain a penalized least square spline fit of
geomagnetic variation over the past 9000 years. Generally, the agreement of the spline
fit with other local compilations, such as the Balkan curve, the regional SCHA.DIF.8K
model, along with lake sediments from the UK, Fennoscandia, and Switzerland, is good.
In contrast to some European records, the new data show a time lag of several centuries
for a declination maximum around 5900 BC. This time lag is also observed in the Swiss
lake sediment record, and may represent a local feature of the Earth’s magnetic field.
The determination of archeointensities is more complicated and time consuming than
directional measurements of the geomagnetic field. Samples must fulfill stricter criteria
to be suitable for archeointensity determination; for example, they must acquire a pure
TRM at preferentially high temperatures. Spherical harmonic models require intensity,
along with directional information, to provide a comprehensive picture of the geomagnetic field. Unfortunately, intensity data are scarce in Central Europe prior to 1000 BC.
This investigation aims to fill this gap with archeointensity data from Switzerland and
Italy for the time period between 5000 − 700 BC. To accomplish this, a set of four different archeological materials, i.e., ceramics, copper slag, burned sediments from fireplaces,
and burned cherts as a novel material for paleointensity experiments, were investigated.
In particular, burned cherts were tested, if they are a suitable material for paleomagnetic
studies. Rock magnetic properties of these samples showed magnetite, along with small
amounts of maghemite and hematite in the pseudosingle domain range, as the ferromagnetic carriers. The IZZI protocol was used for 96 specimens to obtain absolute intensity:
23 ceramic-, slag-, and burned chert–specimens passed the threshold criteria. Burned
sediments did not pass, because they probably acquired a thermochemical remanent
magnetization. To assist in choosing suitable cherts for future studies, several selection
criteria are investigated. As a result, magnetic susceptibility and saturation isothermal
remanent magnetization can be used to select cherts that are suitable for investigating
paleointensity. Archeointensity data that were obtained in this study agree well with
available models and other archeomagnetic data.
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Zusammenfassung
Direkte Messungen des Erdmagnetfeldes gibt es erst seit dem 16. Jahrhundert (z.B.
Merrill et al., 1996). Die einzige Informationsquelle über Variationen des Erdmagnetfeldes vor diesen Aufzeichnungen, sind Gesteine, Sedimente oder archäologische Artefakte. Diese Materialien sind in der Lage, Informationen des Magnetfeldes zu einem
Zeitpunkt in der Vergangenheit aufzunehmen und dauerhaft zu speichern. Insbesondere
See- und Meeressedimente liefern lange und kontinuierliche palömagnetische Datenreihen. Allerdings erfahren diese Materialien eine (post)detritische Magnetisierung und
zeichnen daher nur relative Intensitäten des Erdmagnetfeldes auf. Auch die gemessenen Deklinationen liegen meist nur in Form relativer Werte vor, da die geographische
Reorientierung von Bohrkernen sehr teuer und schwierig ist. Im Gegensatz dazu bieten archäologische Artefakte absolute Richtungen und Intensitäten, weil sie eine thermoremanente Magnetisierung (TRM) durch Erhitzen erlangen. Derzeit ist die Menge
an archäomagnetischen Daten aus der Zeit vor 1000 v.Chr., vor allem in der südlichen
Hemisphäre, sehr gering. Die Verteilung der Daten in Europa konzentriert sich hauptsächlich auf Regionen in Osteuropa (z.B. in Bulgarien und der Ukraine; Pavón-Carrasco
et al., 2010). Diese Dissertation untersucht archäologische Artefakte aus Zentraleuropa,
wie z.B. Keramiken, Schlacke, verbrannte anthropogene Sediments und Silices, um die
Richtung und Intensität des Erdmagnetfeldes der vergangenen 8000 Jahre zu rekonstruieren.
Aktuelle Studien konnten geschichtete verbrannte Sedimente von Feuerstellen oder
Herden in Höhlen als potenziell gute Archive der geomagnetischen Feldrichtung, identifizieren (z.B. Carrancho et al., 2009; Calvo-Rathert et al., 2012). Die Nützlichkeit
für die Bestimmung von Magnetfeldrichtungen von bestimmten Arten von verbrannten
Schichten, die während des Brennprozesses entstehen, hängt von der Verbrennungstemperatur und dem Erhaltungsgrad ab. Diese Faktoren werden in dieser Arbeit in Bezug
auf die Verbindung von magnetischen Daten mit geoarchäologischen Erkenntnissen untersucht. Zum Beispiel werden unterschiedliche Schichten verbrannter Materialien aus
der Riparo Gaban Nischenhöhle (Italien) als Asche, rubefizierte und ’partiell–verbrannte’
stratigraphische Schichten, oder als polygenes Material, identifiziert. Gesteinmagnetische Untersuchungen zeigen, dass superparamagnetischer bis Single–Domain Magnetit
der Hauptträger remanenter Magnetisierung ist.

Parameter, wie das Königsberger

Verhältnis (Koenigsberger , 1938a,b) oder die Reversibilität von thermomagnetischen
Kurven, werden mit dem Verbrennnungsgrad in Verbindung gebracht, während der
Präzisionsparameter k, welcher ein Mass für die Streuung der Daten ist, mit dem Erhaltungsgrad in Beziehung gebracht wird. Schichten mit hohem oder mittlerem Erhaltungsgrad haben schmale Verteilungen der Richtungen; das wird durch hohe Werte von
k angegeben. Um die Streuung von Richtungen einzelner Proben, hervorgerufen durch
Bioturbationen nach der Verbrennnung, zu verringern, wird eine gewichtete Ausreisseranalyse angewandt. In dieser Methode wird jeder Richtung ein Gewicht, in Abhängigkeit

des Abstands zum Fisher Mittelwert, zugewiesen (Fisher , 1953). Die Richtungsmittelwerte von dreizehn Schichten der Riparo Gaban stimmen sehr gut mit der paläosekulären
Variationskurve der Balkangebiete in der Zeit zwischen 4900 − 4700 v.Chr. überein.
Die Richtungen und Intensitäten archäologischer Artefakte bilden eine der Grundlagen zur Konstruktion globaler und regionaler geomagnetischer Modelle. Da sie absolute
Richtungen und Intensitäten speichern, liefern sie genaue Informationen über das Erdmagnetfeld. Sie werden verwendet, um geomagnetische Modelle zu verbessern, wie zum
Beispiel im Fall des globalen Modells CALS10k.1b (Korte and Constable, 2011) oder der
regionalen Modelle SCHA.DIF.3K und SCHA.DIF.8K Modelle (Pavón-Carrasco et al.,
2009, 2010). Eine weitere Verwendung ist die Erstellung von Paläosekulär–Kurven, wie
z.B. der Europäischen Referenzkurve (Carrancho et al., 2013) oder der Balkan–Kurve
(Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011). Feldrichtungen werden aus anthropogenen verbrannten Sedimenten einer Fundstelle in der Schweiz (Arconciel) bestimmt. Die Ergebnisse
werden mit den Felrichtungen der Riparo Gaban Fundstelle, sowie rund 360 anderen
archäomagnetischen Daten aus einer Region innerhalb eines 700 km Radius um Arconciel, kombiniert, um einen sogenannten ’penalized Least–Squares Spline Fit’ der geomagnetischen Variationen der letzten 9000 Jahre zu erhalten. Im Allgemeinen ist die
Übereinstimmung des Spline–Fits mit anderen lokalen Datenreihen und Modellen, wie
der Balkan–Kurve, dem regionalen SCHA.DIF.8K Modell, weiters mit Seesedimentreihen aus dem Vereinigten Königreich, Fennoskandien und der Schweiz, gut. Im Vergleich mit einigen europäischen Datenreihen, zeigen die neuen archäomagnetischen Daten
eine Zeitverzögerung von mehreren Jahrhunderten bezüglich des Auftretens eines Deklinationsmaximums um 6000 v.Chr. Diese Verzögerung wird auch in Schweizer Seesedimenten beobachtet und könnte eine lokale Eigenschaft des Erdmagnetfeldes sein.
Die Bestimmung von Archäointensitäten ist komplizierter und zeitaufwändiger als
Richtungsmessungen des Erdmagnetfeldes. Zur Bestimmung von Intensitäten müssen
die Proben strengere Kriterien erfüllen; zum Beispiel müssen sie, bevorzugt bei hohen
Temperaturen, eine reine TRM erworben haben. Um umfassende Sphärisch–Harmonische
Modelle des Erdmagnetfeldes zu erstellen, werden neben Richtungsdaten auch Intensitäten des Feldes benötigt. Allerdings gibt es kaum Intensitätsdaten aus der Zeit vor
1000 v.Chr. in Mitteleuropa. Ein Ziel dieser Dissertation ist, diese Lücke mit Archäointensitätsdaten aus der Schweiz und Italien für den Zeitraum zwischen 5000 − 700 v.Chr.,
zu füllen. Um dies zu erreichen, werden vier unterschiedliche Typen archäologischer
Materialien, nämlich Keramiken, Kupferschlacke, verbrannte Sedimente aus Höhlen und
auch verbrannte Silices als neuartiges Material für paläomagnetische Experimente, untersucht. Insbesondere werden gebrannte Silices hinsichtlich ihrer Eignung für magnetische Intensitätsmessungen geprüft. Gesteinsmagnetische Messungen dieser Proben
offenbaren Magnetit, zusammen mit kleinen Mengen von Maghemit und Hämatit im
pseudosingle–Domain–Bereich, als die ferromagnetischen Hauptträger. Um absolute Intensitäten zu erhalten, wird das IZZI Protokoll auf 96 Proben angewendet: 23 Keramik-,
Schlacke-, und verbrannte Feuerstein–Proben erfüllen die Qualitätskriterien. Gebrannte
vi

Höhlensedimente erfüllen die Kriterien nicht, weil sie wahrscheinlich eine thermochemische remanente Magnetisierung erworben haben. Um die Auswahl geeigneter Silices
für zukünftige Studien zu erleichtern, werden verschiedene Auswahlkriterien untersucht.
Demzufolge werden magnetische Suszeptibilität und isotherme Sättigungsremanenz als
Kriterien für die Auswahl geeigneter Paläointensitätsproben empfohlen. Die Archäointensitätsdaten, die in dieser Studie bestimmt wurden, stimmen gut mit den bisherigen
Modellen und archäomagnetischen Daten überein.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The geomagnetic field is generated in the liquid outer core through a complex self–
exciting dynamo process. Its strength and direction in the past is retained by rocks,
sediments, and baked archeological artifacts at the moment of their formation. The
analysis of the magnetization of rocks, sediments or baked materials can provide insight
into past variations of Earth’s magnetic field. Archeomagnetism is the application of
paleomagnetic methods to archeological artifacts. Ceramics, bricks, tiles, kilns, burned
clay or sediments acquire a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) that is proportional
to the strength and aligned in the direction of the ambient geomagnetic field. Numerous studies have shown that archeological artifacts can reliably record the direction and
intensity of Earth’s magnetic field, which can be stable over millennia (e.g., Folgerhaiter , 1899; Thellier , 1938; Aitken and Weaver , 1962). This ancient magnetization
can be recovered in the laboratory and is used for various applications. For example,
by comparing archeomagnetic data from one locality in time to a local reference curve,
the local variation of the geomagnetic field in one region can be shown. Local reference curves have been successfully used for archeomagnetic dating (e.g., Lanos, 2004;
Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2011). Another application is the study of global geomagnetic
field changes at centennial to millennial time scales. For this purpose global archeomagnetic data compilation have been created to develop models that aim for a mathematical
representation of the geomagnetic field and study the dynamics of the geodynamo. Finally, the acquisition of magnetization in sediments is complex and allows retrieving
only relative variations around a common mean. Studies by Korte and Constable (2006)
and Donadini et al. (2009), for example, have shown that the relative variation can
be accurately calibrated to an absolute value using the median of the archeomagnetic
values.
This thesis investigates geomagnetic field variations in a selected time interval between 7000 − 500 BC, in order to obtain information of the field in periods where little or
no archeomagnetic data exist. The archeological artifacts, which are examined, are from
the Alpine region. The results are compared with other data in the area to establish a
1
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Figure 1.1: Simulation of the geomagnetic field lines produced by the geodynamo
(Glatzmaier and Roberts, 1995). Blue lines are magnetic field lines that are directed
inward, whereas orange lines are directed outward. The transition between complicated
field structures in the center and smooth lines outside the core determines the core–
mantle boundary.

master curve for paleofield behavior in this region. A short description of the Earth’s
magnetic field and models of its variation with time are presented.

1.1

The geomagnetic field

Earth’s magnetic field is very complex and changes slowly with time. The main part
of the geomagnetic field originates in the liquid outer core, which consists mostly of
iron with small amounts of Si and Ni, through a self–exciting dynamo process driven by
Earth’s rotation and buoyancy (Lowrie, 2007). In recent years magnetohydrodynamic
simulations, such as by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995), have shown how the internal field
varies through time, for example during reversals, or during stable time periods (Fig.
1.1). Besides the internal main field, the geomagnetic field is composed of a crustal field,
which arises from magnetized rocks, the external field, which is induced by ionospheric
and magnetospheric currents, and by a magnetic field in crust, mantle and ocean, which
is induced by external currents (Cain, 1989). The external part, the magnetosphere, is
the extension of field lines from the core in space, and deflects charged particles from
the solar wind, which could possibly advect Earth’s atmosphere. The internal part of
the field accounts for about 99% of the total field and the external for only 1% (Lowrie,
2007). On the surface the geomagnetic field has values ranging from around 30 µT at
the equator to around 60 µT at the poles (from the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field model for epoch 2011, IGRF-11, Finlay et al., 2010).
The complex motion of the liquid iron in the outer core of Earth is responsible for
the variation of the field in space and time. These variations can be expressed in terms
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of spherical harmonics (e.g., Merrill et al., 1996). At the Earth’s surface the magnetic
field B can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential V :
B = −∇V

(1.1)

The geomagnetic potential for the internal field can be expressed in spherical coordinates
as
V =a

lX
max

l  
X
a l+1

l=1 m=0

r

(glm cos mφ



+

m
hm
l sin mφ)Pl (θ)

(1.2)

with a the mean radius of Earth (6371 km); r, θ, φ the spherical coordinates (radius, colatitude, longitude); Plm the Schmidt–normalized associated Legendre function of degree
l and order m; (θ) as shorthand for (cosθ); and the Gauss coefficients glm and hm
l . Up
to degree l = 1 (g01 , g11 , h11 ) the field is dipolar, followed by l = 2 a quadrupole and l = 3
an octupole field. The present dipolar part is tilted at about 10.7◦ from the rotation
axis, which is close to the northwest coast of Greenland, and accounts for about 95% of
the total field of internal origin. From degree l = 14 and more the field is attributed to
the crust.
The components of B can be expressed through the partial derivatives of the geomagnetic potential
Br = −

∂V
,
∂r

Bθ = −

1 ∂V
,
r ∂θ

Bφ = −

1 ∂V
.
rsin θ ∂φ

(1.3)

These spherical components of B can be related to cartesian coordinates as Br = −Z,
Bθ = −X, Bφ = Y .

1.2

Secular variation

Secular variation can be defined as the rate of change or first time derivative of the
internal part of the geomagnetic field (Courtillot and Le Mouël , 1988); whereby changes
can be on the scale of decades or centuries. Both, the dipole and non–dipole components
of the field show secular variation, which can be observed in changes in intensity and
direction (Lowrie, 2007). In the following, dipole and non–dipole features, which are
characterized by various timescales and arise through different processes in the core, are
described briefly.

1.2.1

Slow variations of the dipole and the dipole decay of the past
400 years

Figure 1.2 illustrates the small variations of the virtual dipole moment (VDM), and
directions of the geomagnetic field of the two spherical harmonics models CALS10k.1b
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and CALS3k.4 (Korte et al., 2011; Korte and Constable, 2011, respectively). The VDM
is the geocentric dipole moment that would have produced the observed intensity at a
specific latitude; it is determined by:
V DM =

3
2πRE
B
√
µ0
1 + 3cos2 θm

(1.4)

where θm is the magnetic co–latitude, which is calculated from tanI = 2cotθm =
2tanθg , where θg is the geographic latitude, RE = 6371 km the Earth’s radius and
µ0 = 4π10−2 V s/(Am) the permeability in free space (Tauxe et al., 2010). The dipole
moment produced by a dipole along Earth’s rotation axis is called virtual axial dipole
moment (VADM), and is only dependent on the geographic latitude θg
V ADM =

3
2πRE
B
p
µ0
1 + 3cos2 θg

(1.5)

The current value of the axial dipole moment is 7.78 × 1022 Am2 , which is close to the
average value over the past 7000 years (Constable, 2007). Although the CALS3k.4 has
a higher resolution than the CALS10k.1b, both show a maximum in VDM at around
100 AD and a minimum around 800 AD. VDMs are larger for the past 3 millennia than
for the time period before, although within the last 400 years a decrease is observed in
both models (Fig. 1.2a). The dipole decay, which has been observed in direct measurements since the 16th century is highly debated because a decrease in intensity may reflect
the onset of a polarity reversal. It has been argued that if the liquid core would freeze
and all circulation would be stopped, the dipole field intensity would decrease through
ohmic resistance by about 1% per century. In contrast, the current rate of decrease suggests that the dipole field would disappear in the early next millennium (Olsen, 2002).
Gubbins et al. (2006) suggest a decay by about 5% in intensity per century, which corresponds to 15 nT/year since 1840. Before then the decay was nearly linear at about
2.28 ± 2.27 nT/year between 1590 − 1840. The more rapid fall is attributed to growing
and southward moving patches of reverse magnetic flux in the Southern hemisphere. On
the contrary, paleomagnetic data from the past 2500 years suggest a 40% fall in magnetic
moment, or 1.6% per century (Gubbins et al., 2006, and references therein). Constable
and Korte (2006) questioned if the current dipole decay may lead to a reversal, because
the current value of the dipole moment is high compared to the average throughout the
ongoing 0.78 Myrs Brunhes polarity. Their findings are based on studies of millennial
scale models, which also incorporate archeomagnetic data. A decrease in dipole moment
may not necessarily indicate a reversal, but instead could be a natural fluctuation or excursion. Using CALS10k.1b model, the declination of the field in Zurich varied between
20◦ W and 15◦ E for the last 9000 years, with a strong westward movement within the last
1000 years and a minimum at around 200 BC (Fig. 1.2b). Inclination oscillates between
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.2: (a) Virtual dipole moment, and (b) the horizontal component or declination, and (c) the vertical component or inclination of the geomagnetic field using the
Gauss coefficients of degree 1 modelled with the CALS10k.1b and CALS3k.4 spherical
harmonics models. All curves are calculated at Zurich (47.37◦ N, 8.55◦ E).

60 − 70◦ N, showing a rather smooth behavior (Fig. 1.2c). Spherical harmonic analysis
of data from 1550 to 1990 shows that the dipole axis has drifted westward at rates of
around 0.13◦ /yr, whereas the tilt of the axis increased from about 3.0◦ in 1550 to 11.5◦
in about 1835. From this time on the axis stays approximately the same (Barton, C.E.,
1989).

1.2.2

East- and westward drift of nondipole features

The non–dipole field contribution can be obtained by subtracting the dipole field of the
total internal field (Lowrie, 2007). Maps of these non–dipole features show that there
are two different types of non–dipolar secular variations: stationary anomalies, which
change in intensity, e.g., over Mongolia, the South Atlantic, and North America; and
drifting features, which change position slowly in time, e.g., over Africa (e.g., Yukutake
and Tachinaka, 1969; Bloxham et al., 1989). The most noticeable feature is a westward
drift, which is superposed to the dipolar westward drift. The westward drift is a feature
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of secular variation that was first observed more than 300 years ago by Edmund Halley. He observed several features moving westward, and further observations by Bauer
and Carlheim–Gyllensköld showed that the westward drift persisted and had been a
feature since the mid 16th century. Bullard determined the westward drift velocity of
the non–dipole features between 1907–1945 as 0.18◦ /yr. Time dependent models of the
field at the core–mantle boundary show that westward drift is most clearly seen in the
equatorial region of the Atlantic hemisphere. The current view is that westward drift
is a change of the geomagnetic field at the surface due to localized field features at
the core mantle boundary (CMB), and it is not a global feature (Dumberry and Finlay,
2007, and references therein). Archeomagnetic data suggests that the westward drift had
been a feature of the secular variation since 700 years or longer. Further studies show
that besides the westward drift of the non–dipolar parts, there is also evidence for eastward motions. Dumberry and Finlay (2007) analysed the CALS7K.2 at the CMB, and
found a westward drift between 200 − 750 AD, followed by an eastward motion between
750 − 1400 AD, and a westward motion after 1400 AD at 60◦ N. These motions at the
CMB would be visible at the surface as inclination–declination variations close to 0◦ N.
Ages, at which sharp changes in direction occur are called archeomagnetic jerks, and
coincide with changes in the direction of the moving features at the CMB. The changes
in direction were estimated to occur within 100 years or shorter. It was suggested by
Dumberry and Finlay (2007) that archeomagnetic jerks observed in Europe are caused
by a change in direction from east– to westward drift and vice versa (dominant azimuthal
flow near to the core surface).

1.2.3

Changes on shorter time scales: Archeomagnetic jerks and spikes

Archeomagnetic jerks were first described by Gallet et al. (2003) and are sharp cusps in
direction as well as in intensity in secular variation curves. Their duration is between the
’geomagnetic jerks’ of about one year and magnetic excursions of about 103 years with
an average of around 100 years. Using archeomagnetic data from western Europe and
the eastern Mediterranean from the last 3000 years shows four peaks in intensity and
directions at 200 AD, 800 AD, 1400 AD, and 800 BC (Gallet et al., 2003). In later studies
by Pavón-Carrasco et al. (2009, 2010) several archeomagnetic jerks have been identified
by studying the correlation between directional changes and intensity maxima in the
regional SCHA.DIF.3K and SCHA.DIF.8K models. The best correlation was observed
at 300 AD, 1700 AD, 2500 BC, 3000 BC, and 4100 BC. Archeomagnetic jerks are yet
debated features of the geomagnetic field. The lack of a clear understanding of their
origin hampers a thorough classification of these events. Mandea (2009) argues that
archeomagnetic jerks should be recognized and distinguished from geomagnetic jerks on
the basis of the physical mechanism that originates them. From this point of view the
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description given by Dumberry and Finlay (2007) may help in the future to characterize
these events better.
Another feature of the paleosecular variation are strong geomagnetic spikes in intensity around 1000 BC (Ben-Yosef et al., 2009). Extreme intensity spikes were first
recorded in slag and furnace fragments from Southern Jordan, and reached field strengths
of about 130 µT (equivalent to a VADM of approximately 250 × 1021 Am2 ). Similar high
field values for the same age period have been observed in samples from Western USA
(e.g., Champion, 1980) and Hawaii, (Pressling et al., 2007) suggesting a global spike at
this time. Note, however, that the remeasured Hawaiian samples do not show as high
intensity values (Ben-Yosef et al., 2009, and references therein). Samples from Turkey
(Ertepinar et al., 2012), and southern Israel (Shaar et al., 2011) also gave similar strong
peaks in this time period. Current numerical simulations of the geodynamo show a weakening of the geomagnetic dipole moment in recent times, and reverse polarity patches
that are driving the decrease in moment (e.g., Gubbins et al., 2006). This led Shaar
et al. (2011) to speculate that the geomagnetic spikes may be driven by a highly active
normal polarity flux patch that reinforces an increase of the dipole moment. They also
suggested that the short–lived feature indicates a “magnetic storms” in the outer core
(Shaar et al., 2011, and references therein).

1.3

Measuring the geomagnetic field

The Earth’s magnetic field is a vector that can be described by its intensity (F) and
direction. The direction of the field is described by its declination (D), which is the
angle of the projection of the horizontal component (H) with respect to geographic
North (N), and inclination (I), which is the angle between the vertical component of
Earth magnetic field and the surface. The cartesian components of the field (X, Y, Z)
describe the eastward, northward and downward direction (Figure 1.3).
First catalogs and compilations of geomagnetic field data date back to the end of the
16th

century. With the beginning of surveys, repeat stations and marine data a more

continuous picture of Earth’s magnetic field was obtained. In the beginning of the 19th
century a worldwide observatory network was established to provide regularly measured
data. In the 1950s first air–borne magnetic measurements were taken by Sputnik 3,
followed by the POGO satellites in the 1960s. Today, satellites provide high–precision
data with a coverage of the entire Earth, except for the ’polar gaps’ that are regions
around the geographic poles (Jackson and Finlay, 2007; Olsen et al., 2007).
To study field intensity and directions in the past, prior to direct measurements, we
rely on geological and archeological materials, which are able to record Earth’s magnetic
field that is present at the time they were formed. The theory underlying the measurement of these materials is based on the assumption that the remanent magnetization
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Figure 1.3: Geomagnetic field components (modified after Turner et al., 2007).

recorded by archeological materials or rocks depends linearly on the ambient geomagnetic field (Valet, 2003). An overview about how archeological artifacts acquire their
magnetization, is given in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4

Models

Geomagnetic field models are designed to improve our understanding of the past behavior
of the geomagnetic field. At present, there is a variety of geomagnetic field models, based
on different input data and spanning several millennia or centuries. A summary of the
currently available models is given in Tab. 1.1, and the most important models for this
work are presented in the following sections.
The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF, current version: IGRF-11)
is a model of the present field up to spherical harmonic degree 13, which corresponds
to the large scale part of the internal field. The model has been revised first every ten
years and then every five years starting at 1900 (Finlay et al., 2010). This model, which
includes data from satellites, geomagnetic observatories, and repeat stations can be used
to obtain direction and intensity at any point on Earth for any point in time.
Current millennial scale models cover three to ten millennia and incorporate paleomagnetic data from geologial materials such as lavas or sediments, lacustrine and marine sediments, archeological materials, such as ceramics, kilns, baked clays, or burned
material from fireplaces. Millennial scale models have limited spatial and temporal resolutions compared to models from direct measurements for recent or historical times
due to poorer data coverage in ancient times (Korte et al., 2009). For this reason, first
spherical harmonic models on millennial time scales had only low spherical harmonic
degrees.
Models have spherical harmonic degrees ranging between 10 for millennial scale models, i.e., CALS10k1b (Continuous Model for Archeomagnetic and Lake sediment data;
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Table 1.1: Summary of geomagnetic field models. AA – Archeological artifacts data,
LS – Lake sedimenta data, d – directional lake sediment data, i – intensities of lake
sediment, VO – Volcanic data, HS – Historical data, OB – Observatory data, SAT –
Satellite data, *. . . superseded, Geo. ex. – geographic expansion.
Model

Time period

Data type

Geo. ex.

Reference

CHAOS
IGRF11
gufm1
CALS3k.3*
CALS3k.4
CALS3k.4b
ARCH3k.1
SED3k.1
SCHA.DIF.3K
A FM
ASD FM
ASDI FM
CALS7k.2*
SCHA.DIF.8K
CALS10k.1b

1999 AD–2005 AD
1900 AD–2015 AD
1590 AD–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1000 BC–1990 AD
1200 BC–2000 AD
1200 BC–2000 AD
1200 BC–2000 AD
5000 BC–1950 AD
6000 BC–1000 BC
8000 BC–1990 AD

SAT
OB, SAT
HS
AA, LS
AA, LS
AA, LS
AA
LS
AA, VO
AA, VO
AA, VO, LSd
AA, VO, LSdi
AA, LS
AA, VO, LS
AA, VO, LS

global
global
global
global
global
global
global
global
regional
global
global
global
global
regional
global

(Olsen et al., 2006)
(Finlay et al., 2010)
(Jackson et al., 2000)
(Korte et al., 2009)
(Korte and Constable, 2011)
(Korte and Constable, 2011)
(Korte et al., 2009)
(Korte et al., 2009)
(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009)
(Licht et al., 2013)
(Licht et al., 2013)
(Licht et al., 2013)
(Korte and Constable, 2005)
(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010)
(Korte et al., 2011)

Korte and Constable, 2011), and 14 for recent field models, i.e., gufm1 (Jackson et al.,
2000). However, the actual spatial resolution for the CALS10k.1b is up to degree 4,
up to degree 8–9 for the gufm1 model (Korte and Constable, 2008), and at least up to
degree 8 for the CALS3k.4 (Korte et al., 2011). Temporal resolution in space, which is
defined by cubic B–splines, ranges between 40 years for the CALS10k.1b and 10 years
for the CALS3k.4; the actual resolution of the CALS10k.1b in time is about 100 years
(Korte and Constable, 2011). All models are based on iterative linearized inversion
that provides an optimal fit to the data. Recent millennial scale models (e.g, CALS3k.3,
CALS3k.4, and CALS3k.1) are also enforced to follow the historic gufm1 model (Jackson
et al., 2000), which provides an accurate description of the field during 1590 − 1990 AD
based on the direct measurements of sailors and early explorers travelling around the
globe. Furthermore, the most recent models, CALS3k.4b and CALS10k.1b are generated using a conservative bootstrap approach that provides uncertainty estimates. This
allows to retrieve robust information and limits spurious signals in regions with poor
data coverage or at the CMB, where small scale features including noise are amplified
in comparison to Earth’s surface.
In order to investigate characteristics of different data types and uneven global data
distribution, Korte et al. (2009) developed different models using different data types
and qualities for the past 3000 years. These include the ARCH3k.1 based only on archeomagnetic data, the SED3k.1 based exclusively on sedimentary data, and the CALS3k.3
based on both data types. It was shown that selecting only high quality data does
not greatly improve the model, because handling of outliers in the calculation of the
models is well implemented. The ARCH3k.1 has slightly higher resolution than the
other models, which is most probably related to the fact that the other models include
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lake sediment data, which are smoothed due to scatter in the records. The ARCH3k.1
may be more reliable for parts of the Northern hemisphere where most data come from.
For global studies, however, CALS3k.3 represents a better choice because it includes all
available data of the globe. The CALS3k.3 was superseded by the CALS3k.4 model,
which included more data, uses an iterative data rejection and recalibration of sediment
intensities (Korte and Constable, 2011).
The global CALS10k.1b is the first time–varying geomagnetic field model spanning
the past 10,000 years (Korte et al., 2011). The model incorporates data from marine and
lacustrine sediments, and volcanic rocks and archeological data. Most data contributing
to the model comes from high latitude, mainly between 30 − 60◦ N. The amount of lake
sediment data used for this model outnumbers that of archeological artifacts, which are
basically constrained to the Northern hemisphere during the last 4000 years.
In a recent study by Licht et al. (2013), archeomagnetic, volcanic, and/or sedimentary
data that cover the past 3000 years are used to generate ensembles of global field models.
A FM is based on archeomagnetic and volcanic data only, ASD FM includes additionally
directional data from sediments, and ASDI FM additionally includes intensity data from
sediments. Based on each data set, three ensembles with each of them including 1000
field models are generated, which are used to generate three mean models with their
associated errors.
Regional models such as SCHA.DIF.3K and SCHA.DIF.8K (Pavón-Carrasco et al.,
2009, 2010), are an intermediate approach between paleosecular variation curves (PSVC)
and global models such as the CALS.xk models. The SCHA.DIF models span 6000 BC–
1900 AD and cover a spherical cap of semi angle 22◦ centered at 45◦ N and 15◦ E, including
Europe, north Africa and west Asia.
Figure 1.4 shows all millennial scale models of inclination, declination and intensity
for the time period 1000 BC–2000 AD. All models are calculated for Zurich. The models
agree very well, in general, especially for the last 500 years, due to an abundance of data
for this time period and area. Declination and intensity of the models, however, diverge
prior to 0 AD. Only CALS10k.1b and SCHA.DIF.8K extend further back in time.
Archeomagnetic data that is currently available, is mainly from the Northern hemisphere and from times between 1000 BC until present, e.g., for the CALS10k.1b more
than 80% of the data come from the past three millennia (Korte et al., 2011) and is available in the GEOMAGIA50v2 database (Korhonen et al., 2008; Donadini et al., 2006).
For the new model ensembles A FM, ASD FM and ASDI FM most of the archeomagnetic and volcanic data come from latitudes above 37◦ and longitudes between 10◦ W
and 40◦ E, and only 2.5% come from the Southern hemisphere (Licht et al., 2013).
Paleosecular variation curves (PSVCs) are one–dimensional models and are constructed with data from a clearly defined area, e.g., of 600 km diameter, using an interpolation technique. The spatial distribution of the data is not taken into account,

Models
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Figure 1.4: Geomagnetic field direction and intensity of five millennial scale models:
(a) inclination, (b) declination, and (c) intensity. All models are calculated for Zurich
(Switzerland, 47.37◦ N, 8.55◦ E). ARCH3k.1 and A FM only incorporate archeomagnetic
and also volcanic data in the case of A FM; the other three models also include lake
sediments data.

therefore PSVCs provide limited information on the geomagnetic field processes (PavónCarrasco et al., 2010). They serve as reference curves, e.g., for comparison with models,
lake sediment data or are used for archeomagnetic dating (e.g., Pavón-Carrasco et al.,
2011). At present there are several PSVCs in literature for individual countries, i.e., for
Germany (Schnepp and Lanos, 2005), Austria (Schnepp and Lanos, 2006), Italy (Tema
et al., 2006), the UK (Zananiri et al., 2007), Greece (De Marco et al., 2008, 2009), France
(Bucur , 1994; Gallet et al., 2002; Hervé et al., 2013a,b), Hungary (Márton and Ferencz ,
2006; Márton, 2010), Bulgaria (Kovacheva et al., 2009a), or for several countries, i.e.,
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the Iberian peninsula (Gómez-Paccard et al., 2006a), or the Balkan region (Tema and
Kondopoulou, 2011), or for Europe as a whole (Carrancho et al., 2013).
The Balkan PSVC is one of the longest archeomagnetic data records, spanning the
past 8000 years. Data from within an area of 700 km radius centered at Thessaloniki
(40.6◦ N, 23.0◦ E), covering Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia, southern Hungary, and southern
Italy are incorporated. To calculate continuous curves for declination, inclination, and
intensity, a sliding moving window technique was used for intensities, and a bivariate extension of the Fisher statistics was used to interpolate directional data. The Balkan curve
shows good agreement with various models (CALS7k.2, ARCH.3k, SCHA.DIF.3k/8k)
for the last 3000 years, but deviations for periods prior 1000 BC.
The recently published European PSVC incorporates directional data from Spain and
the Bulgarian database (Carrancho et al., 2013) and spans a time period from 6000 BC–
3700 BC. The curves for declination and inclination were made by using a penalized cubic
B–spline and bootstrapping of 2000 curves. Samples from Spain include ashes from
rock shelters, and data from the Bulgarian database includes various archeomagnetic
materials. The directions used for the PSVC are mostly concentrated between 5700 BC
and 4000 BC and 3000 BC and 2300 BC. Compared to SCHA.DIF.8K and CALS10k.1b
the European PSVC shows higher variablity than the models due to smoothing effects
of sedimentary data used in these models.

1.5

Motivation for the thesis and structure

Most of the millennial scale models reach back only until 1000 BC. Between 10, 000 BC
and 1000 BC there are only 359 archeomagnetic directional and intensity data available for Europe in the GEOMAGIA50v2 database (Figure 1.5). Due to this scarcity of
archeomagnetic and volcanic data before 1000 BC, models such as the SCHA.DIF.8K
and CALS10k.1b rely on lake sediment data. Sediment data have several advantages
such as good spatial, and long and continuous coverage in time over several millennia.
However, sediment cores can likely be affected by age uncertainties due to timing delays
between magnetization lock–in and sediment deposition (Licht et al., 2013). Sediments
record only relative changes in intensities, and if sediment cores are not oriented, only
relative change in declination. Archeological artifacts have several advantages compared
to sediments, e.g., they acquire a TRM, and absolute intensities and declinations can be
reproduced in the laboratory. Archeomagnetic data have smaller experimental uncertainties than sediments data, and their dating is in many cases more precise (Korte and
Constable, 2011). Therefore, new archeomagnetic data is needed to improve spherical
harmonic models and regional reference curves. Furthermore, new data may help improving the knowledge about recent features of the geomagnetic field, such as the dipole
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moment decay or short term features, i.e., archeomagnetic jerks or geomagnetic spikes,
which are still not fully understood (Valet, 2003).
One of the drawbacks of archeological artifacts is that they provide punctual information about the geomagnetic field. For this reason, there is less archeomagnetic data
for a given age compared to other recorders like lake sediments. Furthermore, data
from the Holocene is mainly concentrated in the Northern hemisphere, particularly in
western Eurasia (Fig. 1.6) (e.g., Donadini et al., 2009; Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010;
Knudsen et al., 2008). This can lead to a bias in models and reference curves, and some
local features of the geomagnetic field may not be detected. In the area around the
Alps there are only 199 directional and 34 intensity archeomagnetic data available in
the GEOMAGIA50v2 database for the time period between 8000 BC and 1990 AD (Fig.
1.7).
New data would complement existing data from the Alpine area to establish a reference curve. This regional PSVC could take into account local features, which are not
present in reference curves from a larger area. It could also be used to help calibrate
relative lake sediment data from the Alpine area. Archeomagnetic dating is particularly
useful for dating of Holocene lava flows, where

14 C

determinations often fail due to the

lack of organic matter. It proves to be powerful when used in conjunction with other
dating methods (e.g., Donadini et al., 2012). However, archeomagnetic dating can be
accurate only if the field variation is determined with high resolution.
This thesis focuses on the acquisition of new directional and intensity data from
various archeological materials, in order to provide new data for the mid–Holocene in
the Alpine area. Besides the common archeological materials used in archeointensity
studies, such as ceramics and slags, the suitability of burned cherts as recorders of the
geomagnetic field intensity is evaluated.
This thesis is structured in six chapters in addition to this introduction: Chapter 2
presents a short summary of basic rock magnetic principles and magnetic parameters
that are used in this work. A short explanation is given on how a remanent magnetization
is acquired, especially through the influence of heating, and outlines, which kind of
samples are suitable for paleomagnetic determinations.
In Chapter 3 the applied methods are described. This includes the determination
of directions and intensity of the geomagnetic field, as well as quality criteria and their
implications.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are three separate studies and represent the main part of this
work. Chapter 4 presents the results of archeodirectional determinations from a rock
shelter in northern Italy. The samples are burned sediments from fireplaces, which accumulated over a period of 500 years in the Neolithic. The archeomagnetic results are
linked to geoarcheological investigations, in order to improve the understanding of the
processes, which acted on the sediments during and after firing. Chapter 5 combines the
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data shown in the fourth chapter with additional directional data from Swiss fireplaces.
A PSVC is created using smoothed splines, and it is compared to current spherical
harmonics models, sediment and archeomagnetic data. Chapter 6 presents archeointensities from four different kinds of materials: ceramics, slags, burned sediments and
burned cherts. The suitability of burned cherts for archeointensity determination is
investigated. The final chapter, Chapter 7, provides a general summary of the main
findings in the thesis and an outlook for potential future work.

Age [yr AD]

c)

Intensity [μT]

Declination [˚]

Inclination [˚]

b)

Age [yr AD]

Motivation for the thesis and structure

a)

Age [yr AD]

Figure 1.5: Archeomagnetic data from Europe, which is available in the GEOMAGIA50v2 database, as of November 2013, showing (a) declination,
(b) inclination, and (c) intensity. The dashed line marks the boundary before 1000 BC with little data, and after with an abundance of data. Also
shown is the CALS10k.1b, calculated at 44.0◦ N, 11.0◦ E.
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Figure 1.6: Worldwide data coverage for the past 50 kyr (3798 values). (a) Geographical distribution of the paleointensity data included in the GEOMAGIA50v2 database.
(b) Paleointensity data included in GEOMAGIA50 are grouped in time windows, i.e.
500–year time windows back to 4000 BP and 1000–year windows back to 12000 BP
(taken from Knudsen et al., 2008).

Figure 1.7: Data coverage of an area around the Alps between 8000 BC and 1990 AD.
Shown are directional and intensity data from an area with a radius of 600 km around
Zurich (47.4◦ N, 8.6◦ E), marked with a star. Data are taken from the Geomagia50
database and are from France, Austria, Italy, and Germany. The dashed line denotes
zero longitude.

Chapter 2

Rock magnetism and the role of
fire
2.1

Rock magnetism

This chapter presents a short summary on the basic rock magnetic principles, which will
be used in the following chapters. More detailed explanations can be found in several
textbooks on the subject (e.g., Butler , 1992; Tauxe et al., 2010; Dunlop and Özdemir ,
1997; Gubbins, D. and E. Herrero–Bervera, 2007). Parts of this chapter were adapted
from Lowrie (2007) and Butler (1992). A magnetic moment m of an atom arises through
orbital motion of the electron around the nucleus and the intrinsic spin moment of the
electron. The net magnetic moment is the vector sum of all atomic magnetic moments
per unit volume V , and is called magnetization M [Am−1 ].
M=

X mi
i

V

(2.1)

Magnetization depends on the degree of alignment of the individual atomic magnetic
moments in the volume, and is proportional to an applied magnetic field H [Am−1 ]
through the magnetic susceptibility χ
M=χ·H

(2.2)

The susceptibility is the measure of the ability of the material to become magnetized.
Based on the susceptibility three classes of behavior of magnetization in an applied magnetic field can be distinguished: diamagnetism, paramagnetism, and ferromagnetism
(s.l.). Ferromagnetic (s.l.) minerals can be further differentiated into true ferromagnetism (s.s.), antiferromagnetism, parasitic or spin–canted ferromagnetism, and ferrimagnetism. Dia– and paramagnetic minerals acquire an induced magnetization (Fig.
2.1, 2.2a, b), whereas ferromagnetic minerals gain a remanent magnetization, which is
17
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a) Diamagnetism

b) Paramagnetism
H=0
M=0

H≠0
M≠0

Figure 2.1: (a) Diamagnetic and (b) paramagnetic behavior, without an applied field
H = 0 (first row), and with an applied field H 6= 0 (second row).

still present when an applied field is removed (Fig. 2.2c, 2.3a, c, d). The magnetic
induction B [T] is connected to magnetization and applied field by
B = µ0 (H + M)

(2.3)

Outside of the magnetized body M = 0 and B is proportional to H, B = µ0 H, with the
permeability of free space µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 (Tauxe et al., 2010).

2.1.1

Diamagnetism

In a diamagnetic material all electron spins are paired, hence, it has no magnetization
(Fig. 2.1a). In an applied magnetic field the orbital moments are oriented antiparallel to
the field, according to Lenz’s law, and the material acquires an induced magnetization.
Diamagnetism is a property of all materials, but its moment is weak compared to para–
and ferromagnetic materials, and can easily be masked. The magnetization depends
linearly on the applied field, and the proportionality factor, χ, is negativ (Fig. 2.2a)
and independent of temperature. Purely diamagnetic minerals are, e.g., quartz, calcite
or graphite with susceptibilities on the order of −10−6 [SI].

2.1.2

Paramagnetism

In paramagnetic minerals one or more electron spins are unpaired and noninteracting.
Without an external magnetic field thermal energy is larger than the magnetic energy,
and the magnetic moments are oriented randomly. Within an external magnetic field
the net magnetic moment is non–zero and the induced magnetization is parallel to the
external field (Fig. 2.1b). The magnetization is linearly proportional to the magnetic
field and susceptibility is > 0 (Fig. 2.2b). The paramagnetic susceptibility is inversely
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M

M

a)

c)

Ms

χ>0

χ<0

M

b)

Mr

H

H

H
Hc

Diamagnetism

Paramagnetism

Ferromagnetism

Figure 2.2: Magnetization M versus applied field H for a (a) diamagnetic, (b) paramagnetic, and (c) ferromagnetic material. χ denoted the magnetic susceptibility, Ms
the saturation magnetization, Mrs the remanence, and Hc the coercivity.

proportional with temperature (χ ∼ 1/T ). Some materials are only paramagnetic above
a specific temperature, the paramagnetic Curie temperature or Weiss constant, θ. Paramagnetic minerals have θ close to 0 K, and examples are olivine, siderite, or montmorillonite (clay), with susceptibilities around 10−5 − 10−4 [SI].

2.1.3

Ferromagnetism (s.l.)

In dia– and paramagnetic minerals interactions between atomic magnetic moments are
very small, so that they can be considered non–interacting, but in ferromagnetic (s.l.)
minerals the spins are interacting due to direct or indirect exchange of electrons between
neighboring atoms. This exchange interaction produces a strong molecular field, which
aligns the magnetic moments. This net magnetic moment is called spontaneous magnetization. The interacting magnetic moments react in sync to an applied field, and the
dependence of the magnetization to H is hysteretic (Fig. 2.2c). We start following the
hysteresis at H = 0 and M = 0: with increasing H, the magnetization reaches at some
point, depending on the type of magnetic mineral, a saturation value, the saturation
magnetization Ms (or spontaneous magnetization). When the magnetic field is reduced
back to zero, after reaching saturation, a magnetization remains, and is known as the
saturation remanence Mrs . Applying a magnetic field in the opposite direction, reduces
the magnetization to zero at a particular value called coercivity, Hc . Further increasing
the field in opposite direction will saturate the magnetization in this direction. When a
ferromagnetic mineral is heated, the spontaneous magnetization disappears at the ferromagnetic Curie temperature Tc , which is specific for a mineral (Fig. 2.4). Above Tc
the material is paramagnetic.
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Ferromagnetism (s.s.)

Antiferromagnetism

Parasitic Ferromagn.

b)

c)

a)

M≠0

M=0

M≠0

Ferrimagnetism
d)

M≠0

H=0

Figure 2.3: (a) Ferromagnetic (s.s.), (b) antiferromagnetic, (c) parasitic ferromagnetic, and (d) ferrimagnetic behavior.

In ferromagnetic (s.s.) materials all magnetic moments are statistically aligned in
the same direction (Fig. 2.3a). Examples of ferromagnetic (s.s.) materials are native
Fe, Ni, and Co. An antiferromagnetic mineral has two sublattices with equal, but
opposite magnetic moments, respectively (Fig. 2.3b). The resultant magnetization
is zero, and hence, antiferromagnetic minerals have no remanence. The alignment of
magnetic moments breaks down at the Néel temperature TN ; above this temperature the
mineral becomes paramagnetic. An examples of an antiferromagnetic mineral is ilmenite
(F eT iO3 ). In parasitic ferromagnetic minerals antiparallel spins can be unpaired due
to defects, vacancies, or impurities in the crystal lattice, which results in a small ’defect
moment’. Furthermore the spins can be slightly inclined to each other, hence, they do
not cancel out as in antiferromagnetic materials, and the magnetization is nonzero (Fig.
2.3c). Parasitic ferromagnetic minerals show similar behavior as ferromagnetic minerals,
e.g., they show a hysteresis and have a TN . A typical parasitic ferromagnetic mineral
is hematite (α-F e2 O3 , Tab. 2.1). Ferrimagnetic minerals have two sublattices with
antiparallel and unequal magnetization (Fig. 2.3d). Examples are magnetite (F e3 O4 ),
maghemite (γ-F e2 O3 ), and pyrrhotite (F e7 S8 ). Table 2.1 summarizes rock magnetic
properties for the most common ferromagnetic minerals.

2.2

Remanent magnetization

The following section is based on textbooks from Butler (1992) and Lowrie (2007).
The total magnetization of a material is composed of the induced Mi and the natural
remanent magnetization Mrs :
M = Mi + Mrs

(2.4)

The induced magnetizations Mi = χH disappears after removal of the magnetic field
H, but the remanent magnetization can be very stable over geological time scales and is
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Table 2.1: Rock magnetic properties of selected magnetic minerals: Magn. state
- magnetic state; Tc and TN are Curie and Néel temperature, respectively; Bmax maximum magnetic induction, at which the mineral becomes saturated.

Mineral

Magn. state

Tc , TN [◦ C]

Bmax [mT]

Magnetite F e3 O4
TM60 F e2.4 T i0.6 O4
Maghemite γ-F e2 O3
Hematite α-F e2 O3
Goethite α-F eOOH
Greigite F e3 S4
Pyrrhotite F e7 S8

ferrimagnetic
ferrimagnetic
ferrimagnetic
parasitic ferromagnetic
parasitic ferromagnetic
ferrimagnetic
ferrimagnetic

580
150
590 − 675
675
70 − 125
−
325

300
100
300
1500 − 5000
> 5000
> 100
500 − 1000

therefore of concern for paleomagnetism. The natural remanent magnetization (NRM)
is the magnetization that a rock, sediment or soil acquires in situ. It may be composed
of several directional components, and these can have different orientations dependent
on when they were acquired and through which processes.
If the material is removed from the magnetic field H the natural remanent magnetization Mrs decays exponentially over time:


t
Mrs (t) = Mrs0 (t)exp −
τ

(2.5)

with Mrs0 the initial remanence, t the time and τ the characteristic relaxation time:


1
V B c Ms
τ = exp
c
2kT

(2.6)

where c is the frequency factor ≈ 108 s−1 , V the volume, and kT the thermal energy
with k = 1.38 × 10−23 m2 kgs−2 K −1 the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
The product V Bc Ms is an energy barrier to the rotation of Ms , and is called blocking
or anisotropy energy. The term kT is the thermal energy, which disturbs the alignment
of the magnetic moments. The relaxation time is controlled by the ratio of the blocking
energy versus thermal energy. Superparamagnetic (SP) grains have per definition a very
short relaxation time of < 100 s on a laboratory scale. Effective paleomagnetic recorders
must have relaxation times on the order of geological time periods (τ ∼ 109 yr). SP
particles have the smallest grain size, but above a critical size, the grains have a stable
homogeneous magnetization; this is called single domain (SD) behavior. SD particles
have typical domain sizes for magnetite from 0.03 − 0.1 µm in equate grains and up to
1 µm in elongated grains. SD Hematite can have sizes of about 0.03 − 15 µm. Largest
grains are multidomain (MD). In these grains the magnetic energy is so large that
the magnetization is no longer stable and subdivides into smaller units called Weiss
domains. MD grains have a less stable magnetization, because the domain walls can be
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shifted easily. True MD behavior in magnetite is starting from grain sizes > 15 − 20 µm.
Magnetic particles with grain sizes between ∼ 0.1 to several µm and which contain
only a few domain walls are called PSD grains. These may be stable over geologic time
periods.
The NRM comprises a primary component, which is acquired during formation of the
sample, and secondary components, which are acquired subsequently. In paleomagnetic
studies, the most stable component is referred to as characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM). This is in general the primary component. Primary remanent magnetizations are (1) a remanence acquired through heating to high temperatures, called
thermoremanent magnetization (TRM), and (2) a remanence acquired by a sediment
during or closely after deposition of of ferromagnetic grains, called (post–)depositional
remanent magnetization (DRM or pDRM). Examples of secondary magnetizations are
remanent magnetiztion acquired through chemical alterations, e.g., through weathering
or oxidation (chemical remanent magnetization, CRM); or through laboratory treatment
by applying strong (isothermal remanent magnetization, IRM) or alternating magnetic
fields (anhysteretic remanent magnetization, ARM).

2.2.1

Thermoremanent (TRM), chemical remanent (CRM), and thermochemical magnetization (TCRM)

Archeological artifacts acquire a TRM, when they cool through Tc or TN of the constituent ferromagnetic (s.l.) minerals (Tab. 2.1, Fig. 2.4). Above this temperature the
magnetization is paramagnetic, and the magnetic moments are randomly oriented. As
the sample cools down through Tc , the magnetization becomes blocked along an easy
direction of the grain, so that the magnetization of grains are statistically aligned in
direction of the ambient (Earth) magnetic field. All magnetic moments in the sample
align preferentially more or less along the field direction, and the degree of alignment depends on the strength of the field. The temperature at which the magnetic grains block
in along the field direction, the blocking temperature Tb ≤ Tc depends on grain size
and shape, spontaneous magnetization, and magnetic anisotropy of the ferromagnetic
minerals.
A CRM is acquired by growth of ferromagnetic grains below the unblocking temperature in a magnetic field. With increasing volume, the relaxation time increases. At a
critical volume the magnetization becomes blocked in the direction of the ambient field.
Chemical reactions include alteration of preexisting minerals to ferromagnetic minerals,
or precipitation of ferromagnetic grains from a solution.
A TCRM was defined by Nagata and Kobayashi (1963) as magnetization acquired
through heating and (immediate) subsequent chemical alteration (or volume growth)
during the cooling process below Tc . This type of remanent magnetization was found
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Figure 2.4: Acquisition of thermoremanent magnetization. On cooling through the
Curie temperature the magnetic state of magnetite grains changes from paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic. On further cooling, the magnetizations in the magnetite grains become
blocked along easy directions of magnetization close to the field direction. The resultant
thermoremanent magnetization is parallel to the field direction (after Butler , 1992).

in, e.g., the peripheric samples of a fireplace (e.g., Carrancho and Villalaı́n, 2011).
Measurements using thermocouples showed that in these samples burning temperatures
did not reach Tc . The oxidation process during heating leads to a change in the magnetic
constituents. This change can result in an increase in magnetization and in a change in
Tc (Nagata et al., 1963).

2.2.2

Further types of remanent magnetization

Viscous Remanent Magnetization (VRM) is a secondary remanent magnetization, which
is acquired in the ambient field. VRM is the acquisition of a magnetization of magnetic
moments that are thermally fluctuating in a weak magnetic field. It grows logarithmically with time:
V RM = ν · log(t)

(2.7)

where ν is the viscosity coefficient and t is the time.
An Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) is acquired, when a magnetic field
is applied to a sample at a constant temperature in a constant magnetic field. The
degree of alignment of the magnetic moments depends on the field strength and on the
coercivity of the magnetic minerals in the sample. If progressively stronger magnetic
fields are applied to a sample, the IRM reaches saturation. This remanence is called
saturation IRM or SIRM and is dependent on the type and concentration of magnetic
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minerals. Common coercivity values at which SIRM is reached are summarized in Tab.
2.1.
Lake and marine sediments acquire their magnetization while ferromagnetic grains
deposit in calm water and undergo the torque of the ambient geomagnetic field. This
kind of magnetizaton is called Depositional Remanent Magnetization (DRM). When this
magnetization gets locked in while the sample undergoes consolidation, it is known as a
post–Depositional Remanent Magnetization (pDRM).

2.3

Identifying magnetic minerals through rock magnetic
measurements

Various rock magnetic measurements were performed in this work in order to characterize the magnetic minerals and their concentration, grain sizes, stability, heating
temperatures in the past, and preferred orientation. All measurements were performed
at the Laboratory for Natural Magnetism (LNM), ETH Zurich.

2.3.1

Type of magnetic minerals

To determine the ferromagnetic mineralogy in the samples thermomagnetic curves, i.e.,
bulk magnetic susceptibility versus temperature, were measured up to 700◦ C. The temperature at which susceptibility decreases to zero is Tc or TN and characteristic for
specific ferromagnetic minerals (Tab. 2.1). The Curie temperature of a specific minerals
depends on the amount of substitions and degree of oxidation, e.g., magnetite with a
large substitution of titanium can have a Tc of only 150◦ C compared to pure magnetite
of 580◦ C (Tab. 2.1).
Backfield curves (IRM measurements in a backfield up to 1 T) and hysteresis measurements are also diagnostic in identifying magnetic minerals. The coercivity at which
the backfield curves reaches SIRM is typical for different ferromagnetic minerals (Tab.
2.1). Also in hysteresis measurements up to a field strength of 1 T a loop that is not
saturated by 1 T indicates a high coercivity mineral, such as hematite, in the sample.
Thermal demagnetization of a cross–component IRM exploits both coercivity and
unblocking temperatures (Tub ) of the ferromagnetic mineral (cross–component experiment, c.f., Lowrie, 1990). In this work, a 2000 mT field was first applied along the sample
z–axis, followed by a 460 mT field along the sample y–axis, and a 200 mT was finally
applied along the sample x–axis. The strongest field of 2000 mT reveals a contribution
of the hard magnetic minerals, such as hematite, with high coercivities, whereas the
460 mT field shows intermediate, and the 200 mT low coercive minerals such as magnetite or maghemite (Tab. 2.1). After the application of the IRM in the three directions,
the sample is stepwisely thermally demagnetized and the NRM is measured after each
temperature step.
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Grain size

Grain size of the ferromagnetic minerals can be determined from parameters, which are
obtained from hysteresis (Mr , Mrs , Hc ; Fig. 2.2c) and backfield curve measurements
(Hcr ). Hcr is the coercivity of remanence, which is the coercivity at which a reversed
remanence cancels the IRM, i.e., when the backfield curve is reduced to zero. The ratios
of these parameters, Mrs /Ms versus Hcr /Hc plotted in a Day plot with the Dunlop
mixing lines show the grain sizes of (titano)magnetite (Day et al., 1977; Dunlop, 2002).
SP particles can be identified by frequency–dependent magnetic susceptibility χF D
measurements (e.g., Dearing et al., 1996). The susceptibility is measured in a low field
at two different frequencies, and χF D is calculated as
χF D =

χLF − χHF
· 100
χLF

(2.8)

where χLF is the susceptibility at low frequency and χHF at high frequency. The
frequency dependence was measured on an AGICO MFK1-FA susceptibility bridge with
an applied field of 200 A/m in frequencies of 976 Hz and 15 616 Hz. At a low frequency
ω corresponding to a period 1/ω larger than the relaxation time (1/ω > τ ), SP grains
contribute strongly to the susceptibility. Whereas the same grain becomes SD at high
frequencies corresponding to a period smaller than the relaxation time (1/ω < τ ). In a
low frequency SP, grains equilibrate and can have higher susceptibilities than SD grains.
Samples with χF D > 10% have dominating contribution of SP particles (Dearing et al.,
1996).
Pike et al. (1999) showed how the grain size and interaction between magnetic grains
can be determined using first–order reversal curves (FORCs). In this method, the sample
is first saturated in a large positive field; then the field is reduced to a reversal field Ha .
From Ha the field is again increased up to saturation, and the magnetization is measured,
e.g., the magnetization at applied field b with the reversal point a is M (Ha , Hb ), with
Hb ≥ Ha (Fig. 2.5a). This procedure is repeated for a series of reversed fields with
increasing field strength in order to obtain a set of FORCs. A FORC distribution is
defined as the mixed second derivative
ρ(Ha , Hb ) = −

∂ 2 M (Ha , Hb )
∂Ha ∂Hb

(2.9)

For the FORC diagram coercivity Hc = (Ha − Hb )/2 and the local interaction field
Hu = (Ha + Hb )/2 are plotted (Fig. 2.5b).

2.3.3

Stability of remanent magnetization

One of the best indicators for the stability of magnetization is the reversibility of thermomagnetic curves. If the heating curve resembles the cooling curve and if bulk magnetic
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a)

b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Definition of a FORC. After saturation of the sample, the field is
decreased to a reversal field Ha . The field is then increased from Ha back up to
saturation and the magnetization M (Ha , Hb ) is measured. (after Pike et al., 2001a).
(b) Construction of a FORC diagram (after Roberts et al., 2000)

susceptibility at room temperature is the same after the heating and cooling procedure,
the magnetization can be considered as stable (e.g., Rada Torres et al., 2011). According
to Rada Torres et al. (2011) the reversibility of archeological material can be related to
the amount of organic matter burned during the original heating of the sample. Burning of the samples under reducing conditions prevents the organic matter to get entirely
burned. Reheating of these samples result in formation of secondary magnetite and non–
reversible thermomagnetic curves. On the contrary, burning under oxidizing conditions
leads to a complete combustions of the organic matter in the samples, to no formation
of secondary magnetite and to reversible thermomagnetic curves (Rada Torres et al.,
2011).
Another possibility to determine the stability of magnetization is to calculate the
Koenigsberger ratio Q (Koenigsberger , 1938a,b). This value is the ratio between remanent and induced magnetization:
Q=

N RM
H ·χ

(2.10)

where the Earth magnetic field, H = B/µ0 , with B = 50 µT and the permeability of
free space µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 , which is representative for northern Europe. For the
analysis N RM is plotted versus χ, and Q can be depicted as parallel lines for different
Q–values. Following Carrancho et al. (2012) samples with Q–ratios > 1 are considered
to have a stable magnetization, because the remanent magnetization N RM is larger
than the induced H · χ.
A further method to assess if the magnetization is stable is to perform a viscosity
test. In this test the degree of change of the remanent magnetization as a function of
time after storage in zero magnetic field is observed. For the viscosity test used in this
thesis a time interval of three weeks was chosen. The viscosity coefficient ν [%] is
ν=

| N RM0 − N RMn |
· 100
N T M0

(2.11)
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where N RM0 is the initial NRM, and N RMn is the NRM after three weeks. In this
work, a viscosity coefficient < 10% is considered as low.

2.3.4

Heating temperatures in the past

A method to determine the heating temperatures in the past of archeological artifacts,
for example, is to measure thermomagnetic curves to several end temperatures incrementally, e.g., to 350◦ C, 490◦ C, 580◦ C, and finally to 700◦ C. The original heating temperature is determined from the temperature in which the magnetization is no longer
reversible (e.g., Spassov and Hus, 2006). This approach is based on the assumption
that a sample that had been heated to a certain temperature will not change its rock
magnetic properties, if it is heated to the same temperature in the laboratory. This
assumption holds, if the magnetic minerals in the sample reached chemical equilibrium
at the specific temperature (Spassov and Hus, 2006). Another method to determine
reheating temperatures in the past is to thermally demagnetize the samples and analyze
the demagnetization diagrams and orthogonal vector diagrams (e.g., Tema et al., 2013).

2.3.5

Preferred orientation of magnetic moments

Strong anisotropy can deflect the direction of magnetization, because the magnetic moments are strongly aligned in a direction other than that of the ambient field. To
calculate the degree of anisotropy and to detect a preferred orientation of the magnetic
moments the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) was measured. The sample
is measured in 15 positions, from which the minimum, intermediate, and maximum
magnetic susceptibilities are calculated (k1 > k2 > k3 ). These values are along the
eigenvectors of the susceptibility ellipsoid. The degree of anisotropy Pj and the shape
of the ellipsoid, T (Jelı́nek , 1981), are calculated as
Pj = exp

h
− 1 i
2 · (η1 − η)2 + (η2 − η)2 + (η3 − η)2 2

(2.12)

with
ηi = ln ki
η=
and the shape parameter
T =

(2.13)

η1 + η2 + η3
3

(2.14)

2η2 − η1 − η3
.
η1 − η3

(2.15)

If T > 0 the ellpsoid is oblate, if T < 0, it is prolate.
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2.4

Enhancement through heat in archeomagnetic samples

Since the seminal publication of Le Borgne (1955) on fire, it is known that magnetic susceptibility is enhanced in burned soils. Weak magnetic minerals, such as hematite can be
reduced during burning into stronger magnetic phases, such as maghemite or magnetite.
Or clay and oxyhydroxides dehydrate to free iron, which is available for formation of new
iron–oxides. Organic matter, such as wood, dung or vegetable remains, can strongly influence the transformation processes of iron oxides, because it favors reducing conditions
(Hanesch et al., 2006, and references therein). Anthropogenic fires also cause a material
to experience an increase in magnetic susceptibility and an acquisition of a TRM. For
example McClean and Kean (1993) showed that ash from wood is magnetic. In a later
study Carrancho et al. (2009) investigated anthropogenic burned sediments from a rock
shelter in order to obtain archeomagnetic directional data. The burned layers, referred
to as stabling burned layers or ’fumiers’, were grouped into different kind of facies based
on their main features. A typical sequence of facies consists of an uppermost ash layer,
followed by a reddened layer, which is related to the burning, and unburned loamy–clay
sediments. A fourth burned facies, containing ash, charcoal and various minerals, was
also identified. After performing an extensive rock magnetic study, the authors show
that all levels are dominated by PSD, low–coercivity, ferromagnetic minerals, such as
low–Ti magnetite, magnetite and/or maghemite. Hematite was mainly found in the unburned facies. A stable single magnetization component was found in ashes, one to two
components in rubefied layers, and less stable multicomponent behavior in clay material. The magnetization acquired in ashes is of secondary origin, a TCRM. Nevertheless,
single component archeomagnetic directions can be obtained, because burning and oxidation are occuring within a short period of time. In a further study, Carrancho and
Villalaı́n (2011) showed that depending on the position in the fireplace either a TRM
or a TCRM are acquired. A TRM is attained in the center and in the uppermost layer
of the fireplace, and a TCRM at the periphery and lower parts.
Archeological artifacts such as bricks, kilns, ovens, furnaces, and pottery acquire a
TRM through heating. The characteristics of this TRM depend on the firing temperature and duration, initial magnetic mineralogy and grain size distribution of the clays,
which are the basic material of the artifacts (Kostadinova-Avramova and Kovacheva,
2013). Raw clays are a mixture of detrital grains and clay minerals formed through
weathering. In the baked clays a magnetic enhancement occurs, which is due to the
detrital particles from the catchment area that form iron oxides during heating. The
baking process of clays can be described as: (1) at ∼ 100◦ C the water in the samples,
which is surface and pore water, starts to evaporate, (2) water and hydroxyls in the
interlayer spaces begin to dehydrate above ∼ 270◦ C, (3) between 200 − 450◦ C it starts
to lose F e2+ and F e3+ , which leads to formation of magnetite, maghemite or hematite
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depending on local redox conditions, (4) at temperatures > 400◦ C Ti-maghemite transforms to hematite, and (5) after heating to 700◦ C magnetic mineralogy is stable. The
thermal destruction of clay minerals begins around 200◦ C with dehydroxilation (Escoubes and Karchoud , 1977), continues with structural break down, which starts around
400◦ C (Brindley and LeMaitre, 1987), and stable magnetic minerals are mainly formed
above this temperature. The study of Kostadinova-Avramova and Kovacheva (2013) on
three different clay types heated multiple times to 400◦ C or 700◦ C showed that the samples have better magnetic properties if they were heated to 700◦ C, but multiple heating
improved in both cases the stability and magnetic enhancement. Hence, also materials with carrying a TRM produced from lower temperatures can be used for reliable
paleointensity determinations.

Chapter 3

Methods to determine directions
and intensities
This chapter gives a short descritpion on the methods, which are used to isolate the
characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM), and their statistical evaluation. It also
presents the method that was used to define the paleointensity of the field, and the
parameters that are used to describe its quality. A more thorough description of these
methods can be found in Butler (1992) and Tauxe et al. (2010).

3.1

Obtaining archeomagnetic directions

The ChRM is isolated by progressively demagnetizing a specimen. Two methods of demagnetization are possible: (1) the alternating field (AF) demagnetization technique is
based on the coercivity distribution of the ferromagnetic grains in the sample, whereas
(2) thermal (TH) demagnetization is based on their blocking/unblocking temperature,
Tb /Tub , respectively. For AF demagnetization the specimen is subjected to an alternating magnetic field. The applied field is reduced linearly with time, from a maximum
magnitude, BAF . A maximum field of 170 mT is possible on the 2G Enterprises model
75R5 3–axis DC-SQUID rock magnetometer in the LNM laboratory. First a small BAF
is applied and then increased stepwisely to larger values. The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) is measured after each step. In this work 16 steps between 0−160 mT were
applied, in general. The principle behind AF demagnetization is that the magnetization
of all grains with coercivities Bc ≤ BAF will be cancelled out, while magnetizations of
grains with larger coercivity are unaffected. AF demagnetization works well for grains
with coercivities ≤ 170 mT; samples containing grains with larger Bc , e.g., hematite will
not be demagnetized (Tab. 2.1).
For TH demagnetization a sample is stepwisely heated to temperatures up to about
their Curie temperature, with subsequent cooling in zero magnetic field. The NRM
31
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is measured at room temperature between each heating. Grains with Tb ≤ Tdemag
thermally relax, thus removing the magnetization of these grains. Grains with short
relaxation time τ can acquire a VRM and have low Tb , whereas grains with large τ are
stable and have large Tb . Temperature steps used in this work are 17 between 20−620◦ C,
in general.
For a graphical display of the decay of the NRM archeomagnetic directions, the
vectors are projected on a horizontal or vertical plane using the North (N), East (E),
and vertical (Z) component of the magnetization. The resulting diagram is referred to
as vector (end point) or orthogonal projection diagram (Fig. 3.1; Zijderveld , 1967). The
angle between North (N) and the horizontal projection is the declination (Fig. 3.1b).
The inclination is the angle between the horizontal projection (Hor) and the vector
direction (Fig. 3.1c).
The vector diagram can exhibit one or several components of magnetization, and
these are defined as linear segments of the vector diagram. Figure 3.1 illustrates an
example of a sample with two components of magnetization. For the determination
of archeomagnetic directions, ChRM is chosen, which is the stable component that
decays to the origin of the vector plot. Curved segments on the vector diagram indicate
overlapping coercivity or unblocking temperature distributions, so that the two dirctions
are removed simultaneously.
In order to obtain the best–fit line the principal component analysis (PCA) is applied
(Kirschvink , 1980). The maximum angular deviation (MAD) gives the precision, with
which the best–fit line is determined. The MAD is calculated using eigenvalues obtained
from the calculation of the orientation tensor of the PCA. In this work, a MAD ≤ 5◦
is considered as threshold value for archeomagnetic directions. Directional data was
analyzed with PmagPy-2.75 MagIC software (Tauxe et al., 2010).
Fisher (1953) developed a statistical method to describe the distribution of unit
directions on a sphere. Fisherian statistics are commonly used to describe the grouping
of paleomagnetic directions. In this approach, directions are vectors projected on a
sphere with unit radius. The Fisher mean for declination and inclination is given by
Dm = tan−1

y
x

and Im = sin−1 (z)

(3.1)

where the direction cosines of the mean directions
PN
x=

i=1 cosIi cosDi

R

PN
,

y=

i=1 cosIi sinDi

R

PN
, z=

i=1 sinIi

R

(3.2)

represent the N, E and Z component, respectively. The dispersion or scatter of directions
is given by the precision parameter k:
k=

N −1
N −R

(3.3)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Diagrams of NRM vector during progressive demagnetization in geographic coordinates. N and E are North and East, respectively. Solid black arrows
show the NRM vector during demagnetization at steps 0 to 6; the dashed arrow is the
lower–stability NRM component removed during demagnetization between steps 1 to 3.
(b-d) Construction of a vector component diagram. (b) Projection of the NRM vector
shown in (a) onto the horizontal plane; D is the declination of the lower–stability NRM
component. (c) Projection of NRM vector onto a vertical plane; I is the inclination of
the lower–stability NRM component. (c) Horizontal and vertical projections combined
into a single vector component diagram. Solid data points indicate vector end points
projected onto the horizontal plane; open data points indicate vector end points projected onto the vertical plane; numbers adjacent to data points are demagnetization
levels (modified after Butler , 1992)
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with N as the number of specimens and R as the resultant vector:
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(3.4)

i

The precision parameter k is large for small dispersion. The parameter α95 is the angular
radius from the mean direction, within which the true mean lies with a probability of
95% (p = 0.05). It is calculated as
"
α95 = cos

−1

N −R
1−
R

"  1
##
1 N −1
140◦
−1 ≈ √
p
kN

(3.5)

In this work, directions with α ≤ 15◦ were accepted. Directions are often shown on
a lower hemisphere, equal–area projection, in which angles, increasing clockwise from
0 − 360◦ , are the declination, and angles from 0 − 90◦ , increasing radially inward, are
the inclination.

3.1.1

Weighted outlier approach

Samples from fireplaces can experience to some degree bioturbation or human reworking.
These post–burning processes can lead to scatter, and may influence the directions; e.g.,
only one specimen from a sample is deviated, whereas the other specimens are unaffected.
In this study, archeologists suggested that some parts of an archeological site might
have been affected by post–burning disturbances. To reduce scatter in directional data
objectively, a weighted outlier approach was applied to the specimen directions in order
to remove obvious outliers. In a first step the Fisherian mean is calculated from all
specimens (Fig. 3.2a). In the next step, the angular deviation of each specimen from
the Fisher mean is calculated. Based on this deviation d, each specimen is assigned to
a weight w between zero and one, which is calculated as followed
w = (1 − z 2 ) · (1 − z 2 ),

(3.6)

where z is obtained from
z=

d
θ95

(3.7)

√
with θ95 the angular standard deviation, which encloses 95% of the data, θ95 ≈ 140/ k.
Specimens with z > 1 are outside of the angular standard deviation and are assigned a
weight of zero (red specimens in Fig. 3.2a). Specimens that are close to the Fisher mean
have larger weights. After rejection of specimens with weights below the threshold of
w < 0.3, a new Fisher mean is calculated (Fig. 3.2b).
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κ: 31
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Specimen directions

Figure 3.2: Equal–area projections of directions from burned sediments. (a) Before
weighting of the Fisher mean. Two specimens (in red) are clearly outliers. (b) Fisher
mean after rejecting the two specimens. Note that α95 has decreased and k has increased
due to less scatter of the specimens.

3.2

Obtaining archeomagnetic intensities

In order to recover the absolute paleointensity from an archeological artifact, several
assumptions are made. The basic idea behind the determination of archeointensities
was first proposed by Thellier and Thellier (1959), who stated that there is a linear
relation between the acquisition of a TRM and the ambient magnetic field (Fig. 3.3a).
The magnetization acquired in the past (Manc ) can therefore be written as
Manc = αanc · Banc

(3.8)

with the proportionalty factor αanc and the ancient field Banc . The same relation is
valid for an artificial (or laboratory) TRM (Mlab ) in a laboratory field Blab
Mlab = αlab · Blab

(3.9)

If αanc = αlab , the equations can be rewritten to
Banc = Blab

Manc
Mlab

(3.10)

leading to a linear relation between Banc and Blab (Tauxe and Yamazaki , 2007).
Linearity is assumed to be valid for fields that are in the range of Earth’s magnetic
field, e.g., ≤ 100 µT (Dunlop and Özdemir , 1997). In general, the Earth’s magnetic
field does not exceeded 100 µT in the Holocene, therefore the assumption should be
fulfilled. Other studies have suggested that the linearity assumption no longer holds
in fields ≤ 100 µT , especially for large acicular SD grains and should be approximated
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Figure 3.3: Linearity between the applied laboratory field and the ancient field as,
basic principle of paleointensity determination. The remanent magnetization is linear
with the magnetic field. By applying a magnetic field in the laboratory Blab , and
measuring Mlab and Manc , the ancient field Banc can be determined from the slope
(modified after Tauxe et al., 2010). (b) Deviation from linearity at large field intensities
(from Shaar et al., 2010). The TRM is normalized by the TRM acquired at 40 µT in
the laboratory. The dashed line represents the expected linearity behavior, whereas the
continuous line repsents the hyperbolic tangent best–fit line of the measurements

by a hyperbolic function (Fig. 3.3b; Shaar et al., 2010; Selkin et al., 2007). In the
non–linearity experiment by Shaar et al. (2010), shown in Figure 3.3b, the acquisition
of TRM was observed at different field intensities, ranging from 20 − 100 µT .
In order to test, if the linearity assumption is valid, samples are heated stepwise,
replacing the original TRM (NRM) by a laboratory TRM. This allows for identifying
the temperature range over which the acqusition of TRM is linear. To assure that
the above mentioned assumptions are met, three laws have to be fulfilled during the
experiment (Thellier , 1938; Thellier and Thellier , 1959; Tauxe et al., 2010):
• Law of additivity: The total TRM is a sum of a number of partial TRMs (pTRMs)
(Fig. 3.4a)
• Law of independence: the pTRMs acquired by cooling between any two temperatures are independent of pTRMs acquired between any other two temperatures
(Fig. 3.4a)
• Law of reciprocity: The magnetization that is acquired by cooling from a specific
temperature is entirely removed when heating to the same temperature (Tb = Tub ).
Figure 3.4b shows the dependence of removed magnetization for different grain
sizes.
Dunlop and Özdemir (2001), for example, showed that SD grains have a sharp demagnetization spectrum, with Tb = Tub , but that the law of reciprocity is violated for grain sizes
in the PSD and MD range (Fig. 3.4b). Furthermore, alteration of particles to another
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Figure 3.4: The principles of independence, additivity and reciprocity. (a) Independence: the pTRM acquired by cooling between 500 − 400◦ C, pTRM(500,400) is
independent of that acquired between that acquired at lower or higher temperatures.
Additivity: the total TRM is the sum of the individual pTRM blocks (modified after
Yu et al., 2004). (b) Failure of reciprocity due to large grain sizes. Stepwise thermal
demagnetization of pTRMs imparted by a small field during cooling from 370 − 350◦ C
in magnetite specimens from small PSD to MD grain sizes. Unblocking occurs gradually over a broad temperature range. The largest grains deviate most from the ideal
behavior of SD grains (taken from Dunlop and Özdemir , 2001)

mineral with different magnetic behavior (either over the course of time after acquisition or during the experiment occurs), lead to false determination of intensity. Further
factors, which can falsify the intensity determination, are: (1) if a viscous magnetization
is present; (2) if the acquisition of remanence is anisotropic; (3) if the magnetization
acquired is not a true TRM, but a TCRM; (4) and if the cooling rate in the laboratory
is different than in the past (Tauxe et al., 2010).
Koenigsberger (1938a,b) and Thellier (1938) were the first in establishing a measurement procedure by heating a specimen two times to the same temperature and cooling
in the lab field. Both cooling steps were performed in a magnetic field and are therefore
called II–steps (in–field/in–field; Tauxe et al., 2010). This method was modified by Coe
(1967) in a way that the specimen was first heated in zero field and then in a field (ZI).
The cooling in zero field has the advantage that the ancient TRM can be measured after
each demagnetization step (instead of performing vector subtraction) (Tauxe and Yamazaki , 2007). Another version of this protocol was developed by Aitken et al. (1988),
who switched the order to first heating in field and then in zero field (IZ). The obtained
NRMs and pTRMs can be shown on an Arai diagram, which plots the loss of NRM as
a function of the gain in TRM (Fig. 3.5b Nagata et al., 1963).
The experimental protocol used in this work is the IZZI–protocol (e.g., Tauxe and
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Figure 3.5: Obtaining absolute paleointensities from the slope of the Arai diagram.
(a) NRM remaining plotted versus pTRM gained after each temperture step, showing
an ideal linear behavior. (b) Alternative way of displaing NRM lost and pTRM gaine
(modified after Tauxe and Yamazaki , 2007)

Staudigel , 2004). This method alternates between IZ and ZI steps in order to detect differences in blocking and unblocking temperatures (Tauxe et al., 2010). The IZZI method
is considered as being one of the most reliable methods for paleointensity determination
(e.g., Yu and Tauxe, 2005). The basic four steps of the IZZI protocol include (1) heating
at temperature T1 in zero field (demagnetization), (2) heating at T1 in field Blab , (3)
heating at T2 in field Blab , (4) heating to T2 in zero field (demagnetization). Besides
these steps, reliability checks can be introduced. The pTRM tail check, introduced by
Riisager and Riisager (2001) tests if the law of reciprocity holds, Tb = Tub . It consists
of a repetition of a zero field step to check whether the pTRM acquired at a specific
temperature is completely removed before performing a new demagnetization step. Another check is the pTRM check, which detects changes in magnetization capacity, and
it is the repetition of an in–field step (Tauxe et al., 2010).
As stated above, other factors that may influence the determination of the ancient
magnetic field are anisotropy in acquisition of TRM and differences between the cooling
rate in the past and in the laboratory. In samples, which have remanent anisotropy, the
magnitude of remanence gained is dependent on the applied field direction relative to
the specimen’s magnetic fabric (e.g., Selkin and Tauxe, 2000, Fig. 3.6). It is possible to
minimize the effects of anisotropy by applying the laboratory field parallel to the ancient
TRM. However, in practice this can be difficult to carry out, because it needs spezialized
ovens or sample holders (Selkin and Tauxe, 2000). Often the anisotropy of anhysteretic
remanent magnetization (AARM) is used to determine if the remanence is affected by
a preferential orientation of ferromagnetic grains. AARM has the advantage that it is
less time consuming to determine than the anisotropy of TRM. In other studies, the
anisotropy of IRM was used to correct for anisotropy. However, results show that correction factors are very low, usually < 5% (Kovacheva et al., 2009a). Veitch et al. (1984)
suggested a method to calculate the anisotropy factor f . The induced magnetization
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(M) is linearly proportional to the applied field H. Both quantities are related with
each other by the magnetic suceptibility tensor Mj = χij Hi . The anisotropy factor f
is derived from the TRM susceptibility tensor. First, the unit vector in direction of the
ancient field, h, has to be determined
h=

χ−1 M
| χ−1 M |

(3.11)

where M is in the direction of the ancient TRM. The correction factor f is the ratio of
the TRM produced by a unit vector field along the z–axis (in the laboratory field) and
a field parallel to h
f=

| χk |
| χh |

(3.12)

with k, the unit vector along the z–axis, which is the direction of the laboratory field.
The new field strength is calculated as
Bcorr = f · Banc

(3.13)

Another factor, which may deviate the intensity determination is the difference in
cooling rate in the past and in the laboratory. Halgedahl et al. (1980) showed that a
slower cooling results in a larger TRM. If the cooling rate from the past is not known,
then there are several methods on how the cooling rate correction can be determined;
Gómez-Paccard et al. (2006a) for example, suggested to add four additional heating
steps at the end of the paleointensity experiment, in which a pTRM is acquired in slow
and fast cooling. The disadvantage of this kind of method is that after the paleointensity
experiment the minerology in the specimens may have been altered, and therefore, does
not represent the original composition. In the study by Gómez-Paccard et al. (2013) a
constant correction factor is proposed, corresponding to 5% of the intensity value, if the
ancient cooling rate is not known.
Although the IZZI–protocol is considered as one of the best methods to determine
paleointensities, the large number of heating steps including I and Z steps, as well as
several checks, makes this methods very time consuming. Furthermore, double heating
and addtional checks increase the chance for chemical alteration during the experiment.
For this reason, and also to ease comparison with other studies, quality criteria have
been introduced. In the following, quality criteria, which are used in this study, are
briefly described (Tauxe et al., 2010).
• DANG, deviation of the angle; angle between the origin direction of the NRM
component used in the slope calculations calculated as a best-fit line with the
angle of the line anchoring the center of mass to the origin (Fig. 3.7a; Tauxe and
Staudigel , 2004)
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Figure 3.6: Variation of intensities with the orientation of specimens in the magnetic
field. Specimens were heated and cooled in a laboratory field of 25 µT . Small arrows
in circles show the orientation of the specimens’ x–axis relative to the applied field.
The variation with orientation of the specimens’ relative TRM magnitudes is plotted as
points in the middle plot. The continuous line is the predicted variation, open squares
are modeled TRM magnitudes (from Selkin and Tauxe, 2000)

• MAD, maximum angle of deviation; scatter about the best–fit line (Fig. 3.7a;
Kirschvink , 1980)
• fvds , fraction of the total NRM; calculated from the sum of vector differences (vds)
of sequential demagnetization steps (Fig. 3.7a; Tauxe and Staudigel , 2004)
• pTRM checks (Fig. 3.7a) and pTRM tail checks (Fig. 3.7b)
• β, ’scatter parameter’; standard error of the best–fit slope (Fig. 3.7c; Coe et al.,
1978)
• DRATS, difference ratio sum; sum of the differences between the original pTRM at
a given temperature step and the pTRM check, normalized by the pTRM acquired
by cooling from the maximum temperature step used in the slope calculation to
room temperature (Tauxe and Staudigel , 2004)
• MD%, percent maximum difference; difference between the original NRM at a
given temperature step and the corresponding pTRM tail check (∆i ) in percent
((maximum of ∆i /vds) ×100) (Tauxe and Staudigel , 2004)

Obtaining archeomagnetic intensities

Figure 3.7: Paleointensity quality parameters in Arai plots and vector diagrams (insets). Closed symbols are zero–field first followed by in–field steps (ZI) while open
symbols are in–field first followed by zero–field (IZ). Triangles are pTRM checks and
squares are pTRM tail checks. Horizontal dashed lines are the vector difference sum
(vds) of the NRM steps. The laboratory field was applied along -z. Diamonds indicate
boundaries for the PCA. (a) The fvds is the fraction of the component used of the total
vds. The difference between the pTRM check and the original measurement at each
step is δTi . The inset shows the deviation angle (DANG) that a component of NRM
makes with a line going through the origin. The maximum angle of deviation MAD is
calculated from the scatter of the points about the best fit line (solid green line). (b)
Data exhibit zig–zag behavior diagnostic for significant difference between blocking and
unblocking temperatures. The difference between the pTRM tail check and the original
measurement at each step is ∆Ti . (c) β reflects the scatter (δx, δy) about the best fit
slope (solid green line). The Zig-zag for directions compares those calculated between
ZI and IZ steps (Dzi ) with those connecting IZ and ZI steps (Dzi ) (Ben-Yosef et al.,
2008a)
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These quality criteria are useful to reject specimens for the following reasons: the specimen is affected by alteration during the experiment; has a difference in Tb and Tub ;
contains mainly MD grains; or does not have a pure TRM. There are no uniform threshold values in the literature, e.g., Ben-Yosef et al. (2009) suggest DRATS ≤ 20%, β ≤ 0.1,
fvds ≥ 0.7, MAD ≤ 10◦ , DANG ≤ 10◦ ; and Shaar et al. (2011) propose more strict criteria, such as DRATS ≤ 10%, β ≤ 0.55, fvds ≥ 0.8, MAD ≤ 6◦ , DANG ≤ 6◦ .
The recently developed Thellier GUI, for the analysis of paleointensity data, aims at
improving the interpretation and unification of paleointensity measurements (Shaar and
Tauxe, 2013). The Thellier GUI contains two interpretation tools. The Thellier Auto
Interpreter uses a set of paleointensity statistics, which combines the large number of
existing quality criteria to a small number of criteria, which efficiently detect causes of
failure in paleointensity experiments. The Consistency Test uses a given set of acceptance
criteria and tests the consistency of data within one sample or group of data, which are
expected to give similar intensities.

Chapter 4

Linking site formation processes
to magnetic properties
Kathrin Lisa Kapper, Daniela Anesin, Fabio Donadini, Diego E. Angelucci,
Fabio Cavulli, Annaluisa Pedrotti, Ann M. Hirt, 2014, Journal of Archaeological sciences 41, 836–855 (Kapper et al., 2014a)

This study focuses on archeomagnetic directional data that are obtained from combustion levels in the Riparo Gaban rock shelter (northern Italy) in order to assess the
degree of disturbance in the sediments and to provide new information to evaluate evolution of the geomagnetic field in the mid–Holocene. Combustion levels consist of ash,
rubefied levels, or partially burned material and mixtures of these, or polygenic material.
Rock magnetic investigations show that superparamagnetic to single–domain magnetite
is the main carrier of the remanent magnetization, but small amounts of hematite and
maghemite may also be present in the different materials. Rock magnetic parameters,
e.g., the Koenigsberger ratio Q or the reversibility of thermomagnetic curves can be
related to the degree of burning, and the precision parameter k to the degree of preservation. The grouping of archeomagnetic directions of a specific level is strongly dependent on the degree of physical disturbances. Directional means from seven levels can
be compared with reference curves for paleosecular variation, geomagnetic field models
and other archeomagnetic data. The data from this study are in agreement with other
archeomagnetic data from the Balkans in the time period 4900 − 4700 BC.

4.1

Introduction

To understand Holocene geomagnetic field evolution in times prior to direct measurements, researchers depend on indirect measurements from burned archeological artifacts
(e.g., ceramics, bricks, kilns) or sediments, young lava flows, and lacustrine sediments,
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which are collected in various databases (e.g., Korte and Constable, 2005; Korhonen
et al., 2008; Donadini et al., 2006). The mechanism of acquiring the geomagnetic field
components is different depending on the recorder, and each has associated advantages
and disadvantages. For example, Holocene lava flows acquire a thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) (Folgerhaiter , 1899; Koenigsberger , 1936), which is considered a very
stable remanent magnetization. However, lavas in this age period are not well distributed
in Europe, and they are generally difficult to date using radiocarbon due to the scarcity
of charcoal in the flow itself (Xu, 2004).
Lake sediments have the advantage of providing a long and continuous series of data
at one location, and are more homogeneously distributed around the globe than archeomagnetic data (Korte et al., 2011). However, cores are seldom oriented azimuthally
with respect to the geographic north, therefore only relative declinations are determined. Lake sediments acquire their magnetization as the sediment consolidates, and
this type is known as post-depositional remanent magnetization (pDRM, Irving and Major , 1964). A pDRM is acquired below a lock–in depth, which can vary with each lake,
and is generally considered to be around 10 cm depth (Roberts and Winklhofer , 2004;
Panovska et al., 2012). Therefore the offset between sediment age and acquisition of the
pDRM is dependent on the sedimentation rate and leads to a smoothed magnetic signal.
In contrast, burned archeological artifacts and sediments can record the geomagnetic
field at the time of the last cooling of the artifacts. As long as they are not reheated
at a much later date, or do not undergo chemical alteration or mechanical disturbances,
they retain their original magnetization. It should be noted that to extract information
on the direction of the geomagnetic field the artifact or sediment must remain in situ
and the sediment must not undergo relevant post–depositional disturbances.
The temporal and spatial distribution of burned archeological artifacts or sediments
that are used for geomagnetic field analysis is strongly biased to central and eastern
Europe and is mostly spanning the past 3000 years, which is a major drawback. For
example, in the time period from 6000 − 1000 BC there are less than 100 records per 500
years of geomagnetic field components from archeological artifacts and lavas worldwide
(Donadini et al., 2010) and less than 20 archeomagnetic data per 100 years from Europe
(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010). This illustrates why new archeomagnetic data to fill these
temporal and spatial gaps are desirable. Most of this archeomagnetic data was obtained
from archeological remains, such as ovens, kilns, bricks and pottery (e.g., Calvo-Rathert
et al., 2012).
Recently, Carrancho et al. (2009) showed that burned Neolithic stabling sediments
(fumiers) provide reliable directional data, which are acquired by a TRM during cooling
or a chemical remanent magnetization (CRM) slightly after cooling. However, magnetic
minerals in the burned sediments can experience post–depositional changes, such as dissolution, alteration or redistribution, which can be due to leaching and translocation,
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percolating groundwater or bioturbation. As fire is a main mechanism to convert paramagnetic iron into ferromagnetic (s.l.) minerals the resulting magnetization depends
on temperature and duration of heating, preexisting iron mineralogy, soil porosity and
burial conditions (Tite and Mullins, 1971; Mullins, 1974, 1977; Linford and Canti , 2001).
In this study we determine how reliably the burned sediments record the geomagnetic
field by focusing on the correlation between the magnetic analyses with archeological
and micromorphological observations. We also provide a geoarcheological and micromorphological analysis of the burned sediments of the Riparo Gaban rock shelter. In
particular, we compare and characterize each by–product–of–combustion–level with rock
magnetic analyses, in order to obtain a better idea of which kind of materials are best
for future sampling. Further, we discuss how these results help to establish selection criteria for reliable directions that would be useful for future studies. This is of particular
importance if we consider the fact that burned anthropogenic sediments are abundant in
the mid and late Holocene compared to other types of archeological recorders. Finally,
we compare our directional data to regional and global models, e.g. the CALS10k.1b
(Korte et al., 2011), and to other archeomagnetic data.

4.2

Site presentation

Riparo Gaban is a rock shelter near the town of Trento (Italy, 46.18◦ N, 11.11◦ E) and
preserves an approximately 7 m thick prehistoric succession (Fig. 4.1a, b). The site was
excavated in the 1970–80s under the direction of B. Bagolini (Bagolini , 1980; Bagolini
and Pedrotti , 1998). Its archeological sequence includes, from bottom to top: Mesolithic
beds with the classical southern Alpine chronocultural sequence of ’Sauveterrian’ and
’Castelnovian’ horizons (Kozlowski and Dalmeri , 2002); an early to middle Neolithic
succession, with rich assemblages that are used to designate specific early Neolithic
cultural group; Copper Age layers, which preserve evidence for metallurgical activity;
and one of the most complete early–middle Bronze Age successions in the southern Alps
(Bagolini and Pedrotti , 1998). For this study we focused on cross–section 10 (hereafter
called Section 10; Fig. 4.1c, Fig. 4.2), covering a time interval from Early to the
beginning of Middle Neolithic in an approximately 70 cm by 80 cm profile, and a part
of cross–section 14 (hereafter called Section 14), which contains a Copper Age deposit
and is approximately 20 cm thick (Fig. 4.1d). Both Sections feature successions of
stratigraphic levels related to anthropogenic activity. The archeological sequence of
Section 10 is composed of 42 stratigraphic units, which will be called levels in this
paper (Fig. 4.1c, Fig. 4.2). The term level will be used to designate a stratigraphic
unit having a characteristic sedimentological composition that is either a combustion
product, or unburned material, or a mixture of them.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Location of Riparo Gaban (RGB) rock shelter close to Trento, northern Italy. (b) Schematic plan showing the sectors excavated
since the Seventies, numbered by chronological order of excavation (I to VI). Gray areas represent the baulks (sectors IV and V); the dashed area
represents the portion of sector VI disturbed by a large pit. The figure also specifically identifies the location of Section 10 in the northeastern part
of sector V, and Section 14 perpendicular to it. Sketches of (c) Section 10 and (d) Section 14. The colors signify the type of level, e.g., red levels are
either pure rubefied levels or levels with a high amount of rubefied material. Levels, which were sampled for this study, are marked with numbers
and calibrated and modeled ages from radiocarbon determination are marked at their corresponding level. The dashed line is the boundary between
geoarcheological complex (GC) 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Photography of Section 10 showing the positions of micromorphological samples (rectangles). Note the geometry and chromatic differences among layers, in particular between the upper geoarcheological complex 1 (GC1) and the lower
geoarcheological complex 2 (GC2). The dashed line indicates the boundary between
the complexes. (b) Scan of thin section RGB19 showing the different types of burned
sediments: ash on top (levels 37 and 38), partially burned (PB level 39) in the middle
and rubefied at the bottom (level 40).

4.3
4.3.1

Geoarcheological and magnetic methods
Geoarcheological methods

Both sections were cleaned, described, drawn and photographed. In addition, Section 10
was also sampled for micromorphology and radiocarbon dating, and, eventually, excavated in order to gain more stratigraphical information and ease the archeomagnetic
sampling of hand samples. The description of the deposit followed standard pedosedimentological criteria – parameters such as color, geometry, texture, and stone content
were systematically described. Further, since burned levels show recurrent physical parameters, we adopted facies as an operational term for the description of the different
types of burned sediments (see Courty, 2001, for the use of facies and microfacies in
archeological research), also according to previous studies on similar sediments (e.g.,
Macphail et al., 1997; Boschian, 2006).
Five undisturbed and oriented blocks of sediments were sampled from Section 10
during fieldwork for micromorphology (Fig. 4.2). The samples, which cover the entire deposit of Section 10, were collected in order to investigate the events that led to
their formation. Many studies have shown the usefulness of soil micromorphology in
detecting fuel composition, degree of combustion and postdepositional transformations
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(e.g., Courty et al., 1989; Goldberg et al., 2009; Berna et al., 2012). The blocks were
dried, impregnated with a mixture of resin, styrene and hardener, and used for producing (9.5 × 5.5) cm covered thin sections with 30 µm–thickness at Servizi per la Geologia
laboratory (Piombino, Italy), following standard procedure (e.g., Courty et al., 1989).
The thin sections were observed under the petrographic microscope (Olympus BX51 at
University of Trento, Laboratorio B. Bagolini), at magnifications ranging from 20x up to
1000x in plane– and cross–polarized light (PPL and XPL respectively). Observations for
primary autofluorescence properties were performed using blue light (BL) and ultraviolet
light (UV). Images were captured by a digital camera for polarizing microscopy (Olympus C) supported by the software cell∧ A. The micromorphological description followed
international criteria and nomenclature (Stoops and Vepraskas, 2003) with additions to
describe burned materials (e.g., Brochier , 2002).
To define the degree of preservation of the primary sediment fabric, we evaluated the
microstructure, porosity, pedofeatures, and arrangement of particles through micromorphological observation. These parameters help in assessing the intensity of postdepositional transformations that can affect the rock– and archeomagnetic results. Section
14 is still under investigation by the archeologists, and no thin sections are available
at present. Hence, we exclusively focus on the macroscopical characterization of the
various levels and summarize the rock magnetic and the paleomagnetic results only.

4.3.2

Archeomagnetic field work and sample preparation

A total of, 152 oriented samples were taken for rock magnetic and archeodirectional
determinations during three sampling campaigns, using two different methods. Ninety–
six samples were obtained using a cylindrical hand corer, boring either vertically or
horizontally, whereas the remaining 56 were collected as hand samples with the plaster
of paris technique (e.g., Tarling, 1975). Coordinates of all samples were determined by
using a total station in order to orient them to geographic North. We tried to take
samples containing only one level, however, success was limited by the thickness of
individual levels, and by the dip in the profile.
Cored samples were placed in plastic cylinders (or plaster cubes for thermal treatment) and generally consolidated on site using a sodium–silicate solution (N a2 O3 Si). We
collected hand samples where thicker levels were present. These were also impregnated
with sodium–silicate solution and covered with plaster of paris on site. In the laboratory
the large samples were again consolidated under vacuum with sodium–silicate solution
(for thermal treatment) or with Laromin resin, which cannot be heated to high temperatures (for AF demagnetization). Hand samples were cut into cubes of 2 cm edge length
either with a band saw, a diamond–wire saw or a circular saw, depending on the sealer.
Five samples of charred vegetal macroremains were collected from the deposit of
Section 10 and dated by AMS radiocarbon dating at the CIRCE laboratory (Caserta,
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Italy) and at the Ion Beam Laboratory of ETH Zurich (Switzerland), to construct a
reliable and accurate chronological framework for Section 10 (Suppl. Tab. A.1). The
radiocarbon dates were calibrated using OxCal v4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey, 2009), by the
IntCal09 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2009), and served as input for the Oxcal age
model (Bronk Ramsey, 2009), which accounts for stratigraphic information.

4.3.3

Rock magnetic measurements

To characterize the magnetic minerals present in our samples, we performed the following
rock magnetic measurements at the Laboratory for Natural Magnetism of the ETH
Zurich (Switzerland). Thermomagnetic curves were measured to determine the Curie
(Tc ) or Néel (Tn ) temperatures of the ferromagnetic carriers using the method of Tauxe
(1998). Thermomagnetic curves were measured using the AGICO KLY-2 and MFK
1-FA susceptibility bridges and a CS-2 and CS-4 heating system. Powdered samples
were heated from room temperature to 700◦ C and back with a heating/cooling rate of
11◦ C/minute in air or argon environment. Hystereses and the acquisition of isothermal
remanent magnetization (IRM) in a reversed field (backfield curves) were measured to
further identify the type of magnetic minerals. First–order reversal curves (FORC, Pike
et al., 1999) and magnetization and coercivity ratios that are plotted on a Day plot (Day
et al., 1977; Dunlop, 2002), are used to determine the grain size of the ferromagnetic
minerals. Hystereses, backfield curves and FORCs were measured using the Princeton
Measurement Corporation Micromag 3900 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. FORC
data was processed with the software of Harrison and Feinberg (2008).
By using acquisition of IRM and thermal demagnetization of cross-component IRM,
from here on called cross–component experiment (Lowrie, 1990), we used unblocking
temperatures and coercivities to further constrain the magnetic mineralogy. We used
an ASC Scientific pulse magnetometer for the cross–component experiment, an ASC
Scientific oven to heat samples. A 2000 mT field was first applied along the sample
z–axis, followed by a 460 mT field along the sample y–axis, and a 200 mT was finally
applied along the sample x–axis. A 2G Enterprise model 755R 3-axis DC-SQUID rock
magnetometer was used to measure the remanence in the cross–component experiment
and for thermal demagnetization.
Furthermore, we measured the susceptibility with two frequencies to define the frequency dependent parameter according to Dearing et al. (1996), using an AGICO MFK1FA susceptibility bridge with an applied field of 200 A/m and applied frequencies 976 Hz
and 15616 Hz. The ratio between the susceptibility measured at low frequency versus
high frequency can be indicative for the presence of superparamagnetic (SP) magnetite
grains, which have a typical diameter between approximately 16 and 30 nm (Hrouda,
2011). A viscosity test was also performed to see the degree of change of the remanent
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magnetization after three weeks of storage in zero field. The viscosity coefficient ν [%]
is calculated as
ν=

| N RM0 − N RMn |
· 100
N RM0

(4.1)

where N RM0 is the initial NRM and N RMn is the NRM after three weeks. A viscosity
coefficient smaller than 10% is considered here as low. Bulk susceptibility (χ) was
measured on all samples at room temperature. From the susceptibility and the NRM
values we calculated the Koenigsberger ratios Q (Koenigsberger , 1938a,b) using the
formula
Q=

N RM
H ·χ

(4.2)

The field strength of the Earth’s magnetic field is H = B/µ0 , with B = 50 µT and
the permeability of free space µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 . The Koenigsberger ratio, which
is the ratio between remanent and induced magnetization, with a value close to or
larger than one, is used to indicate a stable NRM. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
(AMS) measurements were carried out in order to identify any preferred orientations
of the magnetic grains within each level. Bulk magnetic susceptibility and AMS were
measured on an AGICO KLY-2 susceptibility bridge, using an applied field of 300 A/m
and 920 Hz. Anisotropy data were processed with Anisoft 4.2 software by M. Chadima
and V. Jelı́nek.

4.3.4

Magnetic directions

To determine the archeomagnetic directions the samples were either demagnetized using
alternating field (AF) demagnetization or they were stepwisely heated to 580◦ C (thermal or TH demagnetization). All remanent magnetization was measured on the 2G
Enterprise model 755R 3-axis DC-SQUID rock magnetometer, which is equipped with
a 2-axis AF demagnetizer. Thermal experiments were carried out on an ASC Scientific
oven with separate heating and cooling chambers. The field in the oven is < 3 nT.
Declinations and inclinations of characteristic components of magnetization were calculated using principle component analysis (PCA) on vector diagrams (Zijderveld , 1967).
Directions were accepted if they consisted of at least four points and if the Maximum
Angular Deviation (MAD; Kirschvink , 1980) was ≤ 5◦ .
The presence of variable disturbances in levels was recognized, so that micro– and
macromorphological changes within a single level can be significant. In our approach we
rejected specimens where post–burning alteration was obvious. For this reason, some of
the samples that yielded obviously aberrant directions, for example reversed inclinations,
were systematically rejected. To further reduce the disturbance problem, we adopted a
hierarchical weighted average as follows: first the specimen average (Fisher mean; Fisher ,
1953) was calculated and weights were assigned to each individual specimen proportional
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to the two–sigma range of the mean. Specimens with weights below 0.3 were rejected
and considered outliers. Then we proceeded with the standard hierarchical approach,
averaging specimens into sample averages and then calculating the level averages.
Furthermore, we related the disturbances in the levels to the scatter in directions by
using the dispersion parameter k
k=

N −1
N −R

(4.3)

with N as the number of specimens and R as the resultant vector
!2
R2 =

X

xi

!2
+

X

i

i

yi

!2
+

X

zi

(4.4)

i

and xi , yi , zi as the Cartesian components of declination and inclination.

4.4

Geoarcheological results

Section 10 was subdivided into two geoarcheological complexes (GC cf., Angelucci , 2002)
according to stratigraphic criteria. Geoarcheological complex 1 (GC1) corresponds to
the upper part of the sequence and includes levels 26 to 55 (Figs. 4.1c, 4.2a). GC1 is
composed either of narrowly stacked thin layers, whose stratigraphy and micromorphological features indicate that they were generated within one burning event, and defined
as layer–cake facies (cf., Boschian, 2006), or other layer–cake beds (cf., Suppl. Tab.
A.2, A.3, subsection 4.4.1, Figs. 4.2a, 4.3a–c). The latter are burned heterogeneous
layers consisting of aggregates and thin levels derived from distinct layer–cake facies.
Geoarcheological complex 2 (GC2), which corresponds to the base of the sequence, is
largely composed of thicker, sandy homogenous layers, from here on called homogenous
levels, and includes levels 56 to 67 (Figs. 4.1c, 4.2a, 4.3d, 4.5c). Layer–cake facies and
other layer–cake beds are almost absent in this lower complex. The levels of Section 14,
which were analyzed in this study, comprise a complete sequence of layer–cake facies
(levels 123 and 124) and sandy–loam layers (125 and 126; Fig. 4.1d).

4.4.1

Layer–cake facies and other layer–cake beds

The layer–cake facies (LCF in Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3) deposits are composed, from top
to bottom, as follows (Figure 4.2b): white (a) and gray facies (g) on top, approximately
1 to 4 cm thick (ash–levels, ash; Fig. 4.3a); followed by a dark brown organic facies
(m), approximately 1 cm thick (partially burned levels, PB; Fig. 4.3b); additionally
a reddish–brown belt (facies r and rl; Fig. 4.5a, b) can also be found at the base of
the layers described above, with thicknesses varying from 1 to 5 cm (rubefied levels).
Details on the facies description are given in Suppl. Tab. A.4. The above mentioned
stratigraphical organization (Fig. 4.2) and the compositional features both at macro–
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Figure 4.3: Micrographs showing composition of the layers: (a) LCF ash level composed of ashed herbivore dung as the opaque spherulites (inset, XPL) demonstrate
(PPL level 37-38 GC1); (b) LCF partially burned level composed of herbivore coprolites and fine amorphous organic matter (PPL, level 39, GC1); (c) OLCB level with
ash content composed of ashed herbivore dung as the opaque spherulites indicate (os)
and rubified spot (r) consisting of geogenic material (star – PPL, level 26, GC1); (d)
polygenic layer composed of coarse anthropic components (l – the lithic artifact; b –
bone; p – pottery) of waste deposit (PPL, level 57, GC2).

(Suppl. Tab. A.4) and microscopic levels (Fig. 4.3) indicate that each LCF deposit is
the result of a single burning episode, while the underlying reddish rubefied belt points to
in situ burning (Courty et al., 1989). The other layer–cake beds (OCLB in Suppl. Tab.
A.2, A.3) exhibit texture and lithology that are similar to the LCF. Though, the former
are thicker (up to 5 cm), tabular in shape and display varied color; their composition
is often heterogeneous, due to the presence of patches and aggregates of the layer–cake
facies (Fig. 4.3c). Combustion played a basic role in the formation of the OCLB as well
and was responsible for the magnetic enhancing of these levels.
By considering the data from semiquantitative micromorphological analysis and field
observations, we propose to categorize the LCF and the OCLB by the estimation of
the by–products of combustion they contain, namely into ash, partially burned and
rubefied levels (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3), in order to group the magnetic properties of
burned layers. We distinguish between levels that are made up of only one member,
as pure, e.g., pure ash is 100% ash and levels with high ash/rubefied/PB content as
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those levels, which contain 60 − 100% of the main member. In one case (level 61) we
observe an equal amount of the three components, and it is therefore defined as mixed
level (Figs. 4.1c, 4.5c). We group levels, which either were generated close in time
(e.g., levels 26/27/30) or belong to the same burning event based on stratigraphic and
geoarcheological investigations in this study. The directions of these burning events were
recorded at the same time and hence, belong to the same age.
The burned material found in LCF and OCLB includes variously preserved herbivorous droppings (e.g., Brochier , 2002, references therein) and, few vegetal remains and
geogenic material (Fig. 4.3a–c). The OCLB and the facies r seem to derive from thermal alteration of degraded and biologically reworked manure. Pseudomorphs of calcite
after calcium–oxalate crystals (POCC, Brochier , 2002), opaque calcite spherulites (Fig.
4.3a, inset), vesicular glassy slags and micritic lenses, represent the micromorphological
markers of ash levels. These markers point for a total oxidization of the organic fuel
through heating at temperatures of 400−500◦ C, locally even over 560◦ C and 750◦ C (e.g.,
Brochier , 2002; Canti , 2003; Shahack-Gross et al., 2005; Shahack-Gross, 2011, and references therein). Level 26 represents an example of level with high ash content. Besides
ash, it contains rubefied spots of geogenic material (silty and sandy grains ), formed at
the time of the burning event that generated the ashes (Fig. 4.3c). Level 52 represents
another example of a level with high ash content. In this level, the abundance of randomly arranged charred fragments is indicative of little human post–burning reworking
of combustion by–products, such as cleaning or sweeping activity of burned remains
(Fig. 4.4d).
Partially burned (PB) organic levels are a consequence of heating in low–oxygen
conditions (Fig. 4.3b). This process leads to the incomplete combustion of organic
material and to the formation of organo–mineral compounds, including iron oxides. The
occurrence of few POCC and opaque calcite spherulites indicates that heating reached,
at places, temperatures of around 400/500◦ C in these levels (e.g., Brochier , 2002, and
references therein).
Rubefied levels form as a consequence of a complex process that confers reddish
hue to sediments through in situ neoformation of iron oxides, including hematite and
maghemite (e.g., Mentzer , 2012, for a review; Fig. 4.2b). In these levels we observed
scarce organic content within the naturally mineralized dropping material (Fig. 4.5a),
associated with silty–sandy texture with relatively high porosity. Reddening depends on
several parameters like temperature, length of combustion, amount of organic matter,
availability of iron (e.g., in mineral components of parent material) and of oxygen, as
well as grain size (Canti and Linford , 2000; Mallol et al., 2012). Iron oxides present in
the organic matter and in the substrate, together with significant circulation of oxygen
promoted by the silty–sand texture and channel porosity have enhanced rubefication at
relatively low temperatures of about 400◦ C (Canti and Linford , 2000). To summarize,
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Figure 4.4: Micrographs showing post–burning disturbances: (a) in situ burned bone
fragmented likely due to trampling (polygenic level 57, GC2); (b) disruption of the
sediment induced by trampling that enhanced bioturbation as the loose infillings shows
(polygenic level 56, GC2); (c) mesofauna faecal pellets partially filling a channel and
scattered into the groundmass (OLCB mixed level 61, GC2); (d) reworked variously
burned material (LCF high ash content level 52, GC1, n.b. charred material scattered
into an ashy matrix). All views in PPL.

our results show that the two main factors that control the reliability of rock magnetic
data and field directions are thermal alteration (Fig. 4.3a–c), which played a major
role in site formation, and post–burning processes, whose action may jeopardize the
preservation of primary features of the layers (Fig. 4.4).

4.4.2

Homogeneous layers

Homogeneous layers, mostly found in GC2, are significantly different from the rest of the
deposit (Figs. 4.1c). They appear as sub–horizontal to horizontal tabular and irregular
levels, up to 10 cm thick, which usually exhibit diffuse boundaries and homogeneous
appearance (Fig. 4.2a). In thin sections these levels appear homogenized and composed
of an admixture of different types of heterometric materials, including fragments of LCF
that did not preserve their original organization (Fig. 4.4). Although the composition
of homogeneous layers is partly similar to the LCF, geogenic inputs are coarser and
more common in the homogeneous layers; specific anthropogenic components are also
detected, such as reworked fragments of hearth remains (woody ash, charcoals), bone
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fragments, fragments of chipped stones, pottery and shells (Fig. 4.3d). In general, these
layers usually show loose granular microstructure (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3, Fig. 4.4b; cf.
Fig. 4.5c), which, together with the presence of randomly arranged coarse fragments
of polygenic material (burned manure, hearth and archeological remains), suggests that
distinct dynamics are responsible for the formation of the homogeneous layers. In particular, various anthropogenic activities such as burning of manure and dumping of
discharged material played a role in their formation, and they can be named as polygenic levels. Further, trampling and bioturbation (mesofauna and root activities), along
with the dumping itself, determined a significant reworking of burned material, along
with its strong disruption into coarse granular aggregates (Gé et al., 1993), inducing its
partial secondary position (Fig. 4.4). This is particularly relevant for levels 56, 57, 66.

4.4.3

Degree of preservation of levels

Field observations suggest that the usually dense microstructure, the composition and
the stratigraphic layout of the LCF suggest little post–burning disturbance, although
some exceptions are recognized. Human reworking seems to have slightly affected the
burned levels, and it was microscopically observed as charred fragments randomly arranged into the ash of level 52 (Fig. 4.4d). Trampling appears to have partly disturbed
the in situ burned materials of levels 29 (GC1), 61 and 63 (GC2). Mesofaunal bioturbation (e.g., Fig. 4.4c) is present in all burned levels even if its localized occurrence and the
overall preservation of the stratigraphic layout point for little post-burning disturbance.
In order to simplify the comparison with the magnetic results we established a system to categorize levels on the basis of their degree of burning and preservation, using
micromorphological observations (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3). Considering the microstructure, porosity, pedofeatures and the organization of components, we established a set of
parameters to assess the state of integrity of the levels composing Section 10 by setting
up a scale of preservation that is based on primary components and the organization of
combustion by–products. Three categories (high, medium and low degree of preservation) were defined according to these parameters (Fig. 4.5). High degree of preservation
refers to in situ burned sediments that record the lowest disturbance of features linked to
burning, that is, the overall preservation of the level is not compromised by mesofauna
activity or trampling. We consider levels with high degree of preservation as those featuring loose discontinuous infillings or granular microstructure over less than a quarter
of the observed area and whose porosity is less than 30% (Fig. 4.5a). Many levels of
GC1, including ash, PB and rubefied levels (26, 27, 28, 30, 37-38, 39, 55) show a high
degree of preservation (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3).
Medium degree of preservation refers to in situ burned sediments that suffered partial
dispersal or disturbance, including limited trampling, bioturbation and human reworking. This degree of preservation is defined by the presence of granular areas and loose
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Figure 4.5: Micrographs showing the three categories of preservation: (a) high degree
of preservation in rubefied level 27 (GC1, n.b. overall low porosity and dense material);
(b) medium degree of preservation in rubefied level 40 (GC1, n.b. localized granular
area on the right, biogenic voids on the left, the upper one showing a loose discontinuous infilling); (c) low degree of preservation in mixed level 61 (GC2, n.b. diffuse
microgranular microstructure in which the larger burned aggregates are translocated
and rotated losing their primary position). All views in PPL, scale bar 1 mm.

discontinuous infillings over a third of the observed area of the thin section and porosity
between 30 − 50% (Fig. 4.5b). Disturbance processes may be responsible, sometimes,
for rotation or translocation of aggregates after burning. Levels 40, 53-54, 59 and 60 are
included in this category (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3).
Finally, low degree of preservation is used for sediments that suffered intense dispersal
or disturbance, like dumping, trampling or bioturbation, which implied the transportation and re–deposition of components to positions that are not directly related to in
situ burning (Fig. 4.4). Levels that show loose microgranular fabrics over more than a
third of the total area and that do not exhibit any of the original relationship between
the components, including allochthonous burned material from hearth waste or dumping, are classified in this category. Low degree of preservation was typically observed
in homogeneous layers associated with dumped material (levels 56, 57, 64 and 66) or
OLCB where intense reworking of in situ burned material took place (levels 61, 63).
Occasionally, levels at the top of the burned typical sequence may record low degree of
preservation as a result of intense trampling (level 29) or moderate reworking (level 52;
Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3, Fig. 4.1d).
All the levels with high degree of preservation belong to GC1 and represent the in situ
accumulation of combustion by–product (ash, partially burned and rubefied material),
while the levels of GC2 and those at the top of the burned sequences of GC1 exhibit
medium (levels 53-54, 59 and 60) to low degree of preservation (levels 29 and 52, Suppl.
Tab. A.2, A.3). This suggests that the degree of preservation is not uniquely related
to the type of burned material, but rather is strongly related to the processes acting
after burning - and hence, indirectly, to the accumulation rate and the time of surface
exposition. The homogeneous polygenic layers and the OCLB of GC2 usually display
low degree of preservation (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3).
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Dating of the sections

Five radiocarbon dates were obtained from Section 10 (see Suppl. Tab. A.1 for results
and details). Most dates have standard deviations less than 40 years, except the date
from level 39, which was measured on a small piece of charcoal. Its large error has been
reduced as the output of the Oxcal age model shows (Bronk Ramsey, 2009, Fig. 4.6).
Radiocarbon dates were calibrated and modeled using the stratigraphic information as a
constraint; the resulting time scale indicates that there is a good agreement among ages.
It can be seen that Section 10 sediments deposited relatively fast, between approximately
5000 and 4540 cal. BC. The upper complex (GC1) accumulated during a time span of
about 100 to 250 years, whereas GC2 needed about 200 to 400 years to form (Figs.
4.1c).
Whenever charcoal fragments were available, we used their modeled date to infer
the age of the magnetic signal (e.g. levels 26-30, 36-37, 60, and 66). The remaining
levels were dated using a linear interpolation between the peaks of the modeled dates
of the two closest levels and their stratigraphic position. Assuming an approximately
continuous deposition, a rough estimation of the average accumulation rate of Section
10 gives a figure of about 1.3 mm/yr. However, if we consider a crude estimation of level
thickness we could infer that the GC1 accumulated faster than GC2; the average rates
are, respectively, 2 mm/yr and 1 mm/yr.
The levels of Section 14 have been correlated to a baulk in sector IV, and suggest
that these levels belong to the Copper Age (3300 − 2200 BC). Similar features were also
recognized during the excavation of the surrounding sediments (sector V), which have
the same levels as seen in the upper part of Section 14, and which were dated at 2600 to
2300 cal. BC. Therefore we can assume at present that the investigated levels in Section
14 span 2600 to 2300 cal. BC.

4.6
4.6.1

Archeomagnetic results
Magnetic mineralogy

Rock magnetic results of each level are summarized in Tab. 4.1. Ninety–seven thermomagnetic curves from all types of levels were measured up to 700◦ C. Most samples
unblock their magnetization between 570 − 580◦ C (Fig. 4.7a and Fig. 4.7b), which is
characteristic for magnetite with a small amount of isomorphous titanium substitution.
About 70% of the thermomagnetic curves measured in air show irreversible behavior due
to chemical alteration during heating and cooling. Some concentrated ash levels show
the least alteration. The strong increase of the susceptibility in cooling below 580◦ C
(Fig. 4.7a and c) suggests that the newly created phase is magnetite. Most thermomagnetic curves of this type show a peak in the heating curve at around 300◦ C (Figs.
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Unmodeled and
uncalibrated
Dates

Calibrated and modeled
dates based on
stratigraphy

OxCal v4.1.7 Bronk Ramsey (2010); r:5 Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2009);

R_Date ETH-42673 (US29)

5785 ± 40 BP

[4710 - 4540 B.C.]

Magnetism: 26-30

[4750 - 4570 B.C.]

Magnetism: 36-37

Phase US 29
R_Date ETH-42674 (US39)

5690 ± 125 BP
Phase US 36-39

5834 ± 26 BP

{

R_Date DSH 3997 (US52)

[4790 - 4660 B.C.]
Phase US 52-54

[4950 - 4790 B.C.]

Magnetism: 61

Phase US 61

{ Magnetism: 66

R_Date DSH 3999 (US67)

6030 ± 35 BP

Magnetism: 52-54
{ Magnetism: 60

R_Date ETH-41441

6010 ± 35 BP

Magnetism: 40
Magnetism: 49

[5000 - 4840 B.C.]

Phase US 67
Sequence

5500

5000

4500

4000

Modeled date (BC)

Figure 4.6: Age model showing the sequence of dated levels in RGB Section 10, and
the probable time span of each radiocarbon date. On the left, the dates are uncalibrated,
on the right they are calibrated and modeled taking into account the stratigraphic order
by using Oxcal 4 (Bronk Ramsey, 2009). In the figure, calibrated unmodeled time spans
are presented in light gray and modeled time spans are presented in dark gray. Levels
yielding archeomagnetic results are labeled ’Magnetism’.

4.7b and c). This peak could be either due to structural ordering in the crystal lattice,
grain size growth, or due to the formation of a new phase as described in Carrancho
and Villalaı́n (2011). In levels with high ash content we observe a cooling curve that
shows a strong increase in susceptibility between 500◦ C and 400◦ C (Fig. 4.7b). At
room temperature this signal is weaker than the initial susceptibility. We interpret the
peak at around 400 − 500◦ C as formation of a new metastable phase that transforms
with decreasing temperature to a phase with lower susceptibility than the initial one,
or a growth in grain size. The new phase may have formed from initial maghemite or
magnetite (e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir , 1997). For most of the thermomagnetic curves
we found a Hopkinson peak upon cooling (Fig. 4.7b). Five samples have a Tc around
620◦ C on heating, which suggests additional maghemite as a low–temperature oxidation product of magnetite (Özdemir and Banerjee, 1984). Upon cooling there is only
blocking at approximately 580◦ C (Fig. 4.7c). In 33 cases thermomagnetic curves were
measured iteratively up to 350◦ C, 490◦ C, 580◦ C, and 700◦ C (Fig. 4.8). In general,
curves are reversible at least up to 350◦ C, indicating that the burning temperatures
reached at least 350◦ C (cf., Rada Torres et al., 2011, Fig. 4.8b, c). Only a well–heated
ash layer showed no alteration with heating, until heated 580◦ C (Fig. 4.8a), similar to
the thermomagnetic curve shown in Fig. 4.7a.

Type

Tc [◦ C]

Bc [mT]

Bcr [mT]

Loop Type

Cross comp. Tub sof t [◦ C]

37
53
54
123
26
31
36
52

Pure ash
Pure ash
Pure ash
Pure ash
High ash cont.
High ash cont.
High ash cont.
High ash cont.
Average ash levels:

580 ± 7 (5)
575 ± 1 (5)
575 ± 4 (5)
589 ± 6 (5)
577 ± 4 (7); 600 (1)
576 ± 23 (4); 620 (1)
577 ± 12 (5)
579 ± 2 (5)
579 ± 5

9 ± 1 (4)
10 ± 0 (4)
9 ± 0 (4)
11 ± 1 (2)
12 ± 1 (5)
10 ± 3 (5)
10 ± 1 (3)
10 ± 1 (5)
10 ± 1

27 ± 10 (3)
23 ± 1 (2)
19 ± 1 (3)
25 ± 4 (2)
22 ± 6 (5)
29 ± 9 (5)
21 ± 2 (3)
22 ± 2 (5)
24 ± 3

narrow normal, ww
narrow normal
narrow normal
slightly ww
narrow normal, slightly ww
ww
normal
normal to slightly ww

580; 620; maybe Maghemite
> 580; maybe Maghemite
-

27
34
40
46
49

Pure rubefied
High rubefied cont.
High rubefied cont.
High rubefied cont.
High rubefied cont.
Average rubef. levels:

578 ± 4 (5); 629 (1)
578 ± 6 (5)
561 ± 10 (7)
573 ± 1 (3)
573 ± 8

14 ± 10 (5)
16 ± 7 (6)
13 ± 4 (3)
14 ± 2

73 ± 101 (5)
64 ± 52 (6)
27 ± 6 (3)
55 ± 24

normal to very ww
narrow normal, ww, very ww
slightly ww
-

580; Magnetite; Hematite
580; Magnetite; Hematite
580; Magnetite; Hematite
-

30
44
45
60
63
124

Pure PB
High PB cont.
High PB cont.
High PB cont.
High PB cont.
High PB cont.
Average PB levels:

575 ± 17 (3); 621 (1)
555 ± 6 (2)
574 ± 9 (2)
574 ± 1 (2)
582 ± 3 (4); 618 (1)
572 ± 10

12 ± 1 (4)
20 ± 5 (2)
11 ± 2 (3)
14 ± 5

29 ± 8 (3)
77 ± 40 (2)
27 ± 5 (3)
44 ± 28

normal, ww
ww to very ww
slightly ww
-

> 580; 580; Maghemite, Magnetite; Hematite
-

61

Mixed
Average mixed levels:

5755 (3)
575 ± 5

10 ± 1 (3)
10 ± 1

25 ± 1 (3)
25 ± 1

narrow normal to slightly ww
-

580; Magnetite
-

56
57
66
67
125
126

Polygenic
Polygenic
Polygenic
Polygenic
Polygenic
Polygenic
Average polyg. levels:

581 ± 2
586 ± 2
580 ± 3
582 ± 1
583 ± 1
582 ± 1

9 ± 1 (4)
12 ± 1 (2)
11 ± 2

21 ± 4 (4)
35 ± 3 (2)
28 ± 10

narrow normal to slightly ww
slightly ww
-

-

GC1 average:
GC2 average:

574 ± 7
579 ± 5

12 ± 3
10 ± 2

36 ± 22
24 ± 3

-

-

(2)
(5)
(2)
(5)
(3)
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Level
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Table 4.1: Rock magnetic results for each level, the lower (GC1) and the upper (GC2) part of Section 10 and 14. Tc is the Curie temperature, Bc
and Bcr are coercivity and remanence of coercivity, respectively, ww is wasp–waisted, and Tub sof t the unblocking temperature of the low–coercivity
component. The possible type of mineral, identified in the cross–component experiment, is listed. In brackets is the number of specimens used for
the averages.
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Tc = 618˚C
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content (26)

Ash level (53)
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Level with high
ash content (124)
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Figure 4.7: Three typical thermomagnetic curves of Section 10 and 14. The curves
were measured in air for the determination of their Curie temperatures Tc and the
degree of reversibility. Shown are (smoothed) curves of: (a) an ash level and (b) and
(c) level with high ash content. (a) and (b) show a Tc of magnetite, and (c) a Tc of
maghematized magnetite

Figure 4.9 shows normalized curves for the acquisition of IRM in a reversed (or
back-) field. All samples can be classified into three general types of behavior. Forty–
two samples characterized predominantly by low coercivity backfield IRM, in which the
average Bcr is 2 mT (Fig. 4.9a). The IRM is either saturated or close to saturation by
300 mT. Eighteen samples, which comprise all types of levels, show a rapid decrease of
the reverse–field IRM in fields up to 50 mT followed by a more gradual decrease (Fig.
4.9b). These samples are not saturated by 1 T, and the average Bcr is 34 mT. The third
category includes three samples that have a very high average Bcr of 173 mT. These are
far from saturation up to 1 T and stem from a rubefied and levels with high PB content
(Fig. 4.9c).
In Fig. 4.10a mass normalized IRM intensities at 1 T are shown in a boxplot for each
type of level. We find a gradual decrease of median IRM intensities from ash to rubefied,
and to PB levels. This suggests a higher concentration of ferromagnetic minerals, which
are saturated at 1 T, in the ashes. Mixed samples and polygenic levels also show median
values similar to ash levels. These samples may contain burned particles with high IRM
intensities at 1 T (see also Tab. 4.3). The PB levels show two groups of values, of which
a)

c)

χ [S.I.]

b)

Level with high
rubefied content (40)

Ash level (37)
T [˚C]

T [˚C]

Mixed level (60)
T [˚C]

Figure 4.8: Examples of reversible partial thermomagnetic curves: (a) ash sample
heated up to 580◦ C (red curve), (b) sample with high rubefied content heated up to
350◦ C, and (c) mixed sample heated up to 350◦ C. The measured susceptibility is close
to the noise level of the instrument, hence magnetization curves were smoothed by
averaging, using a moving window over: (a) 10, (b) 12, and (c) 15 points
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b)
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Applied Field B [T]

Applied Field B [T]

Applied Field B [T]

Figure 4.9: Backfield curves normalized for their minimum IRM intensities. Backfield
curves are divided according to their Bcr values: (a) Bcr from 0 to 25 mT, (b) Hcr from
25 to 55 mT, and (c) Bcr > than 55 mT.

Medians
18x10-3 Am2/kg
8x10-3 Am2/kg
4x10-3 Am2/kg
21x10-3 Am2/kg
17x10-3 Am2/kg

Levels

Levels

k [S.I.]

Medians
4.0
1.7
1.4
1.2
1.1

Q [S.I.]

IRM1T [Am2/kg]

c)
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a)

Levels 26-27-30
Level 40
Levels 52-53-54
Level 61
Level 66
Levels 36-37
Level 49
Levels 123-124
Level 34
Level 46
Level 57

Degree of Preservation

Figure 4.10: (a) Boxplot of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) versus type of
level; (b) boxplot of Koenigsberger ratio Q versus type of level. Medians are marked
as red line, the box ranges from the lower to the upper quartile of the data; whiskers
are a function of the inner quartile range. (c) Dispersion parameter k versus degree of
preservation.

the group with larger values belongs to a level with high PB content, but with ash as
the minor component (level 60, Tab. 4.2, 4.3).
Fig. 4.11 shows examples from the thermal demagnetization of a cross–component
experiment. All samples are dominated by the low coercivity component (< 200 mT),
which gradually unblocks from room temperature until 620◦ C (Fig. 4.11a and b). The
medium and high coercivity components, when significant, are demagnetized by 700◦ C.
Hysteresis measurements of ash layers show Bc values of 10±1 mT. Rubefied and PB
layers have slightly higher coercivities, on average 14 ± 2 mT and 14 ± 5 mT respectively
(Tab. 4.1). The shape of the loops of most specimens indicates a single magnetic
component (Fig. 4.12a). Sometimes the presence of a slight wasp–waisting may indicate
a mixture of coarse and fine–grained magnetite particles. In contrast, many specimens
from rubefied levels or levels with high rubefied and PB content display well–pronounced
wasp–waisted loops, indicative of a mixture of ferromagnetic (s.l.) minerals with high
and low coercivity (Fig. 4.12b).

m/mmax_soft

m/mmax_soft
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PB level

Level with
high ash content
a)

Temperature [˚C]

b)
Temperature [˚C]

Figure 4.11: Representative results of the cross–component experiment with soft
(squares), medium (circles), and hard (triangles) components. (a) Partially burned
level with an unblocking temperature in the soft component of magnetite, and (b)
level with high ash content, with an unblocking temperature larger then 580◦ C. The
insets show sister samples that were measured with more heating steps around 590◦ C
to highlight the behavior around this temperature. All curves were normalized to the
maximum moment of the soft component.

In the Day plot specimens cluster in the upper pseudo–single domain (PSD) area
(Fig. 4.12c). Values closest to the SD area belong to a level with high rubefied content
and a level with high ash content and a small part rubefied. Specimens from polygenic
and mixed layers are grouped together, respectively, whereas specimens from the other
levels have a broader distribution, and may overlap with each other.
FORC diagrams provide information on the distribution of coercivity and interaction.
We observe mainly two different types of FORC diagrams in all the different types of
levels. Thirty–nine out of 58 specimens have a single peak in the coercivity distribution
at around 10 mT and open contour lines which intersect with the Bc = 0 mT axis, which
is common for PSD grains (Figs. 4.13a and inset). The spread along the Bu -axis is
between −20 mT and 20 mT, which indicate small interaction between the particles.
Nine FORC diagrams show a bimodal coercivity distribution; one peak is at around
0 mT, the second around 10 mT (Figs. 4.13b and inset). The presence of peak coercivity
around 0 mT and the tail to negative interaction fields suggests the presence of particles
with SP size (Pike et al., 2001b). In both cases the coercivity distribution extends up
to 50 − 60 mT. The presence of SP grain sizes is supported by the frequency dependent
susceptibility measurements that were performed. All types of levels show a median
χf d% of 9.7 ± 1.6% and hence, a variation in SP content that is statistically insignificant.
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Figure 4.12: Hysteresis loops for a (a) single magnetic component, and a (b) high
and a low coercivity components system. (c) Day plot (Day et al., 1977) with PSD as
pseudosingle domain, SP as superparamagnetic, MD as multidomain, and SD as single
domain grain sizes. Dashed lines are mixing curves from Dunlop (2002).
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Figure 4.13: FORC diagrams and coercivity distributions (insets): (a) FORC diagram
probably indicative for PSD to SD grains, and (b) FORC diagram of a mixture of PSD
to SP grains. The coercivity profiles in the insets were taken along the Bu = 0 mT–axis.
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Figure 4.14: Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS). (a) The equal angle, lower
hemisphere, projection of the maximum (k1), medium (k2), and minimum (k3) axes
and their confidence intervals are distributed according to a compaction pattern. (b)
Shape parameter U versus anisotropy degree P.

4.6.2

Anisotropy and stability of the NRM

Figure 4.14a shows the directions of the AMS eigenvalues calculated for all samples.
The individual measurements (small symbols) of the minimum axes of susceptibility
cluster in general close to the mean value (larger symbols). Medium (k2 ) and maximum
(k1 ) magnetic susceptibilities lie in a plane perpendicular to the minimum (k3 ) axis,
and are evenly distributed. This pattern reflects the compacted layers. The slight tilt
(13◦ to NE) of k3 from the vertical axis, which is also visible in the k1 − k2 –plane, is
probably due to the subhorizontal surface where these levels deposited (syn– or post–
compaction). Fig. 4.14b presents the shape parameter U versus anisotropy degree P
(Jelı́nek , 1981). The susceptibility ellipsoid is oblate (U > 0) for most of the specimens.
The degree of anisotropy P is less than 7%; generally values vary between 1 and 4%,
and are considered insignificant. Although there is a clear compaction pattern and a
small tilt of the principal susceptibilities, mean directions were not corrected for this tilt,
because the small degree of anisotropy has no influence on the final directional average.
The median NRM intensity of ash samples is 46 ± 37 mA/m and of rubefied samples
is 51 ± 82 mA/m, whereas medians of PB, mixed and polygenic samples are at most
half of those values. Within single levels there may be a large spread of NRM intensity
values, which suggests that in a level well preserved and well fired parts coexist with
parts subjected to less or no burning. The viscosity experiment with 26 specimens from
twelve levels shows a range of coefficients from 0 to 50%. Low values of viscosity (below
10%) are obtained from rubefied levels and from mixed samples.
The Koenigsberger ratio Q ranges between 0.7 and 10.0 with a few specimens having
values up to 250 (Fig. 4.10b). In general, specimens from ash and rubefied layers have
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the largest median ratios of 14 ± 23 and 6 ± 7, whereas specimens from PB and polygenic
levels have median ratios between 1 and 2. We consider samples with Q values larger
than one, having a stable magnetization.

4.6.3

Archeomagnetic directions

For this study 25 levels were investigated; 172 specimens were subjected to AF demagnetization and 16 to thermal demagnetization. Some specimens contain a small part of
another level, because they were: (i) very thin in places; (ii) limited in their horizontal extent inside the section; or (iii) mixed due to bioturbation or trampling. Even a
small part of another level can influence the rock magnetic properties. In general the
levels that are described as least post–depositionally altered, and that have been heated
considerably in the past (ash levels), yield the best results. The directional results of
7 burning events, which correspond to 13 levels, pass the criteria described in Section
4.3.4. That is, about 60% of the measured levels pass the reliability criteria and 17% of
the specimens within these levels were rejected.
Fig. 4.15 shows typical vector diagrams for various levels that passed the reliability
criteria. Only the most promising levels were demagnetized using thermal treatment,
therefore not all concentrated levels were treated. Fig. 4.15a shows the AF vector
diagram of an ash level, and 12b shows the thermal vector diagram of a level with high
ash content. Levels with the highest ash content provided the best results, in general.
Their vector diagrams show one to two components in addition to a viscous component at
lowest field and temperature steps (Fig. 4.15a and b). Levels with a high rubefied and a
high PB content show at least two components (Figs. 4.15c to f). Totally mixed samples
have the most complex demagnetization behavior with three components (Fig. 4.15g),
in general. The characteristic remanent magnetization from samples in the mixed level
61 was defined by the low coercivity component. Vector diagrams of polygenic levels are
similar to those with high rubefied or PB content and have two components in general in
addition to a viscous component (Fig. 4.15h). Figs. 4.15b, d, and f show the directions
obtained from the youngest burning event of Section 10. This event consists of a level
with high ash content (4.15b), a rubefied (4.15d), and a PB level (4.15f). Directions of
this burning event have an average declination of 356◦ and an average inclination of 54◦
(levels 26, 27 and 30, Tab. 4.2).
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Figure 4.15: Vector diagrams obtained from AF demagnetization: (a), (c), (e), (g),
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Type

Dop

Nsamp /N

Age [yrs BC]

D [◦ ]

I [◦ ]

α95 [◦ ]

k [S.I.]

26*
27*
30*
31
34
36*
37*
40*
44
45
46
49
52*
53*
54*
56
57
60
61*
63
66*
67
123*
124*
125
126

High ash content
Pure rubefied
Pure PB
High ash content
High rubefied content
High ash content
Pure ash
High rubefied content
High PB content
High PB content
High rubefied content
High rubefied content
High ash content
Pure ash
Pure ash
Polygenic
Polygenic
High PB content
Mixed
High PB content
Polygenic
Polygenic
Pure ash
High PB content
Polygenic
Polygenic

High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
-

14/22
2/5
2/3

4710 - 4540
-

355.8
249.4
307.9

54.2
59.9
69.6

5.0
84.7

63.8
6.7
3.2

8/15
13/23
1/2
0/1
4/4
2/3
10/14
2/4
3/4
2/3
8/11
1/3
9/12
0/4
6/10
1/2
2/2

4750
4724
4762
4790
4917
4950
4968
2600
2600

358.3
359.0
31.2
343.6
333.2
359.1
7.9
348.2
349.0
3.5
11.2
7.2
3.9
63.9
23.4

40.3
53.7
59.1
49.6
58.6
39.5
61.1
68.1
49.7
57.3
49.0
56.9
62.4
71.3
56.6

13.3
6.4
22.3
14.0
9.1
25.7
13.3
10.0
9.2
9.8
4.8

18.3
43.5
18
43.8
28.9
3.5
24.0
352.6
31.6
32.3
48.0
2743.2

- 4570
- 4564

- 4602

- 4660

- 4757
- 4790
- 4808

- 2300
- 2300
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Table 4.2: Archeomagnetic directions and statistical parameters of RGB samples: part I. Nsamp the number of samples used to calculate the
average directions, Dop signifies Degree of preservation, and N is the number of samples taken, D and I the declination and inclination, respectively,
α95 the confidence interval of the average directions, and k the precision parameter. Levels with a star (*) are finally accepted levels. Levels, which
were summarized because they belonged to the same burning event or formed within a very short period of time, are: 26/27/30, 36/37/, 52/53/54,
and 123/124. PB signifies partially burned, GC1 and GC2 are geoarcheological complex 1 or 2.

Type

Dop

Q [SI]

NRM [mAm−1 ]

χ [10−6 SI]

IRM1T [10−2 Am2 kg −1 ]

26*

High ash content

High

5.1 ± 2.2

123.0 ± 78.4

946.5 ± 460.5

4.8 ± 5.0

27*

Pure rubefied

High

7.8 ± 4.9

198.0 ± 109.5

965.1 ± 4.3

1.0 ± 0.9

30*

Pure PB

High

3.0 ± 2.3

71.6 ± 92.3

668.5 ± 647.4

0.3 ± 0.1

31

High ash content

-

88.9 ± 74.9

13.2 ± 4.5

34.6 ± 50.2

0.2 ± 0.0

34

High rubefied content

-

17.4 ± 22.6

12.7 ± 5.1

233.0 ± 311.2

-

36*

High ash content

-

2.3 ± 1.9

65.6 ± 97.2

748.4 ± 739.3

1.1 ± 0.6

37*

Pure ash

High

4.0 ± 1.9

63.3 ± 25.3

691.2 ± 180.1

3.3 ± 1.7

40*

High rubefied content

Medium

1.7 ± 0.4

12.0 ± 5.5

279.3 ± 85.5

0.8 ± 0.5

44

High PB content

-

1.3

-

4.2

0.3 ± 0.0

45

High PB content

-

-

-

-

-

46

High rubefied content

-

1.7 ± 0.6

22.8 ± 20.3

486.4 ± 291.8

-

49

High rubefied content

-

1.3 ± 0.4

9.5 ± 3.3

327.8 ± 118.3

2.9 ± 1.1

52*

High ash content

Low

2.3 ± 0.8

13.5 ± 1.4

253.8 ± 77.7

1.9 ± 0.6

53*

Pure ash

Medium

4.2 ± 2.1

28.0 ± 11.2

301.5 ± 120.7

3.8 ± 2.8

54*

Pure ash

Medium

4.4 ± 0.9

42.2 ± 26.9

366.4 ± 180.9

1.3 ± 0.4

56

Polygenic

Low

0.9 ± 0.1

4.6 ± 1.8

193.1 ± 63.2

-

57

Polygenic

Low

0.9 ± 0.1

6.9 ± 2.8

303.9 ± 100.5

-

60

High PB content

Medium

0.7 ± 0.1

8.5 ± 1.4

475.0 ± 106.7

1.9 ± 0.5
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Table 4.3: Archeomagnetic directions and statistical parameters of RGB samples: part II. Dop signifies Degree of preservation, Q is the Koenigsberger ratio, NRM the natural remanent magnetization. χ is the bulk magnetic susceptibility, corrected for the holder and normalized by a volume
of 11.4 cm3 . IRM1T is the isothermal remanent magnetization at 1 T. Levels with a star (*) are finally accepted levels. Levels, which are were
summarized because they belonged to the same burning event or formed within a very short period of time, are: 26/27/30, 36/37/, 52/53/54, and
123/124. PB signifies partially burned, GC1 and GC2 are geoarcheological complex 1 or 2.

Mixed

Low

1.4 ± 0.5

16.4 ± 8.0

449.5 ± 87.9

2.5 ± 1.1

63

High PB content

Low

1.3 ± 0.4

13.2 ± 3.7

423.8 ± 110.3

-

66*

Polygenic

Low

1.7 ± 1.0

14.7 ± 8.6

328.7 ± 86.9

1.6 ± 0.2

67

Polygenic

-

0.7

4.2

256.6

-

123*

Pure ash

-

2.1 ± 0.8

19.7 ± 0.6

387.5 ± 125.0

-

124*

High PB content

-

1.6 ± 1.0

12.8 ± 1.8

367.9 ± 142.6

-

125

Polygenic

-

2.1 ± 0.9

26.9 ± 16.6

512.1 ± 84.7

-

126

Polygenic

-

1.7 ± 0.1

14.1 ± 2.2

307.9 ± 45.3

2.3 ± 0.8

Average ash levels

14.2 ± 30.2

46.1 ± 37.4

466.2 ± 301.3

2.3 ± 1.7

Average rubef. levels

6.0 ± 7.0

51 ± 82.3

458.3 ± 299.0

1.6 ± 1.2

Average PB levels

1.6 ± 0.9

22.1 ± 7.9

413.1 ± 210.9

0.9 ± 0.9

Average polyg. levels

1.3 ± 0.6

11.9 ± 8.7

317.0 ± 107.2

1.9 ± 0.5

Average mixed levels

1.4 ± 0.5

16.4 ± 8.0

449.5 ± 87.9

2.5 ± 1.1

Average GC1

10.4 ± 23.0

48.5 ± 54.5

459.5 ± 296.2

1.8 ± 1.5

Average GC2

1.1 ± 0.4

9.8 ± 5.0

347.2 ± 105.5

2.0 ± 0.5

Average Section 14

1.9 ± 0.3

18.4 ± 6.4

393.8 ± 85.8

2.3 ± 0.8
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Figure 4.16: Equal area projections of characteristic remanent directions of the accepted combustion levels and burning events with α95 < 15◦ . Green triangles are level
Fisher averages (Fisher , 1953), and blue circles show α95 –confidence angles.

Mean directions of the various burning events and levels were calculated after applying the weighting criteria described above and are shown in Fig. 4.16 and summarized
in Tab. 4.2, 4.3. Due to the various amount of physical disturbances, we only accepted
burning events and levels with an α95 ≤ 15◦ , suggested by Van der Voo (1993), and
a number of samples ≥ 6 (levels 26-27-30, 36-37, 40, 52-53-54, 61, 66, 123, and 124).
The best results were obtained from the youngest burning event of Section 10 (levels
26-27-30, Fig. 4.16a) and from a level with high rubefied content (Fig. 4.16c, level 40).
We observe that there are mixed (Fig. 4.16e) and polygenic levels (Fig. 4.16 ) that pass
the reliability criteria.

4.7

Discussion

In the following we summarize the rock magnetic characteristics of the various type of
levels and attempt to link these with the micromorphological observations. Further,
we discuss the temporal evolution of the geomagnetic field during mid Holocene in
Northern Italy. The various processes that led to the formation of individual levels at
Riparo Gaban were complex, and bioturbation especially played a crucial role.

4.7.1

Magnetic minerals

The rock magnetic results indicate that the main magnetic carrier is Ti–magnetite with
low titanium content and occasionally maghematized magnetite in all types of levels.
This can be seen in the thermomagnetic curves (Fig. 4.7a, b), the cross–component
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experiment (Fig. 4.11a), and the dominance of a low coercivity mineral in most of the
backfield curves (Fig. 4.9a and 6b). Varying amounts of hematite were found in most
levels with the exception of the polygenic levels. The presence of hematite is seen by the
medium and high coercivity component of the cross–component experiments (Fig. 4.11a,
inset), the NRM that persists at 580◦ C in thermal demagnetization, in the wasp–waisted
shape of hysteresis cycles in levels with rubefication (e.g., Fig. 4.12b), or the high–
coercivity tail in some of the FORC diagrams (Figs. 4.13a). About one to two specimens
from each level have a phase that unblocks at temperatures larger than 590◦ C up to
629◦ C during heating (Fig. 4.7c), suggesting the presence of a partially maghematized
magnetite or stable maghemite. The presence of this mineral was confirmed by cross–
component experiments Fig. 4.11b). Carrancho et al. (2009) also reported the presence
of a phase that unblocks around 620◦ C in their archeological fired sediments, which they
assigned to stable maghemite.

4.7.2

Origin of minerals

A typical burning process in the Riparo Gaban consists of combustion of organic fuel on
a silty loam substrate. During heating many different iron phases can undergo chemical
conversions, e.g., at temperatures starting around 170◦ C the hydroxyl structure in iron
hydroxides starts to breakdown, which releases iron that can convert to more stable
iron minerals (e.g., Mullins, 1977; Brindley and LeMaitre, 1987). Most organic material
combusts up to around 300◦ C (Terefe et al., 2008, and references therein), and starting
from 250◦ C many paramagnetic clay minerals in the substrate, e.g., smectites or siderites,
transform to ferromagnetic minerals (e.g., Escoubes and Karchoud , 1977; Brindley and
LeMaitre, 1987; Hirt and Gehring, 1991; Hirt et al., 1993). As described in Section 4.1,
the burning process in rock shelters produces three layers in general: the uppermost
ash layer of completely burned material; an intermediate partially burned organic layer,
containing remnants of the fuel; and at the bottom, the substrate, which is the base of the
fire and is usually thermally altered (i.e., rubefied) during the burning. An experimental
fireplace that was examined by Carrancho and Villalaı́n (2011) showed that the pre–
burned clayish soil substrate mainly contains hematite and small fractions of magnetite
and maghemite as ferromagnetic minerals, as well as paramagnetic minerals.
Magnetite can form, however, either (i) from transformation of paramagnetic iron–
containing minerals in the fuel and the substratum, or (ii) from conversion of hematite
under reducing conditions, or (iii) some magnetite may be inherited from the substrate
(e.g., Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). Non-carbonate rock fragments, which can contain iron oxides, may serve as source for magnetite. Hematite forms by oxidation and
can be found in both the unburned substrate, or in burned material in which it forms
due to oxidation of magnetite or maghemite as part of the burning process (e.g., Cornell
and Schwertmann, 2003).
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Maghemite can form in four different ways (Mullins, 1977, and references therein):

(1) by low temperature (150 − 250◦ C) oxidation of magnetite present in rocks or in soil,
(2) as a result of burning, (3) by dehydration of lepidocrocite (γFeOOH), and (4) via
reduction–oxidation cycle occurring under normal pedogenic conditions. Processes (2)
and (3) are activated by fire (Mullins, 1977) and hence, are likely to have occured in
RGB sediments. Maghemite formation as a result of burning was first investigated by
Le Borgne (1955). First, iron oxides and hydroxides are transformed to magnetite in
the substrate under reducing conditions of the fuel (Mullins, 1977). This process starts
at approximately 400◦ C (Fine et al., 1989). Subsequently, the magnetite oxidizes under
low temperatures to maghemite, under a more oxic environment in the substrate. This
happens directly after burning, when the by–products of combustion and the substrate
are cooling, resulting in a thermochemical remanent magnetization of the maghemite
(Carrancho et al., 2009; Van der Marel , 1951). This new magnetization will be similar to
the original TRM direction. Process (3) starts at temperatures around 130◦ C, at which
lepidocrocite, which can be often found in soils, gets activated, followed by dehydration
to maghemite (Gehring et al., 1990). Maghemite, which formed in this process, obtains a
TRM. We suggest process (2) as probable, because geoarcheological investigations show
no evidence for lepidocrocite in the pre–burn substrate.
Oxidizing conditions prevail with the formation of ashes, which are the uppermost
level of the combustion feature (Carrancho et al., 2009). The average Bcr is 24 ± 3 mT
and median Q ratio is highest in these levels (Fig. 4.10b, Tab. 4.1, 4.3). IRM1T also has
a high median value but shows large variability. These rock magnetic properties suggest
a high magnetite concentration in the ashes. Thermomagnetic curves show that their
composition does not alter until 350◦ C and well-heated ashes are stable up to 580◦ C
(Fig. 4.8a). Therefore some parts in the ashes were subjected to higher temperature
than others, but all ash levels have been heated higher than the other material. Our
results are in agreement with other ash studies and burned sediments and soils (e.g.,
Le Borgne, 1955; McClean and Kean, 1993; Carrancho et al., 2009).
The PB level can become quickly covered by ash so that reducing conditions prevail.
The IRM1T shows two groups, which are dependent on the sample level (Fig. 4.10a).
The PB level 60 has higher ash content (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3) and the IRM1T is higher
and Q is lower. The other PB levels show a lower IRM1T . Magnetite is the dominant
magnetic mineral, but hematite and maghemite can also be found. Q values are ≤ 10
with an average value of 1.6, which is lower than the ash and rubefied levels (Fig. 4.10b).
Geoarcheological observations suggest that PB material is stable up to temperatures of
400◦ C (Suppl. Tab. A.2, A.3).
Rubefied levels show high variability in their magnetic properties. Variation in IRM1T
is related to variation in concentration of ferromagnetic minerals, rather than in hematite
concentration alone. Average Bcr is 55 ± 24 mT (Tab. 4.1), which illustrates that the
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hematite content is high; and thermomagnetic curves suggest that the material is stable
up to at least 350◦ C, similar to the PB levels (Fig. 4.8b).
The mixed and polygenic levels have some of the highest median IRM1T but lowest
median Q values (Fig. 4.10b), which is due to their low degree of preservation in general
but at the same time high concentration of ferromagnetic minerals. Nevertheless, according to Carrancho et al. (2012), samples having Q > 1 obtain a stable TRM. Mixed
and polygenic levels contain mostly magnetite, and the average Bcr is 28±10 mT, similar
to ashes with an average Bcr of 23 ± 3 mT (Tab. 4.1).
In summary, temperatures reached in the rubefied levels are lower than in the ash
levels. Rubefied levels were at the base of the fire, and were insulated by ash and fuel
keeping heat on the substrate below. For some rubefied levels, the ash was removed after
burning and the same substrate was used again and reheated. For this reason, although
the rubefied layer did not reach as high temperatures as the ashes, the duration of heating
was longer. This can explain why concentration of ferrimagnetic minerals is similar to the
ash levels. Whether hematite forms is highly dependent on local conditions. Therefore
its presence is not characteristic for a specific level, but is associated with longer burning
duration or repeated heatings. The rubefied levels show a broad distribution on the Day
plot (Fig. 4.12c), which suggests a broad distribution of grain sizes. There is also a
broad distribution of grain sizes in ash levels in the Day plot, but this is more related
to specific ash levels. Viscosity test and χf d% show that all material contains SP grain
sizes, so that these parameters are not characteristic for the degree of burning.

4.7.3

Archeomagnetic directions and degree of preservation

Through micromorphological observations a high degree of preservation has been identified mainly in levels of GC1. Trampling is the main disturbance in GC2, in which there
is a strong disruption in the burned material, and therefore most levels were classified
having low degree of preservation. Following the approach of Carrancho et al. (2012) to
use rock- and archeomagnetism as a tool to determine post–depositional disturbances,
we tested the use of AMS and grouping of archeomagnetic directions (precision parameter k) as a means to identify disturbed sediments. AMS shows a compaction fabric,
in which the plane of flatness is slightly tilted (Fig. 4.14a). The degree of anisotropy
is low, and no correlation is seen between the degree of anisotropy and visible disturbance (Fig. 4.14b). In Fig. 4.10c we show the precision parameter k versus the degree
of preservation, not taking into account levels with a number of samples < 3. Levels
with high or medium degree of preservation, e.g., levels 26-27-30 and level 40, have the
highest k compared to levels with low degree of preservation. The undetermined levels
34, 46, and 57, with the lowest k values, were not accepted due to α95 > 15◦ . The
low k values might suggest also a low degree of preservation. The burning event 36-37
was accepted (α95 = 13.3◦ ), although it shows a low k. It is interesting to note that
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the mixed level (61) satisfied the quality criteria, although it is a mixture of reworked
burned material, PB and rubefied. Specimens show in general two components of magnetization in addition to a viscous component. The directional analysis reveals a good
clustering of the low coercivity component, which demagnetizes at around 30 mT. We
interpret this as the characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM), and we suggest
that the formation of this level occurred as follows: (1) the material was burned at
high temperatures to aquire a high coercivity remanent magnetization; (2) according to
geoarcheological evidence level 61 was in parts disturbed through intense reworking of in
situ burned material, including trampling; (3) the trampled material served as substrate
for the next fire and the aquired a ChRM, which fulfills our selection criteria.
The polygenic level 66 shows a large scatter that agrees with the micromorphological
observation indicating a low degree of preservation. There is no micromorphological
determination for the burning event levels 123-124 of Section 14 and the rubefied level
49. The low scatter in these levels would suggest good preservation. Specimens in Figs.
4.15e and h show vectorial components above the upper PCA boundary. From the
demagnetization diagrams in the insets it is clear that most of intensity (at least 90%)
is demagnetized and can be considered as noise.

4.7.4

Time variation: comparison to model and data

In order to accommodate the measurements without absolute dating within a chronological context, we calculated the average sedimentation rate by linearly interpolating
between known modeled and calibrated ages (Fig. 4.6, Suppl. Tab. A.1). In Fig.
4.17 accepted directions are compared to the CALS10k.1b model (Korte et al., 2011),
the SCHA.DIF.3K/8K (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009, 2010) archeomagnetic data from
France, Austria, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Hungary, and Serbia from the
GEOMAGIA database (Donadini et al., 2006; Korhonen et al., 2008) within 700 km
radius around RGB, and the Balkan curve (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011). Inclinations
vary about 23◦ from minimum to maximum over time (Fig. 4.17a). The CALS10k.1b
is relatively constant between 5000 BC and 4500 BC compared to the Balkan curve due
to the large scatter of lake sediments, and the high degree of smoothing (Korte et al.,
2011). The SCHA.DIF.3K/8K has slightly more variations than the CALS10k.1b and
shows a similar trend in declination as the RGB data. Compared with the Balkan curve,
the directions from Section 10 show a similar westward trend from 4900 BC to about
4700 BC. This trend is even clearer if inclinations of levels 52-54 and 36-38, which have
the lowest inclination values, are not considered. The inclinations also define a similar
kink with a minimum around 4700 BC to the one seen in the Balkan curve. Inclination
data from Section 14 appear consistent with the trend of the Balkan curve. Nevertheless,
the scatter in the Riparo Gaban data is about the same as in the archeomagnetic data
from 1000 BC to 2000 AC.
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Figure 4.17: Time variation of (a) inclination and (c) declination from 5500 BC to 2000 AD from the Riparo Gaban. The insets show (b) inclination
and (d) declination for 5200 − 4300 BC. White circles are archeomagnetic data from Europe from the GEOMAGIA database (Donadini et al., 2006);
the green curve with standard deviation is the Balkan curve (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011); blue curve and standard deviation and gray curve
are the CALS10k.1b (Korte et al., 2011) and SCHA.DIF.3K and 8K, respectively (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009, 2010); yellow diamonds are level
averages from the Riparo Gaban from Fig. 4.16. All data are relocated to the Riparo Gaban.
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The micromorphological observations agree well with the rock– and archeomagnetic

results, although many levels of Riparo Gaban showed a very complex composition. Ash
and rubefied levels from the upper part of Section 10 were most suitable for measuring
archeomagnetic directions due to their higher degree of preservation and most stable
magnetizations. We used levels that were not heated to high temperatures and experienced some mechanical disturbances for obtaining valuable directions, but we had to
establish strict quality criteria for the choice of directions.

4.8

Conclusion

This study clearly demonstrates that thermally altered archeological sediments of the Riparo Gaban rock shelter are under several criteria good recorders of the geomagnetic field
variation. Nevertheless bioturbation and anthropogenic impact have to be considered
as a potential disturbance factor. In this respect, coupling archeomagnetic measurements with precedent micromorphological studies is beneficial to identify mechanically
disturbed levels as well as for identifying levels with stable magnetization. Additionally,
a weighted outlier rejection method was useful to remove non–ideal, disturbed materials.
Further, the clear stratigraphy and the absolute dating of these sediments allow ordering
the directions with high accuracy.
This study has shown that there is a link between micromorphological and rock
magnetic observations of ash, rubefied, and partially burned levels. Ashes and rubefied
levels carry the most stable remanences. In particular, ashes appear to have suffered
temperatures of at least 350◦ C and partly up to at least 580◦ C, whereas rubefied levels
were heated at lower temperatures (about 350◦ C), in agreement with geoarcheological
observations. The origin of the magnetization for ashes and rubefied levels is a thermoremanent and a thermochemical remanent magnetization. PB, mixed, or polygenic
layers have also been shown to be useful for directional studies. The Koenigsberger
ratio is a useful criterion for assessing NRM stability because it indicates a high degree
of burning. We have shown the value of using an interdisciplinary approach when examining archeological sites. Both disciplines can provide information, which can increase
our understanding of processes in anthropogenic combustion events.

Chapter 5

New directional archeomagnetic
data of burned cave sediments
from Switzerland and
geomagnetic field variations in
Central Europe
K.L. Kapper, F. Donadini, M. Mauvilly, S. Panovska, A.M. Hirt; under
review in Geophysical Journal International (Kapper et al., 2014b)

This paper presents new directional archeomagnetic data from nine Meso-/Neolithic
fireplaces, sampled in a cave shelter, at Arconciel, in western Switzerland. Rock magnetic measurements indicate a homogenous magnetic mineralogy in all fireplaces, with
magnetite as the main magnetic carrier. The remanent magnetization is stable and
generally shows one characteristic directional component. Nine new directions, which
were obtained from Arconciel, are combined with 356 other archeomagnetic data from a
circular area with a radius of 700 km around this site, to obtain a penalized least square
spline fit for the past 9000 years. We found in general good agreement with other local
compilations, such as the Balkan curve, the regional SCHA.DIF.8K model and with lake
sediments from UK, Fennoscandia, and Switzerland. Nevertheless, a time lag of several
centuries is observed for a declination maximum between the archeomagnetic spline fit
and the other European data records around 5900 BC. This time lag is also observed in
the Swiss lake sediment record; therefore we interpret this shift as a local feature of the
Earth’s magnetic field.
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5.1

Introduction

Systematic observations of the geomagnetic field are available for the last two centuries
coming from geomagnetic observatory and ship data, as well as satellites for the last 50
years (e.g., Jackson et al., 2000; Olsen and Stolle, 2012). These data have been used to
accurately model the main dipole field but also the non-dipole contributions, which show
features such as the South Atlantic anomaly (e.g., Pinto Jr et al., 1992, for a review) and
the equatorial flux spots (Jackson, 2003). The temporal change of the geomagnetic field
in direction and intensity is referred to as secular variation. Crucial for any model of secular variation of the past field is high quality paleomagnetic information, which mainly
comes from archeomagnetic and lake sediment data. Holocene geomagnetic field models
such as CALS10k.1b (Korte et al., 2011) or SCHA.DIF.8K (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010)
mainly rely on lake sediment data for time periods earlier than 1000 BC. Lake sediments
cover long time periods, however, their relatively large scatter, which is due to inconsistent lake sediment records, is responsible for strong smoothing of the CALS10k.1b (Korte
et al., 2011). They often carry a post–depositional remanent magnetization, which is
acquired some time after their deposition when the magnetization is locked in (e.g.,
Verosub, 1997). The lock–in depth is related to sedimentation rate and composition
(Bleil and von Dobeneck , 1999), and is generally considered to be around 10 cm depth
(e.g., Roberts and Winklhofer , 2004). Therefore there is a time lag between the age of
the sediment and its magnetization, which causes smoothing of the magnetization signal
when averaging over time (e.g., Roberts and Winklhofer , 2004; Panovska et al., 2012). In
contrast, archeological artifacts have been shown to be faithfull recorders of the Holocene
geomagnetic field, particularly for the last 3000 years (cf., Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010;
Donadini et al., 2010). Data coming from burned archeological structures and burned
sediments are temporarily better constrained in capturing the geomagnetic field. The
thermoremanent magnetization in these materials was acquired during the last burning
event. The magnetization of the unburned material is considerably enhanced through
burning, because weakly magnetic oxides and hydroxides as well as nonmagnetic minerals are transformed into stronger ferrimagnetic phases, e.g., into magnetite or maghemite
(Le Borgne, 1955; McClean and Kean, 1993; Canti and Linford , 2000). More recently,
Carrancho et al. (2009) showed that burned Neolithic sediments (fumiers) carry a stable remanent magnetization, related to the burning process. Carrancho and Villalaı́n
(2011) quantified the magnetic enhancement on experimental hearths to illustrate the
potential of these structures to acquire robust geomagnetic field data. Burned sediments
are particularly valuable because they can provide information on field behavior prior
to 1000 BC, where there is a paucity of data.
In this study we present directional data from nine ancient fireplaces excavated at
the Arconciel/La Souche shelter to reconstruct the geomagnetic field. The data cover a
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Figure 5.1: Map showing the location of the excavation site of Arconciel (ARC),
Fribourg (Switzerland). The location of Lake Baldegg (BAL) is also indicated. CH Switzerland, F - France, I - Italy, A - Austria, D - Germany.

time period from approximately 4500 − 6800 cal.BC. Common rock magnetic measurements were performed to investigate the magnetic mineralogy of the studied samples
and grain sizes, as well as the stability of their natural remanent magnetization. We
take advantage of the stratification of burned sediments to construct an age model using
the available

14 C

dates. We combine this new data with high quality data from the

Geomagia50v.2 database (Donadini et al., 2006; Korhonen et al., 2008) and recently
published archeomagnetic data from northern Italy (Kapper et al., 2014a), in order to
establish a penalized least squares spline fit (Constable and Parker , 1988; Panovska
et al., 2012). This new data compilation is compared to global and regional models, to
other archeomagnetic data from the Balkan region (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011), and
to lake sediment records.

5.2
5.2.1

Site presentation and field work
Formation of the rock shelter

The Arconciel/La Souche rock shelter (ARC; latitude 46.76◦ N and longitude 7.11◦ E) is
situated about 4 km south of the city of Fribourg (Switzerland), on the right bank of a
large meander in the Sarine river (Figure 5.1). The shelter is located at the base of a
sandstone cliff, just above the prehistoric water level. The shelter is 5 − 6 m deep and
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about 50 m long. Between 2003 and 2012, the northwestern area of the shelter, corresponding to about 40 m2 , was excavated during ten field campaigns. The excavations
revealed deposits ranging between 4 − 6 m in thickness, depending on the amount of erosion from the roof of the shelter. These deposits were 14 C–dated and cover ages between
7000 and 4900 BC. This time period corresponds to the entire late Mesolithic and the
beginning of the Neolithic. The layers include a large number of anthropogenic artifacts,
and the continuity of the deposits and the abundance of hearths indicate frequent use
of the shelter for domestic purposes. The finding of the pintadera, a prehistoric stamp
(Mauvilly et al., 2008a), suggests that the culture had contact or exchange with the
Mediterranean region.
Figure 5.2a shows a schematic picture of the shelter, which is characterized by six
archeological units. These units are defined by the type of archeological material and
sediment found in the unit, and chronostratigraphic information. Further, each unit
consists of various layers, showing a clear stratigraphic succession. The variety of archeological artifacts shows the evolution of the cultures living in the area surrounding the
ARC shelter during this period. For example, trapezoidal armature, a lithic tool, evolved
from a very thin and narrow shape to larger ones, which define the boundary between
Units VI and V. These were then succeeded by more advanced armatures made by inverse plain retouche technique (Nielsen, 2009), which marks the transition from Unit IV
to III at ARC shelter. The evolution of the debitage, i.e., small flakes removed during
lithic production, is a further indicator of a change in lithic manufacturing techniques.
For example, bladelets became long and more regular at the boundary between Units III
and IV and agree with the above mentioned armature change (Mauvilly et al., 2008b).
Based on the sedimentological and the archeological analyses the occupation of the shelter between 6750 and 6530 BC (Unit VI) was sometimes hampered by flooding events of
the Sarine river. Starting from Unit V (6600 BC) the periods of abandonment become
more sporadic and the shelter appears to be frequented on a regular basis. The rather
fast sedimentation rate occurring during this period probably lead to a reduced living
space, and so around 5800 BC (Unit III) the visits to the shelter appear to decrease
systematically.
The archeological excavation uncovered about 60 fireplaces (FA) in total, which can
be easily distinguished from each other thanks to the presence of sand layers between
the structures. The large number of undisturbed structures associated with these layers
makes the shelter an ideal location to study the geomagnetic field evolution during the
Meso-Neolithic in Switzerland. Fireplaces that were investigated at ARC are shown in
Figure 5.2a. A photo, which illustrates the stratigraphic succession of fireplaces FA40 to
FA32A is shown in Figure 5.2b. In this succession samples were collected horizontally.
Figure 5.2c shows fireplace FA32A, which was sampled vertically. The function and use
of these layers and hearths, and their connection to the behavior of the cultures using
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them, is presently under investigation by the archeologists at the Amt für Archäologie,
Fribourg (Switzerland). The inclination of the layers did not occur after their deposition,
but is related to the use of the fireplaces. In the upper Units II and III fireplaces are
better visible within the stratigraphy because they show a well rubefied sediment section.
The fireplaces consist either of ash or burned soil (silt and sand). The larger fire pits,
which were used over a long period of time (e.g., FA32), consist of a succession of
different layers (carbonaceous, ash, and burned soil). In particular, FA32 comprises of
a sequence of three individual fireplaces: FA32-1, FA32-2, and FA32-5. The chance of
partial reheating of these successions of fireplaces is assumed to be rather low, since
the temperature is decreasing very rapidly with depth. For example, Carrancho and
Villalaı́n (2011) showed that temperatures in the center of an experimental fire are not
exceeding 245◦ C in 3 − 4 cm depth. Fireplaces located in the lower part of the shelter
(Units IV and V) mainly consist of ash. The diameter of the fire pits can measure up
to several meters and can be grouped into essentially two main shapes: flat–type and
basin–type. One distinctive feature of this site is the thickness of the ash layers in Unit
IV, which can often reach 10 − 15 cm over a surface of 4 m2 . The layers are in general
well preserved. Only in a few places there is disturbance by animals. It is presumed that
the ashes were used to level the ground, particularly after the last use of the basin–type
hearths.
A total of 130 samples were collected from nine fireplaces during five field campaigns.
We obtained either cylindrical samples with a hand corer, which were pushed into plastic
cubes with a volume of 3.9 cm3 and an inner diameter of 1.6 cm, or block samples, which
were covered with plaster on site and then consolidated and cut into cubes (2 cm edge
length) in the laboratory. A magnetic and a sun compass were used to orient the samples.

5.2.2

Chronology

Radiocarbon ages were obtained from charcoal, seeds, charred wood and burned bones
from Units II to VI, in order to study and refine the chronology of the periods of use and
abandonment of the shelter (Table 5.1). They were dated at the Ion Beam Laboratory at
ETH Zurich (Switzerland) and at the Angstrom Laboratory in Uppsala (Sweden). Three
out of four dating attempts on bones were unsuccessful, but seeds and charred wood
yielded precise results. To constrain the age sequence, the stratigraphic information
was integrated within an age model using Oxcal v4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey, 2009) and the
IntCal09 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2009) (Figure 5.3, Table 5.1). We used 14
radiocarbon dates for the age model; ages from the same layers were combined (layers
FA32A, FA06, and FA15).
Sedimentation rates were estimated from the age model assuming a linear sedimentation rate for each unit and the thickness of the units. Unit II has the smallest sedimentation rate of 0.19 mm/year, followed by larger rates for Unit III (2.00 mm/year), Unit IV
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Table 5.1: Radiocarbon dates, calibrated ages and ages based on the model stratigraphy. Ageuncal is the uncalibrated 14 C age. Agecal gives the calibrated radiocarbon
age within its 2σ boundary. Agemod is the calibrated age further constrained by the
model of the stratigraphy with its 2σ boundary. Superscript numbers in the column
’Fireplace’ mark dates, which belong to the same layer and were combined in the age
model (marked as ’Comb.’ in Figure 5.3). Fireplaces with a star have no radiocarbon
dates, but their ages were estimated from the age model, as described in the text.
Name

Material

Fireplace

Unit

Ageuncal ± σ [BP]

Ua-43129
Ua-43315
Ua-37285
−
−
−
Ua-37283
Ua-45037
Ua-37284
Ua-43131
−
Ua-23586
Ua-33243
Ua-41124
Ua-45041
Ua-43130
Vera-2904
Ua-41123

charcoal
bone
charcoal
−
−
−
charcoal
charcoal
charcaol
charcoal
−
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

FA32A1
FA32A1
FA24
FA32-5∗
FA32-2∗
FA32-1∗
FA062
FA062
FA19
FA40
FA31∗
−
FA16
−
FA78
FA39
FA153
FA153

II
II
II
II
II
II
III
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
V
VI
VI
VI

6032
5995
6600
−
−
−
6715
7025
7005
6967
−
7085
7225
7579
7696
7744
7840
7894

± 33
± 43
± 45

±
±
±
±

45
42
50
45

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

60
60
46
45
57
35
47

Agecal [BC]

Agemod [BC]

4990
4950
5570
−
−
−
5670
5990
5930
5900
−
6070
6110
6470
6590
6640
6830
6830

4995
4995
5620
5660
5760
5810
5840
5840
5900
5980
6100
6060
6220
6490
6600
6680
6750
6750

– 4890
– 4830
– 5490

–
–
–
–

5610
5880
5830
5780

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

5800
6020
6410
6470
6500
6560
6640

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

4840
4840
5480
5620
5660
5760
5720
5720
5740
5810
5885
5890
6010
6260
6460
6530
6610
6610

(1.38 mm/year), and Unit V (2.50 mm/year). The fastest rate was calculated for Unit
VI with 8.46 mm/year. The low sedimentation rate of Unit II may be explained by fewer
occupations, and therefore also fewer deposits from the roof. Despite the large number
of dated charcoal samples, four sampled hearths (FA31, FA32-1, FA32-2, FA32-5) have
no associated absolute age. The ages of these hearths were estimated based on their
position in the stratigraphy and the ages inferred from the age model (Table 5.1).

5.2.3

Sampling and sample preparation

A total of 130 samples were taken from nine fireplaces during five field campaigns. We
obtained either cylindrical samples with a corer, with a volume of 3.9 cm3 , or block
samples, which were covered with plaster on site and then consolidated and cut into
cubes (2 cm) in the laboratory. A magnetic compass and a sun compass were used to
orient the samples.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic picture of the excavated stratigraphy that shows the nine investigated fireplaces, which are marked with white boxes.
(b) Stratigraphic succession from FA24 to FA40. Colored dots represent the positions of the samples taken horizontally from a vertical cross section.
(a) and (b) show the NW–SE profile. (c) Example of sampling at fireplace FA32A as viewed from above. White squares show the positions of the
vertically taken block samples, white circles show cylindrical samples taken with the hand corer. Numbers shown in (b) and (c) denote samples
taken of each fireplace.
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5.3
5.3.1

Measurements and Methods
Rock magnetic measurements

A variety of rock magnetic experiments were carried out at the Laboratory for Natural Magnetism of the ETH Zurich (Switzerland) to identify the magnetic mineralogy,
thermal stability and grain sizes of the studied samples. These include thermomagnetic
curves, acquisition of an isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and thermal demagnetization of a cross–component IRM (Lowrie, 1990), hysteresis curves (cf., Day et al.,
1977; Dunlop, 2002), and analysis of first–order reversal curves (FORC; Roberts et al.,
2000). Viscosity tests were made to further assess the stability of the remanent magnetization, and the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) was determined to examine
any possible compaction effect on the magnetic remanence. Thermomagnetic curves
were measured using AGICO KLY-2 or MFK 1-FA susceptibility bridges with a CS-2
and CS-4 heating system, respectively, by heating up to 700◦ C and subsequently cooling
back to room temperature. Heating and cooling rate was 11◦ C/min, and measurements
were made either in air or argon atmosphere. IRM in a backfield was measured on a
Princeton Measurement Corporation Micromag 3900 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) using a 3 − 10 mT sampling interval. Afterwards curves were smoothed with
a 5- or 10-point running average. For the cross–component experiment, the IRM was
imparted using an ASC Scientific impulse magnetizer (Model IM-10-30). A 2000 mT
field was applied along the sample z–axis, followed by a 460 mT field along the sample
y–axis, and finally a 200 mT field along the sample x–axis. An ASC Scientific oven was
used to thermally demagnetize samples; remanent magnetization was measured using a
2G Enterprise model 755R 3-axis DC-SQUID rock magnetometer. Hysteresis loops and
first–order reversal curves were made on the VSM. FORC data was processed with the
software of Harrison and Feinberg (2008). Viscosity tests were performed after three
weeks of storage in zero field. The viscosity coefficient ν is calculated as
ν=

|N RM0 − N RMn |
· 100
N RM0

(5.1)

where N RM0 is the initial Natural Remanent Magnetization (NRM) and N RMn is
the NRM after three weeks. We consider a viscosity coefficient smaller than 10% as
low. Bulk susceptibility (χ) was measured with an AGICO KLY–2 susceptibility bridge,
using an applied field of 300 A/m and 920 Hz, on all samples. The Koenigsberger ratio
Q (Koenigsberger , 1938a,b) was calculated using the formula
Q=

N RM
H ·χ

(5.2)
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OxCal v4.1.7 Bronk Ramsey (2010); r:5 Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2009);
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Figure 5.3: Radiocarbon ages and their stratigraphic position. Light gray probability distributions are the calibrated age ranges (Table 5.1: Agecal ), dark gray are the
finally modeled distributions (Table 5.1: Agemod ). Each white box represents either
one or several ages from one unit (marked as Comb.). Unit boundaries are shown with
respect to archeological units. Age ranges of FA06 do not overlap, hence, no combined
probability distribution for the calibrated ages can be calculated, and no light gray
distribution is shown (2D-2DAE).
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chosing the field strength, H = B/µ0 , for the Earth’s magnetic field with B = 50 µT and
permeability of free space µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 . Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
(AMS) was measured with an AGICO KLY2 susceptibility bridge (Happ = 300 A/m,
920 Hz) and the principal axes of the anisotropy ellipsoid, k1 ≥ k2 ≥ k3 , are used to
define the corrected anisotropy degree, Pj (Jelı́nek , 1981) and the shape of the ellipsoid,
T (Jelı́nek , 1981), where
Pj = exp

h

2

2

2 · ((η1 − η) + (η2 − η) + (η3 − η)

 1
2 −2

i

(5.3)

with
ηi = ln ki
η=
and the shape parameter
T =

(5.4)

η1 + η2 + η3
3

(5.5)

2η2 − η1 − η3
.
η1 − η3

(5.6)

Anisotropy data were processed with the Anisoft software (Agico).

5.3.2

Archeomagnetic measurements

Samples were demagnetized using either progressive alternating field (AF) demagnetization or by stepwisely heating up to 580◦ C (thermal demagnetization). Remanent
magnetization was measured with the aforementioned DC-SQUID rock magnetometer,
which is equipped with a 2-axis AF demagnetizer. Thermal magnetization experiments
were carried out in an ASC Scientific oven, which has separate heating and cooling
chambers. The remaining magnetic field in the cooling chamber is < 3 nT. We applied principle component analysis (PCA) to isolate the characteristic component of the
remanent magnetization (ChRM), using PmagPy-2.75 MagIC software (Tauxe et al.,
2010).
In a first step, components of magnetization were accepted when at least four data
points were used in the PCA, and the fitted line had a maximum angular deviation
(MAD) ≤ 5◦ (Kirschvink , 1980). Effects of possible post–burning disturbances in the
fireplaces induced by animals, growing roots of plants or human accivities may cause
diverging directions within a sample, or even reversed inclination, when the magnetic
grain has been completely turned around. Samples with reversed inclinations were therefore systematically rejected. A sample may not entirely be affected by post–depositional
disturbances. In order to objectively reduce spurious directions of single specimens we
applied in a second step a hierarchical weighted average approach, which has already
been used in Kapper et al. (2014a). In the undisturbed case magnetizations of specimens from one fireplace are supposed to point in the same direction, regardless to which
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Figure 5.4: Thermomagnetic curves for representative sample. Magnetic susceptibility is normalized to the maximum value; the red dashed line shows the heating curve
and the blue continuous the cooling curve.

sample they belong. Hence, we apply the weighted outlier approach on specimen level.
In this approach we first calculated the specimen average (Fisher mean) and assigned
weights to each individual specimen, based on the distance from the Fisher mean and
proportional to the 2σ range of the Fisher mean. Secondly, specimens with weights below 0.3 were rejected and considered outliers. Finally, we proceeded with the standard
hierarchical approach, averaging the new set of specimens into sample averages and then
calculating the averages for each fireplace. 22 % of the specimens had weights below 0.3,
and were rejected. Weights of all specimens are on average 0.70 ± 0.05.

5.4
5.4.1

Results
Rock magnetic results

Rock magnetic results for each fireplace are summarized in Table 5.2. A total of 27
thermomagnetic determinations were made, of which 16 were measured in air and 11 in
argon environment. Measurements in argon environment do not show more reversible
curves than those measured in air, although Curie temperatures (Tc ) were always lower
than 595◦ C in samples measured in argon. From these data we calculate the Tc based
on the differential method by Tauxe (1998) and obtain an average Tc of 590◦ C. Several
samples showed that a new ferromagnetic phase is created starting around 400◦ C, which
is stable upon cooling (Figure 5.4a). In all fireplaces, except in FA39, we found at least
one thermomagnetic curve with a Tc between 600◦ C and 640◦ C (Figure 5.4b).
IRM acquisition in a backfield reveals coercivities of remanence, Bcr , between 13.6 mT
for FA39 and 48.1 mT for FA24, with an average of 25.1 ± 6.8 mT for all nine fireplaces
(Figure 5.5, Table 5.2). The IRM of most samples is saturated at 300 mT. The cross–
component IRM shows that all samples are dominated by the soft component (≤ 0.2 T),

Norm. magnetization
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FA32-1
FA16
FA24
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FA32A
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a)

B [T]
Figure 5.5: Backfield IRM acquisition curves for representative samples. IRM is first
smoothed and then normalized by the absolute value of its minimum IRM.

Normalized moment

FA31-23-04a

a)

FA16-10-04

b)

soft (200 mT)
medium (460 mT)
hard (2000 mT)

Figure 5.6: Progeressive thermal demagnetization of a cross–component IRM as a
function of temperature. IRM intensity has been normalized by the maximum value of
the soft component.

which has a maximum unblocking temperature of around 580◦ C (Figure 5.6a). In nearly
all layers we found that the soft component also showed a second unblocking around
620◦ C, which might originate from another low coercivity mineral.
The majority of the 44 measured hysteresis loops have a narrow shape that is closed
by 300 mT (Figure 5.7a); three samples from FA40 and FA16 show slightly wasp–waisted
loops. Coercivities, Bc , are 8.4 ± 2.1 mT on average. Loops from fireplaces FA24, FA325, FA31, and FA32A have slightly larger Bc (12.5 mT on average). Figure 5.7b shows
that all specimens fall into the pseudo–single domain (PSD) field of the Day–Dunlop
plot, with average Mr /Ms -ratios of 0.14 ± 0.01 and Bcr /Bc -ratios of 2.97 ± 0.24. FORC
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Figure 5.7: (a) Example of a typical hysteresis loop after dia- and paramagnetic slope
correction (70 % of the maximum signal). (b) Day–Dunlop plot showing magnetization
and coercivity ratios for a typical selection of samples. The MD-SD and SD-SP mixing
lines (dashed) refer to the caluclations of Dunlop (2002).

analysis shows that the samples can be divided into three types of behavior (Figure
5.8). In the first case samples show a broad coercivity distribution between 0 − 60 mT
with a single peak in the coercivity around 8 mT (Figure 5.8a). The interaction field,
Bu , is about ±20 mT. The second behavior shows two distinct coercivity peaks (Figure
5.8b). The first is centered around 1 − 2 mT and the second peak around 8 mT. The
interaction field in this case is narrower and lies between ±10 mT. The third behavior
lies between these first two cases with a peak near 0 mT and a second broader plateau
centered around 8 mT (Figure 5.8c). Most samples show this third behavior. The lower
coercivity peak suggests the presence of superparamagnetic particle size, which is also
expressed by the tail in the FORC distribution at 0 mT for negative Bu (Pike et al.,
2001b).
AMS was used to investigate if the samples show any significant compaction, which
may deflect the remanent magnetization. The minimum magnetic susceptibility, k3 ,
clusters to the SW with an average inclination of 40◦ away from the center of the stereoplot for all fireplaces (Figure 5.9a). The medium, k2 , and maximum, k1 , susceptibilities
are distributed in a girdle in a plane normal to the k3 axes. Figure 5.9b shows the corrected anisotropy degree Pj versus bulk susceptibilities χm . Average Pj is (2.2 ± 0.1) %
excluding the four specimens with high Pj (Figure 5.9b and c). Figure 5.9c shows shape
parameter T versus anisotropy degree Pj . Most samples have an oblate shape with
T > 0, up to rotational oblate shape with T = 1. Average bulk susceptibilities are
largest for FA40 with (4143 ± 11430) ×−6 SI (Table 5.2).
Figure 5.10a shows NRM versus bulk magnetic susceptibility with lines of constant
Q. Specimens have Q values between 0.1 and 1 for the majority of samples. FA31 shows
the highest variability within a single fireplace, and samples from FA32A and FA39 show
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Figure 5.8: Examples for FORC diagrams (above) and their corresponding coercivity
profiles (below) for (a) FA39-2, (b) FA16-008, and (c) FA24-006.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Anisotropy of susceptibility for all specimens. Squares represent maximum k1 , triangles intermediate k2 , and circles minimum k3 susceptibilities. Larger
symbols are averages for the principal axes, and ellipses are 95% confidence intervals.
Data are plotted on an equal–area, lower hemisphere projection in geographic coordinates. (b) Anisotropy degree Pj versus average bulk susceptibility χm . (c) Shape
parameter T versus Pj .

highest Q values on average. Viscosity tests on seven selected specimens show that the
amount of viscosity is related to the intensity of NRM, with high viscosity coefficient
for weaker NRM (Figure 5.10b). One specimen from FA24 shows an extremely large
viscosity of around 45 %. Further viscosity test are needed to investigate if more samples
of FA24 have similar high viscosity coefficients or if this specimen is an outlier.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) versus bulk magnetic susceptibility (χ) showing lines of constant Koenigsberger ratio (Q). (b) Viscosity coefficient versus NRM for seven specimens.
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Fireplace

Bc [mT ]

FA16
FA24
FA31
FA32-1
FA32-2
FA32-5
FA32A
FA39
FA40

7.9 ± 1.2
8.7 ± 3.1
8.5 ± 3.2
7.8 ± 0.6
–
8.3 ± 1.5
13.1 (1)
5.6 ± 0.9
7.3 ± 1.4

Bcr [mT ]
(6)
(5)
(4)
(6)
(3)
(2)
(4)

24.4
27.0
27.0
22.9
–
24.5
38.2
13.6
23.0

±
±
±
±

3.9
12.1
9.0
2.1

± 3.6
± 0.5
± 3.2

Mrs /Ms
0.15
0.14
0.11
0.14
–
0.14
0.16
0.15
0.14

±
±
±
±

0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01

± 0.01
± 0.02
± 0.01

Tub [◦ C]

Bcr /Bc
3.11
3.07
3.21
2.96
–
2.94
2.90
2.43
3.16

±
±
±
±

0.21
0.26
0.32
0.05

± 0.15
± 0.28
± 0.18

606
612
586
592
584
588
601
585
598

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

37 (2)
37 (2)
55 (2)
14 (2)
5 (4)
7 (3)
23 (1)
1 (2)
4 (3)

χ [x10−6 d.u.]
3035
2471
1405
2330
2448
2097
1178
2177
4143

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

135 (2)
1552 (9)
445 (21)
538 (9)
811 (11)
604 (8)
262 (10)
1746 (16)
1430 (11)

N RM [mAm−1 ]
168.2 ± 167.8 (10)
18.4 ± 15.8 (6)
12.2 ± 11.8 (19)
23.5 ± 11.8 (7)
15.6 ± 8.5 (10)
18.0 ± 7.8 (8)
14.0 ± 4.6 (10)
8.5 ± 2.1 (3)
30.8 ± 28.8 (15)
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Table 5.2: Rock magnetic results of Arconciel samples. Bc – coercivity, Bcr – coercivity of remanence, Mrs – saturation remanence, Ms – saturation
magnetization, Tub – unblocking temperature, χ – bulk magnetic susceptibility, N RM – Natural remanent magnetization. Numbers in brackets are
the amount of measured samples. Numbers in the first column apply as well to the second to fourth column.
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Table 5.3: Directional results of ARC and RGB fireplaces. FA represents individual
ARC fireplaces. Ns is the total number of samples, Nsac the number of accepted samples. Nsp is the total number of specimens, Nspac the number of accepted specimens.
Declination (D) and inclination (I) of Fisher mean of each fireplace, α95 is the confidence interval around the Fisher mean, k the precision parameter. R is the length of
the vector sum, and Age the modeled age, which is the age at maximum probability of
the dark gray age distributions shown in Figure 5.3 for the ARC samples. Please refer
to the corresponding age ranges in Table 5.1 in the last column.

Level/Fireplace

Ns /Nsac

Nsp /Nspac

D [◦ ]

I [◦ ]

α95 [◦ ]

k

R

Age [BC]

FA39
FA16
FA31
FA40
FA32-1
FA32-2
FA32-5
FA24
FA32A

13/9
10/9
14/8
9/7
5/4
7/5
8/6
6/5
10/9

15/10
28/20
17/9
14/8
8/6
13/8
13/8
9/6
20/14

359.2
11.9
18.7
29.4
10.6
16.4
22.6
19.6
342.9

59.8
56.1
56.1
61.9
73.1
70.0
61.8
64.6
58.6

2.8
5.8
7.9
9.1
9.8
9.6
6.9
2.9
4.8

329.3
79.0
50.1
44.9
88.8
64.7
96.2
703.5
113.8

9.0
8.9
7.9
6.9
4.0
4.9
5.9
5.0
8.9

6635
6065
5990
5885
5780
5710
5640
5535
4930

5.4.2

Archeomagnetic directions

A total of 140 specimens were demagnetized with AF or thermal demagnetization (Table
5.3), and 91 fulfilled the quality criteria (cf., section 5.3.2). Most samples possess either a
single component of magnetization, the characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM),
or two components: the ChRM and a viscous component (Figure 5.11). For specimens,
which were demagnetized in an alternating field, the ChRM is generally isolated in the
linear fraction between 4 and 46 mT, and a viscous component is at the low coercivity
portion of the vector diagram. An exception is specimens from FA16, of which the
ChRM ranges from 18 to 86 mT on average with a larger viscous component (Figure
5.11a). Most of the specimens of FA16 are not demagnetized at 160 mT, which could be
indicative for a high–coercivity magnetic mineral. Largest NRM values were observed in
FA16, FA40, and FA32-1 (Table 5.2). For FA39 90 % of magnetization was demagnetized
at low field strengths of 28 mT on average, followed by FA40 by 34 mT, whereas FA16
and FA32A lost 90 % of their magnetization at 85 mT and 100 mT, respectively. Vector
fits to the demagnetization are well–defined with MAD ≤ 3◦ for most specimens.
Fifteen specimens of FA16 were thermally demagnetized, of which twelve were accepted. The PCA comprises on average eleven temperature steps. Vector digrams show
either a ChRM or a ChRM and a small viscous component. Directions are well–defined
with a MAD of (2.3 ± 0.8)◦ . All specimens have lost at least 80 % of their magnetization
at 580◦ C. After removing outliers with the weighted average approach best–grouped
fireplace means are given in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: Vector diagrams (Zijderveld , 1967) and corresponding normalized demagnetization diagrams (insets) for selected samples with horizontal (vertical) components shown with black (white) dots. Dashed lines with diamonds illustrate demagnetization steps used for PCA. D: declination, I: inclination, MAD: maximum angular
deviation. The x–axis represents North and the horizontal plane and y–axis West and
upward directions, respectively.

5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
Types of magnetic minerals and stability of magnetization

Rock magnetic measurements show that all fireplaces have similar magnetic properties.
The main magnetic carrier is magnetite, which was identified by maximum unblocking
temperatures close to Tc = 585◦ C in thermomagnetic curves (Figure 5.4a) and the cross–
component experiment (Figure 5.6a). Some samples have a low coercivity phase that is
completely unblocked at 620◦ C in the cross–component experiment, which indicates a
phase between magnetite and maghemite (Figure 5.6b, soft component). Similar high
unblocking temperatures in low coercivity minerals have been observed in other archeomagnetic studies (e.g., Chauvin et al., 2000; Carrancho et al., 2009). A few samples from
FA31, FA16, FA32A and FA32-1 also possess a high coercivity component that does not
saturate by 1 T, which is most likely hematite. Most samples fall into the pseudo–single
domain area on a Day plot (Figure 5.7b), with some superparamagnetic contribution,
as seen in FORC analysis (Figure 5.8b, c). The AMS ellipsoid displays the compaction
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Figure 5.12: Stereoplots showing sample averages (black circles), fireplace Fisher
means (white triangles) and α95 –confidence ellipses. N is the number of samples.
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and the original tilt of the layers, which belong to concave fireplaces. Archeomagnetic
directions do not show an effect of this tilt or flattening, as indicated by the low average
anisotropy degree Pj of (2.2 ± 0.1) % (Figure 5.9b, c).
All investigated fireplaces yielded successful directions with low scatter in the stereoplots and α95 ≤ 10◦ , similar to results from other burned sediments (Figure 5.12; e.g.,
Carrancho et al., 2013). Fireplaces from ARC exhibit a stable magnetization in general, because vector diagrams have a single component of magnetization (Figure 5.11).
Samples with the most stable magnetizations are from FA32A and FA39, which have
the largest Koenigsberger ratios and the most clustered (lowest α95 and largest k values) sample directions in the stereoplots (Figure 5.12). Fireplaces FA16 and FA40 have
lowest viscosity coefficients, which indicates little alteration of magnetization (Figure
5.10b). Fireplace FA24, which shows the largest viscosity coefficient, has very clustered
directions with a k of 703.5 (Figure 5.12, Table 5.3).

5.5.2

Smoothing spline fit

To calculate continuous secular variation curves for declination and inclination, we fit a
curve to the data points using the technique of penalized least square spline (PLSS; e.g.,
Constable and Parker , 1988), The aim of the PLSS method is to find the smoothest twice
differentiable function fitting the data points. Further, an L1 norm, the least–absolute
deviation, of the residuals is used instead of the L2 norm. The L1, which was also used
by e.g., Panovska et al. (2012) has been shown to reduce the influence of spurious data
points by giving less weight to outliers than the L2 norm (Walker and Jackson, 2000).
The L2 exhibits less smooth variations, sometimes even unrealistic and fast changing
behavior. Furthermore, the L1 norm fits better unevenly distributed data, which is the
case here, than the L2 norm. The basis functions for the fit are cubic splines, which
are defined on a regular set of knot points with a fixed 50 years spacing. A smoothing
parameter, which controls the relation between the smoothness and the goodness of the
fit to the data, is objectively chosen using the method of cross validation (CV, Green and
Silverman, 1994). The minimum of CV gives the smoothing parameter for the spline
fit.
The smoothing spline fit technique was applied to the new ARC data from this
study (Table 5.3) together with other archeomagnetic data included in a circular area
of 700 km radius around ARC (Figure 5.13). This area has been chosen to reduce the
relocation error (Casas and Incoronato, 2007), while all selected data are characterized
by α95 ≤ 10◦ and an age error < 150 years. With these criteria we obtained 356 data
points from France, England, Netherlands, Austria, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, and
Belgium from the Geomagia50v.2 database (Donadini et al., 2006; Korhonen et al., 2008)
(Figure 5.13) and six data points from northern Italy (Kapper et al., 2014a). For time
periods with little or no data (4500 − 1000 BC), the spline fit can not be interpreted.
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Figure 5.13: Locations of archeomagnetic directional data, which were used for the
archeomagnetic spline fit (dots), from a circular area with a radius of 700 km around
Arconciel (star). Data are from a time period between between 7000 BC and 1990 AD,
and are taken from the Geomagia50v.2 database (Donadini et al., 2006; Korhonen
et al., 2008) and from a site in northern Italy close to Trento (Kapper et al., 2014a).
The dashed line denotes zero longitude.

The limited amount of data in these time periods leads to a limited resolution of the
spline fit. The spline fits are used for comparisons with other archeomagnetic data, lake
sediment records and models.

5.5.3

Comparison with other data sets and models

Figures 5.14a and b show inclinations and declinations of ARC, which were relocated to
the location of ARC (7.11◦ E and 46.76◦ N) using the conversion via pole method (Noel
and Batt, 1990), and cover the period between 7000 − 4900 BC. Casas and Incoronato
(2007) show that relocation within Europe leads to relocation errors in declination and
inclination of 0.25◦ per 100 km. This error is however irrelevant when only the position
of peaks is investagated, and not the absolute directional value. The data are presented
together with other archeomagnetic data, the archeomagnetic spline fit, the Balkan
curve of Tema and Kondopoulou (2011), and the European paleosecular variation curve
(PSVC) (Carrancho et al., 2013). Another data point from a recent study, which is at
present not in the Geomagia50 v.2 database, from Hervé et al. (2013a) at 3730 BC is also
shown. The archeomagnetic spline fit has a maximum in inclination of 65◦ at around
5750 BC, followed by a decrease to 55◦ at 4700 BC. Further inclination maxima are
observed at around 3300 BC, 500 BC, 750 AD, and 1600 AD. The archeomagnetic spline
fit of declination shows an eastward trend between 6800 and 5900 BC, where a maximum
declination value of 15◦ is observed. After this time, the trend changes to −17◦ in the
west until 4200 BC. Compared with the Balkan curve and the European PSVC the spline
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fit shows similar trends over the entire time interval, although the period between 4500
and 1000 BC is constrained by only six data points and therfore, can not be considered
reliable. Further, the peak in declination at around 5900 BC may occur about 700 years
earlier than the peak in the Balkan curve and approximately 1000 years earlier than the
peak in the European PSVC, although the peaks for inclination coincide. Hervé et al.
(2013a) noted similar time lags of 50 and 100 years for the maxima in declination and
inclination curves for Western Europe at Paris and Eastern Europe at Thessaloniki in
the time period around 900 BC and 300 BC. This feature indicates a westward drift
of secular variation from west to east, and is interpreted as westward drift of the fluid
core. It may also be similar for the earlier time lag between the Balkan curve and the
archeomagnetic spline fit. Considering the distance between Thessaloniki, where the
Balkan curve is centered, and Arconciel of about 1500 km, the lag in declination appears
to move about 0.02 degrees/year eastward starting at 5900 BC. The peak in declination
might be a local event, which appears 700 years later in the Balkan area. The European
PSVC is mainly based on data from eastern Europe (Carrancho et al., 2013), and may
therefore show more similarities in declination around 5900 BC to the Balkan curve, than
to the archeomagnetic spline fit.
Figures 5.15a and b show the spline fit of the archeomagnetic data together with a
spline fit from lake sediments taken from a single core at Lake Baldegg (Switzerland,
47.2◦ N, 8.3◦ E, BAL, Kind , 2012), which is located in 140 km distance from the ARC
shelter (Figure 5.1). It is also compared to the stacked record from Fennoscandian lake
sediments (FENN, Snowball et al., 2007), and to the detransformed UK lake sediments
curve (UK, Turner and Thompson, 1981, 1982; Vigliotti , 2006). The BAL spline fit
was produced with the same method as the archeomagnetic spline fit. Declinations
and inclination of the Fennostack record are relative. The detransformed UK curve is
absolute and relocated to London. To avoid relocation errors, especially for the UK and
FENN curves, directions of UK and FENN were scaled by subtracting the median of the
records and adding the median of the archeomagnetic data used for the archeomagnetic
spline fit. The BAL spline fit was scaled with the same method to be consistent with the
other curves. All three lake sediment curves show similar features as the archeomagnetic
spline fit, e.g., between 2250 BC and 2000 AD in inclination (Figure 5.15a) and between
3500 BC and 1500 AD in declination (Figure 5.15b). A similar lag in declination as
the one observed in Figure 5.14b for the Balkan curve appears in this comparison as
well; in this case, the FENN record shows the youngest peak at 4700 BC, followed by
the peak in UK curve at 5250 BC. On the contrary, the BAL fit, located close to ARC,
shows largest values of declination around 5900 BC. The discrepancy in peaks both
geographically and temporarily suggests that the records of individual regions contain
local features. Also in inclination a time lag between the lake sediment curves and the
archeomagnetic spline fit is observed, with maxima in the FENN record at 6000 BC and
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Figure 5.14: Spline fit of (a) inclination and (b) declination of the ARC data (red line
and dots, respectively) and archeomagnetic data from an area of 700 km around ARC
(white dots). The dashed part in the spline fits denote the time period with little data.
Further shown are the Balkan curve (dashed gray line) and its standard deviation, the
European PSVC (continuous gray line) and its standard deviation, and archeomagnetic
data from a recent study (yellow dot, Hervé et al., 2013a). All data are relocated to
ARC (7.11◦ E and 46.76◦ N) using the conversion via pole method (Noel and Batt, 1990).

in the UK curve at 6400 BC. In the same time period the BAL fit shows two maxima in
inclination, one at 6000 BC and another one at 5600 BC, which coincides with a peak of
the archeomagnetic splin fit.
The comparison of the archeomagnetic spline fit with two spherical harmonics models,
the CALS10k.1b (Korte et al., 2011) and the SCHA.DIF.3K/8k (Pavón-Carrasco et al.,
2009, 2010) is shown in Figure 5.16a and b. The CALS10k.1b shows a rather smooth
behavior over the entire Holocene interval because of the scatter in lake sediment directions that are used in the model (Korte et al., 2011). To overcome this problem,
Pavón-Carrasco et al. (2010) selected lake sediment data based on their agreement with
available archeomagnetic data in the vicinity of the lake to produce the SCHA.DIF.8K,
or only considered archeomagnetic and instrumental data for the SCHA.DIF.3K model
(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009). In this respect, the archeomagnetic spline fit agrees well
with the SCHA.DIF.3K and 8k. Again, the main difference appears to be the declination
peak occurring at 5900 BC at ARC, which lags by about 700 years in the regional spherical cap harmonic model. It must be noted, however, that most of the archeomagnetic
data used in the SCHA.DIF.8K is from Eastern Europe, e.g., Bulgaria and Ukraine;
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Figure 5.15: Spline fit of (a) inclination and (b) declination of the archeomagnetic
data and ARC data (blue line and dots) compared to spline fits of sediment data from
Lake Baldegg (BAL), the UK lake curve (UK) and the Fennostack record (FENN).

and lake sediment data, which makes the largest contribution to the SCHA.DIF.8K, is
mainly from Scandinavia, UK and Italy. These discrepancies illustrate the importance
of having a broad geographic distribution of data used in constructing field models, so
that local features are not considered to represent global field behavior.

5.6

Conclusions

This study illustrates the potential of fireplaces to record geomagnetic field variations.
The directional results presented here show larger scatter than other archeological materials such as ceramics, but are comparable to other studies on burned sediments. Directional data from this study can be combined with data from other archeological studies
within a 700 km circumference around Arconciel in order to construct a smoothed spline
fit to describe secular variation for Central Europe. Similar behavior is found between
the temporal change in declination and inclination with the SCHA.DIF.3K/8k models.
A good correlation is found between declination and inclination, obtained in this study
and data from Lake Baldegg, which is located close by Arconciel. The declination peak
that occurs at 5900 BC at Arconciel and Lake Baldegg occurs about 700 − 1000 years
earlier compared to Eastern and Northern European regions. These observations suggest
that a local geomagnetic feature occurs in Central Europe in this time period, which
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Figure 5.16: Spline fit of (a) inclination and (b) declination of the archeomagnetic
data and ARC data (green line and dots) compared to the CALS10k.1b model (light
gray) and the SCHA.DIF.3K/8k (dark gray).

might move to other European regions. New mid–Holocene archeomagnetic data from
nearby sites would be beneficial to verify the trend observed in this study, whereas data
from distant sites may help in defining the extent of such feature.

Chapter 6

Holocene archeointensities from
Central European ceramics, slags,
burned sediments and cherts
K.L. Kapper, F. Donadini, A.M. Hirt, under review in Physics of Earth and
Planetary Interiors

The Earth’s geomagnetic field intensity in the past can be determined from archeological artifacts; these archeointensity data are important inputs for geomagnetic field
models and local reference curves of Earth’s magnetic field. Although archeointensities have been measured on materials for more than half a century ago, data are still
scarce before 1000 BC and for the Alpine area in general. This investigation presents
new absolute archeointensity data from a time period of 5000 − 700 BC from Italy and
Switzerland. The archeological materials that were studied are ceramics, copper slag,
and burned sediments from fireplaces. In addition, we investigated archeointensities
from burned cherts, in order to uncover if they are a suitable material for paleomagnetism. Rock magnetic properties of all samples show magnetite, and small amounts
of maghemite and hematite in the pseudosingle domain range as the ferromagnetic carriers. The IZZI protocol was used for 96 specimens to obtain absolute intensities; 23
ceramics, slags and burned cherts passed the threshold criteria, which we applied. The
choice of the threshold values allowed us to obtain the linear part in the Arai diagram,
which corresponds to the characteristic remanent magnetization. Burned sediments did
not pass the threshold criteria, most probably because they acquired a thermochemical
remanent magnetization. We demonstrate how magnetic susceptibility and saturation
isothermal remanent magnetization can be used to select cherts that are suitable for
paleointensity determinations. After applying anisotropy and cooling rate corrections,
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the new archeointensity values are lower for some samples but fit well with available
models and other archeomagnetic data.

6.1

Introduction

Absolute intensities and directions, which can be determined from archeomagnetic samples, can improve our understanding of the Earth’s magnetic field and how it has changed
during the past millennia. They serve as the input in the construction of geomagnetic
field models and for local reference curves. Present field models that employ archeomagnetic data have fairly good data coverage for the past 3000 years, particularly for
Europe (e.g., Donadini et al., 2009, 2010; Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010). Archeomagnetic
data of older artifacts is rare, particularly intensity data is scarce. For this reason field
models that extend further back into the Holocene are dependent on additional sources
of data such as from lacustrine sediments (e.g., Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010).
Geomagnetic field models that use stacking of available data sets display significant
scatter between data sets, so that they cannot resolve accurately short term changes in
field intensity and direction (e.g., Shaar et al., 2011). High frequency features, such as
archeomagnetic jerks (Gallet et al., 2003) and geomagnetic spikes (Ben-Yosef et al., 2009)
are smoothed out. For example, the large geomagnetic spikes, observed in the Levantine
slags that reach a maximum virtual axial dipole moment of (204 ± 12) × 1021 Am2 ,
suggest the existence of local non–dipolar features that can rise and fall over a period
of several decades. Resolution of such local, short–term features requires high quality
data sets with high resolution, and therefore, stringent quality criteria are needed when
evaluating archeomagnetic data sets (e.g., Shaar and Tauxe, 2013).
Various local studies on the behavior of the intensity of Earth’s magnetic field before
0 AD have been made in France on hearths, baked clay and kilns (Gallet et al., 2002),
Germany on ovens, kilns or hearths (Schnepp and Lanos, 2005), Turkey on burned mud
bricks and kilns (Ertepinar et al., 2012), Greece on ceramics and burned clay structures
(Fanjat et al., 2013), southern Israel on slags (Ben-Yosef et al., 2008b), and the Balkan
Peninsula (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011). Little data are available from the Alpine
region. This study examines archeointensity data obtained from ceramics, copper slag,
and burned sediments from the Alpine region in Switzerland and northern Italy. It also
investigates the suitability of burned cherts as a recorder of the past Earth’s field and
intensity, and attempts to establish rock magnetic criteria to distinguish suitable burned
cherts from unburned cherts. Results are evaluated in the context of field behavior for
Central Europe over a time period from 5100 to 600 BC.
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Figure 6.1: Map of sample locations used for this study. Samples are from western
Switzerland (left) and northern Italy (right).

6.2

Materials

Ceramic or potsherds were one of the first archeological materials to be used as a reliable field indicator (e.g., Sternberg and Butler , 1974; Aitken et al., 1981; Tarling, 1975).
Because these materials have been fired at high temperature they acquire a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) over a short period of time. Ceramics can acquire a thermochemical remanent magnetization (TCRM), if heating temperatures were not high
enough. In this case the magnetization is only partly or completely reset, which can
lead to an incorrect determination of archeointensity (Morales et al., 2011). The Swiss
ceramics used in this study were obtained from the Archeological Service of the Fribourg
Canton, and were collected during various archeological excavations in the area east of
Lake Neuchâtel and Lake Murten (Table 6.1, Figure 6.1, pers. comm. M. Mauvilly).
The Italian ceramics were donated by the Università degli Studi di Trento, and were
collected in the Adige River valley in the region of Trento, Italy (Table 6.1, Figure 6.1;
pers. comm. Fabio Cavulli). Ceramics span a time period from about 5000 to 700 BC,
and vary in colour from red–brown to dark grey, and texture from fine to coarse.
Copper slags from as early as 4300 BC have also been shown to be good recorders
of the Earth’s magnetic field intensity and direction (e.g., Ben-Yosef et al., 2008a,b),
because: (1) the samples acquire a TRM with a high intensity on the order of Am2 /kg;
(2) they are cooled rapidly in air favoring the formation of magnetic grains in the single
domain range of grain size; and (3) the cooling rate after smelting is similar to the cooling
rate used in Thellier experiments, thus eliminating a correction for cooling rate (Shaar
et al., 2010). Slag is a waste material that is produced during the heating of copper ore
up to 1200◦ C in furnaces. Metallic copper separates at the bottom of the furnace from
the melt on the top, which makes up the slag. After removing the melt from the furnace,
the slag cools in the ambient field to acquire a TRM. The slag samples that are used in
this study were collected from the Transacqua excavation (TA) in northern Italy, ENE
of Trento and originate from copper smelting production during the end of the Bronze
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Age (Table 6.1, Figure 6.1). The ore was chalcopyrite, and the slag is mostly made up
of fayalite with Cu and Cu–sulphide inclusions (pers. comm. E. Silvestri).
The third material, which we investigated in this study, is burned sediment from
fireplaces. Le Borgne (1955) first noted that the magnetic susceptibility of burned soils
is enhanced. Later studies showed that burned soils and sediments from archeological
sites can preserve the ambient geomagnetic field through the acquisition of a TRM (e.g.,
Calvo-Rathert et al., 2012). Sediments and soils that acquire the most stable TRM are
usually from the center of the fireplace and from the uppermost layer. Burned sediments
were collected from two Holocene rock shelters, Arconciel, which is located in Canton
Fribourg, Switzerland (ARC, Table 6.1, Figure 6.1) and Riparo Gaban, which is in the
Adige River Valley, Italy (RGB, Table 6.1, Figure 6.1), spanning a time period from 6000
to 4600 BC. Rock magnetic properties and paleomagnetic directions of those samples
are reported in Kapper et al. (2014a,b). Based on these investigations ash specimens
were selected for archeointensity determinations.
Some of the oldest archeological artifacts are flaked stone tools, which have been
produced for at least 2.5 Ma during the Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods. The most
commonly used materials in the production of stone tools are the siliceous–rich sedimentary rocks, chert or flint. Chert is composed of cryptocrystalline quartz, chalcedony
(microcrystalline compact quartz) or opal (colloidal, amorphous or semi–amorphous hydrated silica) (Angelucci , 2010). Cherts were heated to improve their flaking properties,
because heating helps to propagate fractures in the material, making it easier for production of the stone tools (Domanski and Webb, 1992). Burned cherts were obtained
from an excavation in Lugo (LU), and burned and unburned cherts from La Vela (LV),
both in the vicinity of Trento, Italy (6800 to 4600 BC, Table 6.1, Figure 6.1). These
cherts were also donated by the Università degli studi di Trento, Italy; their color is
dark red or gray.
Ceramic, slag and chert samples were dated with radiocarbon dating or dendrology
of trees from the sample sites. Burned sediments were also dated by radiocarbon dating
or by interpolation of radiocarbon ages, between hearth levels, when no direct dates
were available (cf., Kapper et al., 2014a,b).

6.3

Sample preparation and rock magnetic measurements

For the archeointensity experiments ceramic, slag or chert samples were glued with
Omega high–temperature oven cement in non–magnetic ceramic cylinders with 2 cm
diameter and height. The side of the cylinders was marked with a reference line so that
the samples were always placed in a similar position in the oven during heating or in
the magnetometer for measuring (Figure 6.2). Burned sediments were placed in cubes
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Figure 6.2: Ceramic cylinders with a chert (left) and a ceramic (right) sample. Cylinders are marked with a reference line.

of plaster of Paris with a 2 cm edge length. All measurements were carried out at the
Laboratory of Natural Magnetism of ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
Thermal reversibility of magnetization and ferromagnetic mineralogy were criteria
used to judge whether a sample would be suitable for the determination of archeointensity. Thermomagnetic curves (magnetic bulk susceptibility versus temperature) were
measured on an AGICO KLY-2 or MFK1.FA susceptibility bridge with a CS-2 or CS-4
heating system, respectively. Measurements were made with a heating/cooling rate of
11◦ C/min. Reversibility of the heating and cooling curves indicates a change in ferromagnetic mineralogy during heating. These measurements also provide information
on the Curie (Tc ) or Néel (Tn ) temperature of the ferromagnetic minerals. Acquisition
of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) in a backfield (backfield curve) was made
using a Princeton Measurements Corporation vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM,
Model 3900). The acquisition curves provide information on the type of ferromagnetic
minerals in the samples, based on the field in which the magnetization is saturated, i.e.
saturation IRM (SIRM), and the field needed to reduce the backfield magnetization to
zero, which is known as the coercivity of remanence (Bcr ). The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) and IRM were measured on a 2G Enterprises, DC-SQUID rock magnetometer (Model 755), which is equipped with a 2-axis alternating field (AF) demagnetizer. Bulk susceptibility and anisotropy of magnetic bulk susceptibility (AMS) were
measured on the AGICO KLY-2 susceptibility bridge (applied field, Happ = 300 A/m,
frequency, νapp = 920 Hz). Hysteresis loops were measured on the VSM with a field
increment of 10 mT and averaging times of 100 − 500 ms. Hysteresis loops provide information on the saturation magnetization (Ms ), remanent saturation magnetization (Mr ),
and coercivity (Bc ). Two first–order reversal curves of burned cherts were measured on
the VSM and processed with Forcinel v1.21 software of Harrison and Feinberg (2008).

Lat [◦ E]/Lon [◦ N]

Material

Age±2σ [yrs BC]

Cheyres/Roche Burnin (CH)

46.81/6.80

ceramic

725 ± 75

CES-BUR-02-02943

Cheyres/Roche Burnin (CH)

46.81/6.80

ceramic

725 ± 75

CES-BUR-04-11678

Cheyres/Roche Burnin (CH)

46.81/6.80

ceramic

725 ± 75

CO-TRI-89-06586

Courgevaux/En Triva (CH)

46.91/7.09

ceramic

1225 ± 125

CO-TRI-89-10774

Courgevaux/En Triva (CH)

46.91/7.09

ceramic

1225 ± 125

CO-TRI-89-11670

Courgevaux/En Triva (CH)

46.91/7.09

ceramic

1225 ± 125

FRS-PD-95-0480

Frasses/Praz au Doux (CH)

46.83/6.88

ceramic

775 ± 75

FRS-PD-95-4847

Frasses/Praz au Doux (CH)

46.83/6.88

ceramic

775 ± 75

FRS-PD-95-4860

Frasses/Praz au Doux (CH)

46.83/6.88

ceramic

775 ± 75

LU03112

Lugo (I)

45.57/11.00

ceramic

4839 ± 118

LU03737

Lugo (I)

45.57/11.00

ceramic

4815 ± 86

MU-BLA-88-00004

Murten/Blancherie (CH)

46.94/7.14

ceramic

1425 ± 75

MU-BLA-88-00005

Murten/Blancherie (CH)

46.94/7.14

ceramic

1425 ± 75

MU-PLA-79-FS4-2

Muntelier/Platzbunden (CH)

46.94/7.13

ceramic

3100 ± 50

MU-PLA-79-FS4-5

Muntelier/Platzbunden (CH)

46.94/7.13

ceramic

3100 ± 50

MUN-DO-02-537-4

Muntelier/Dorfmatte (CH)

46.94/7.13

ceramic

2675 ± 75

MUN-DO-02-543-0

Muntelier/Dorfmatte (CH)

46.94/7.13

ceramic

2675 ± 75

MUN-DO-02-547-0

Muntelier/Dorfmatte (CH)

46.94/7.13

ceramic

2675 ± 75

MUN-ST-93-307c

Muntelier/Strandweg (CH)

46.84/7.12

ceramic

3700 ± 100

MUN-ST-93-484c

Muntelier/Strandweg (CH)

46.84/7.12

ceramic

3700 ± 100

Sample

Location (Country)

CES-BUR-01-01158
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Table 6.1: Archeological samples, their locations, the type of materials and their ages with 2σ error boundaries. ’Lat’ refers to latitude and ’Lon’
to longitude.’b. sed.’ signifies burned sediment, ‘b. chert’ burned chert, and ’ub. chert’ unburned cherts.

46.92/6.95

ceramic

2675 ± 75

PA71-1522-2

Portalban/Station II (CH)

46.92/6.95

ceramic

2675 ± 75

PA72-1522-1

Portalban/Station II (CH)

46.92/6.95

ceramic

2675 ± 75

PA72-1864

Portalban/Station II (CH)

46.92/6.95

ceramic

2675 ± 75

PO-TO-02

Muntelier/Strandweg (CH)

46.84/7.12

ceramic

975 ± 125

PO-TO-04

Muntelier/Strandweg (CH)

46.84/7.12

ceramic

975 ± 125

PT-O-47

Muntelier/Strandweg (CH)

46.84/7.12

ceramic

975 ± 125

SP-05-180

Segonzano Peciapian (I)

46.18/11.26

ceramic

1220 ± 180

SP-07-022

Segonzano Peciapian (I)

46.18/11.26

ceramic

1220 ± 180

SP-51-117

Segonzano Peciapian (I)

46.18/11.26

ceramic

1220 ± 175

SP-62-166

Segonzano Peciapian (I)

46.18/11.26

ceramic

1220 ± 180

TA-303c-114

Transacqua (I)

46.17/11.83

ceramic

1175 ± 175

TA-0100-001-1

Transacqua (I)

46.17/11.83

slags

1175 ± 175

TA-0100-001-2

Transacqua (I)

46.17/11.83

slags

1175 ± 175

FA024-004.01c

Arconciel (CH)

46.76/7.11

b. sed.

5535(+54/ − 81)

FA031-008.01a

Arconciel (CH)

46.76/7.11

b. sed.

5990 ± 108

FA032-008.01b

Arconciel (CH)

46.76/7.11

b. sed.

5649 ± 24

FA040-009.01c

Arconciel (CH)

46.76/7.11

b. sed.

5885(+76/ − 98)

RGB10.026-006.01b

Riparo Gaban (I)

46.18/11.11

b. sed.

4620(+80/ − 90)

RGB10.054-034.01c

Riparo Gaban (I)

46.18/11.11

b. sed.

4700(+40/ − 90)

LV-RR-025-0001

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4600 ± 100

LV-RR-197-0002

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4600 ± 100

LV-RR-252-1608

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4600 ± 100
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PA63-0841-0

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

ub. chert

4600 ± 100

LV-RR-028-0672

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4800 ± 100

LV-RR-197-0999

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4800 ± 100

LV-RR-197-1082

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

4800 ± 100

LV-RR-028-674

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

ub. chert

4800 ± 100

LV-RR-197-003

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

ub. chert

4800 ± 100

LU00214

Lugo (I)

45.57/11

b. chert

4839 ± 118

LU15665

Lugo (I)

45.57/11

b. chert

5103 ± 106

LU15798

Lugo (I)

45.57/11

b. chert

5103 ± 106

LU07568

Lugo (I)

45.57/11

b. chert

5190 ± 114

LU18668

Lugo (I)

45.57/11

b. chert

5262 ± 45

LV-RR-249-1247

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

6830 ± 230

LV-RR-249-1255

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

b. chert

6830 ± 230

LV-RR-249-1639

La Vela (I)

46.07/11.1

ub. chert

6830 ± 230
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LV-RR-025-946

Rock magnetic properties

6.4
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Rock magnetic properties

The 23 powdered ceramics samples have Tc ranging broadly from 530◦ C to 620◦ C. Tc
values up to about 585◦ C are indicative for cation–substituted magnetite, values around
585◦ C are found for pure magnetite, and values above 585◦ C represent maghematized
magnetite (Table B.1). About half of the 23 ceramic samples have reversible thermomagnetic curves (Figure 6.3a). Thermomagnetic curves of two slag samples have Tc
around 555◦ C (Figure 6.3b, Table B.1), similar to Tc of copper slags reported by Shaar
et al. (2010). Both curves show a sharp drop before the Tc , indicating a homogenous
chemical composition (Camps et al., 2011). The thermomagnetic curve of TA0100-001-2
is reversible (Figure 6.3b), whereas the curve for the second sample is not completely reversible, suggesting small chemical alteration during heating, and a different composition
from the other sample (not shown). Burned sediments have unblocking temperatures
close to Tc of pure magnetite (Figure 6.3c). A detailed investigation of rock magnetic
properties of burned sediments is given in Kapper et al. (2014a,b). Rock magnetic properties of cherts are summarized in Table B.1. Some chert samples were very small, and
the entire specimen was used for the archeointensity experiment. For this reason, the
rock magnetic properties could not be determined for all chert samples.
Thermomagnetic curves were made on two burned and on four unburned cherts
samples. The two burned cherts show slightly different thermal behavior from each other;
whereas one sample shows a nearly reversible behavior with an unblocking temperature
at 620◦ C (Figure 6.3d), the second shows a steady increase in susceptibility, which
suggests the creation of a new ferromagnetic phase up to 350◦ C, and the magnetization
unblocks by 573◦ C (Figure 6.3e). The unburned cherts also show a slight increase in
susceptibility upon heating and have two average unblocking temperatures, the first
around 580◦ C (Figure 6.3f) suggestive of magnetite, and the second around 680◦ C,
which indicates hematite.
Backfield curves of ceramic samples show a rapid acquisition of IRM below 0.15 T,
followed by a more gradual acquisition up to 1 T (Figure 6.4a). Bcr is between 14−61 mT
(Table B.1). Some of the samples are saturated in the maximum field. This suggests
that both, a low coercivity phase, such as magnetite and/or maghemite, and a higher
coercivity phase, such as hematite are found in ceramic samples. Backfield curves of two
slag samples and curves of burned sediments are close to saturation by 300 mT, which
suggests magnetite or maghemite as the major ferromagnetic carrier (Figure 6.4b). Hcr
is between 17 − 31 mT for the slag sample (Table B.1).
Most of the backfield curves of the unburned cherts are below or near the sensitivity
level of the cryogenic magnetometer. Their backfield curves show a rapid acquisition
below 100 mT followed by a slower increase, and are not saturated at 1 T. Three backfield
curves of the burned chert sample LU15798 and one of LV-RR-025-001 also indicate both
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Norm. Susc. χ

a)

Tc = 562˚C

Tc = 560˚C
Tc = 579˚C

Ceramic
LU03737

Burned sediment
RGB10.053-036

Slag
TA0100-001-2
e)

d)

Norm. Susc. χ

c)

Tc = 620˚C
Tc = 573˚C

Unburned Chert
LV-RR-028-674

f)

Tc = 584˚C

Burned chert
LV-RR-025-0001

Burned chert
LU15798

Figure 6.3: Thermomagnetic curves. Examples of (a) a reversible ceramic, (b) a slag,
and (c) a burned sediment sample, (d-e) burned cherts, and (f) an unburned chert
sample. Dashed lines denote heating to 700◦ C and continuous lines cooling to room
temperature. All curves are normalized by there maximum value. Tc indicates the
Curie temperature.

Normalized Magnetization

a)

Applied Field B [T]

b)

Applied Field B [T]

Applied Field B [T]

Figure 6.4: Backfield curves of (a) ceramics, (b) slag samples, and (c) burned cherts.
All curves are normalized by there minimum value. Curves of ceramics and slags were
not smoothed, whereas curves of burned cherts were smoothed using a 10-point moving
average window.

a low and a high coercivity magnetic phase. The specimens from LU15798 illustrate the
variations in magnetic mineralogy within one sample (Figure 6.4c). The IRM at 1 T is
higher in burned cherts by a factor of 4 compared to the unburned cherts.
The Koenigsberger ratios Q = N RM/(H · χ), using H = B/µ0 , for the Earth’s
magnetic field with B = 50 µT and permeability of free space µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 ,
are plotted in Figure 6.5 (Koenigsberger , 1938a,b). Data follow a linear trend between
1 and 10 for most specimens. We consider samples with Q–values larger than 1 as
having a stable magnetization (Carrancho et al., 2012). Slags have largest Q–values
around 10, and also show largest NRM and χ–values. Despite the small values of NRM
and susceptibility, the Koenigsberger ratios of burned cherts are generally larger than
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Ceramics
Slags
Burned sediments
Burned cherts
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χ
Figure 6.5: Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) versus bulk magnetic susceptiblity (χ) with lines of different constant Koenigsberger ratios Q. NRM and χ values
were normalized by a volume of 1 m3 . Susceptibilities of cherts were corrected for the
diamagnetic ceramic holder (−57x10−6 SI).

one, suggesting a weak but stable magnetization (Figure 6.5). Unburned cherts show
Q values in the same range of burned cherts. Nevertheless, susceptibilities of unburned
cherts are about six times smaller and NRMs are two times smaller than those of burned
cherts, indicating a magnetic enhancement through burning (Le Borgne, 1955) (Table
B.1). Three burned cherts show diamagnetic behavior with negative susceptibilities due
to the dominant quartz mineralogy, which indicates that these may not have been well
burned or the amount of ferromagnetic grains is very small.
Hysteresis measurements reveal that most ceramic samples show a narrow hysteresis
loop that may remain open up to 1 T (Figure 6.6a). Two samples of the 18 measured
loops, however, show a wasp–waisted loop. The average Bc is 12 ± 5 mT (Table B.1).
The two hysteresis loops of slag samples have Bc = 7 ± 2 mT and show Ms 30 times
larger than ceramic samples and 700 times larger than burned cherts (Figure 6.6b, Table
B.1). The loop shown in Figure 6.6b is very narrow and saturated by 50 mT. Burned
sediments have also narrowly shaped hysteresis loops with Bc around 11 mT, in general,
and are saturated by 300 mT. Only a few samples have wasp waisted loops, indicating
a mixture of minerals with different composition or grain sizes.
Two out of four hysteresis measurements of unburned cherts have a strong diamagnetic behavior with a negative and reversible slope (Figure 6.7a). The other two are very
weakly magnetic and loops are not closed at 1 T, indicating a high coercivity mineral.
On the contrary, hysteresis loops of burned cherts can be closed by 300 mT (Figure 6.7b,
c) with Bc between 10 − 16 mT. Only one wasp waisted loop from LU15798 indicates a
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Figure 6.6: Representative hysteresis loops of (a) a ceramic and (b) a slag sample.
Para- and diamagnetic slope correction was applied.
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Figure 6.7: Hysteresis loops of (a) an unburned and (b)-(c) burned cherts. Loops
were corrected for a para-/diamagnetic slope and smoothed over 0.05 mT for (a) and
(b), and over 0.1 mT for (c).

mixture of a high and a low coercive mineral, consistent with the unsaturated backfield
curve in Figure 6.4c.
In the Day–Dunlop plot ceramics and burned sediments group along a diagonal in
the PSD area, which follows the SP–PSD mixing curves of Dunlop (2002) (Figure 6.8)
(Day et al., 1977). It is not possible to distinguish between burned and unburned cherts
on a Day–Dunlop plot. This is most probably due to various types of minerals observed
in rock magnetic experiments, in particular to hematite.
The FORC diagram of LU15798 shows closed lines and a peak at around 10 mT
suggesting PSD to SP grains (Figure 6.9a). The FORC diagram of LU18668 also shows
closed lines and a peak in the coercivity distribution at around 15 mT (Figure 6.9b).
Both samples show an interaction field, Bu , confined between ±20 mT, suggesting low
interaction of magnetic grains.
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Figure 6.8: Day–Dunlop plot of ceramics, slags, burned sediments, and cherts. SD
denotes single domain, PSD – pseudosingle domain, MD – multidomain, and SP –
superparamagnetic. Mrs , Ms , Bc , and Bcr were obtained from hysteresis and backfield
curves, respectively.
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Figure 6.9: First–order reversal curves (above) and their horizontal coercivity profiles
at Bu = 0 mT (below) of burned cherts. (a) LU15798 and (b) LU18668.

6.5
6.5.1

Archeointensity results
Protocol and selection criteria

Samples for archeointensity determination were chosen after performing an alternating
field (AF) demagnetization test. Sister specimens of each sample were demagnetized in
five or six steps up to 150 mT with the DC-SQUID rock magnetometer. We preferred
samples that had one component in vector analysis (Zijderveld , 1967) and were demagnetized by 150 mT. Archeointensities, Ba, were determined using the IZZI protocol, by
heating specimens in 17 steps to 620◦ C (Tauxe and Staudigel , 2004). For the in–field
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step we used a field of 35 µT. At every second temperature step partial thermoremanent
magnetization (pTRM) checks were performed to detect magneto–mineralogical changes
(Thellier and Thellier , 1959; Prévot et al., 1985), and pTRM tail checks (Riisager et al.,
2000; Riisager and Riisager , 2001) to see if all magnetization was removed after selected
demagnetization steps (e.g., if unblocking and blocking temperature are similar).
Archeomagnetic data was analysed using PmagPy-2.75 MagIC software (Tauxe et al.,
2010). To obtain the ancient geomagnetic field intensity Arai plots were used, in which
the remaining NRM is plotted versus acquired pTRM after each new temperature step
(Nagata et al., 1963); the slope was determined by fitting a principle component analysis
(PCA; Kirschvink , 1980). A temperature interval from 150◦ C to 500◦ C on average,
encompassing 8 to 16 temperature steps, was used for the fit.
The results were filtered using quality criteria adopted from Selkin and Tauxe (2000)
and Tauxe and Staudigel (2004): (1) ratio of the standard error of the slope to the
absolute value of the slope β ≤ 0.08, (2) the difference ratio sum DRATS ≤ 20, (3)
the fraction of total remanence (by vector difference sum - VDS) fvds ≥ 0.5, (4) the
maximum angular deviation MAD ≤ 10◦ , (5) deviation of the angle DANG ≤ 10◦ as to
ensure that the characteristic component was chosen, and (6) the maximum difference
(MD%) between NRM and pTRM tail check, normalized by VDS, with MD ≤ 6 %.
Measurements of magnetic susceptibility were performed after each new heating step.
A significant change in susceptibility may indicate the formation of a new ferrimagnetic
mineral, e.g., magnetite, similar to deviating pTRM checks. We defined a change of
susceptibility by around 20% as reasonable threshold value, above which the magnetic
mineralogy had changed considerably. Out of 96 specimens analysed, 23 passed the
above criteria and are listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
For each site a weighted mean archeointensity Bam was calculated according to Fanjat
et al. (2013) and Coe et al. (1978), to take into account differences in standard deviations:
Bam

P
wi Bai
= P
wi

(6.1)

with weights, wi , calculated using the standard deviation σi , wi = 1/σi2 . The mean
standard deviation σm was calculated by
P
σm =

(Bam − Bai )2
n(n − 1)

1/2
(6.2)

with n the number of specimens per site. The resulting seven weighted means are listed
in Table 6.2.
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Archeointensity results of ceramics, slags and burned sediments

Archeointensity experiments were successful for 17 of 65 ceramic specimens (Tables 6.2,
6.3). Eight of these ceramics show an ideal linear behavior in vector and Arai diagrams
with β ≤ 0.04, e.g., SP62-166.3 (Figure 6.10a–c), and nine ceramics show Arai diagrams
with a slight concave trend (Figure 6.10d–i). MD(%) is ≤ 3 % suggesting only few
MD grains are present in the samples (Biggin and Perrin, 2007). DRATS are lowest
for PA samples with a sample average of 6.6 % (Table 6.3), indicating little chemical
alteration during the experiment for these specimens. NRM-demagnetization-pTRMgain diagrams show that all accepted ceramics are demagnetized by 620◦ C, except two
specimens from SP51-117 (Figure 6.10j–l), indicating a Tub –mineral such as hematite.
Vector diagrams of accepted ceramics show one component, except for specimens from
SP51-117, which show a second component up to 310◦ C or 380◦ C (Figure 6.10l). This low
temperature component, was not taken into account for the PCA, and is probably due
to a second mineralogical component. Most common reasons why ceramic specimens
failed were due to β > 0.1 (25 specimens), fvds < 0.5 (22 specimens), and DRATS
> 20 (19 specimens). We observe a good agreement of Ba values within the same site,
with σba < 6 µT, for FRS-PD, LU03737, PA, and SP, but not for CES-BUR specimens
(Table 6.2). For most of the ceramics we observe a deviating pTRM check at 500◦ C,
indicating a magneto–chemical alteration. In the susceptibility–monitoring plots we
observe an increase of susceptibility by 20% at 470◦ C on average, which is probably
due to the transformation of paramagnetic minerals into ferrimagnetic, e.g. magnetite
(Figure 6.12a). Nevertheless, in many cases chemical alteration is within the acceptance
limits of the quality criteria, and so we took also temperature steps above 500◦ C into
account for the PCA (Figure 6.10a). In the case of a concave Arai diagram (Figure
6.10d, g), we chose the low temperature component up to 470◦ C. For eight accepted
specimens the susceptibility does not change more than 20% up to the highest heating
step (Figure 6.12b), indicating that these specimens were heated to high temperatures
(Rada Torres et al., 2011).
Three out of five slag specimens passed the quality criteria. Their Arai diagrams are
nearly linear with β < 0.03 and fvds > 0.8 (Figures 6.11a–c). The NRM-demagnetization–
pTRM-acquisition diagrams show that unblocking occurs over a narrow temperature
range between 410◦ C and 540◦ C. Vector diagrams have one component for all accepted
specimens. The remaining two slag specimens, which fail, show a large scatter in their
Arai diagram with β > 0.1, and one has MD(%) > 6 % (Tables 6.2, 6.3).
All six burned sediments fail to pass a number of criteria such as β, fvds , or DRATS.
In particular, two of them were not heated above Tc of magnetite because they were
demagnetized by 380◦ C and furthermore, they show zigzagging Arai diagrams. The
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remaining four specimens have two slopes or concave down Arai diagrams hinting at
two components or MD behaviors (Figure 6.11d–f).

6.5.3

Archeointensity results of burned and unburned cherts

Three out of 16 burned cherts were accepted following our criteria (Tables 6.2, 6.3). The
accepted cherts show a straight Arai diagram with β ≤ 0.06 and one component in the
vector diagram in direction of the origin, with DANG < 5◦ (e.g., Figure 6.13a–f). MD(%)
≤ 3%, indicating low MD contribution, and DRATS is ≤ 12% indicating little alteration
during the experiment. The remaining burned cherts fail mainly because of MAD≥ 13◦
up to 46◦ , and β > 0.1 indicating large scatter probably due to differences in blocking and
unblocking temperatures (Figure 6.13g–i). Successful LU15798 cherts are demagnetized
at 620◦ C, whereas the accepted LV-RR-025-0001.1 is already demagnetized at 440◦ C
(Figure 6.13a–f).
Four unburned cherts were also treated with the IZZI protocol in order to compare
them to burned cherts. One unburned chert fulfilled the acceptance criteria, but its
archeointensity is > 200 µ T, which is an unrealistic intensity, therefore, it was not taken
into account. Unburned cherts fail mainly due to β > 0.1, indicating too large scatter
in the data (Figure 6.13j–l). To summarize, the success rate of burned cherts is small,
however, accepted burned cherts provide accurate quality data.

6.5.4

Anisotropy of TRM

Rogers et al. (1979) and Aitken et al. (1981) have shown that archeological artifacts,
such as ceramics, can have a magnetic anisotropy due to moulding. If ferromagnetic
grains are preferentially aligned, this could affect the intensity and direction acquired
in the ancient field. Ferromagnetic anisotropy was also found in slags by Shaar et al.
(2010); this anisotropy was due to non–random dendritic structures emerging during
crystal growth. To detect specimens with magnetic anisotropy, we investigated pTRMs
in z–direction on stereoplots of successful specimens after the paleointensity experiment.
If the ferromagnetic grains are preferentially aligned, then they will not acquire the direction of the applied field but a direction that is between the applied field and the easy
direction of magnetization from the aligned grains. Thirteen specimens showed a deviation between the pTRM directions and the applied field and were therefore measured
on a high–field torque magnetometer (Bergmüller et al., 1994), which can isolate the
ferromagnetic anisotropy from the paramagnetic (Martı́n-Hernández and Hirt, 2001,
2004). The torquemeter measurements show that for seven specimens the magnetic
anisotropy arises from the ferrimagnetic mineralogy, indicated by a ferromagnetic contribution > 70%. The magnetic anisotropy of the remaining samples arose from the
paramagnetic minerals; therefore their intensity is not corrected. We measured only the
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Figure 6.10: Archeointensity results of ceramics. First column: Arai plots; second
column: demagnetiztion of NRM and acquisition of pTRM; third column: vector diagrams. Inset: stereoplot of NRMs and pTRMs.
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Figure 6.11: Archeointensity results of (a)-(c) a slag and (d)-(f) a burned sediment
sample. First column: Arai plots; second column: demagnetization of NRM and acquisition of pTRM; third column: vector diagrams.
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Figure 6.12: Magnetic bulk susceptibility measured after each new heating step to
a higher temperature, normalized by susceptibility at the first step (20◦ C). (a) Three
specimens of PA63-0841, and (b) five specimens of SP samples. A change of 20% is
marked with a continuous line.
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Figure 6.13: Archeointensity results of cherts: (a)-(c) burned accepted LV-RR-0250001.1, (d)-(f) burned accepted LU15798.7, (g)-(i) burned rejected LU15798.2, (j)-(l)
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low–field AMS on these specimens whose AMS arises from the ferromagnetic component as seen in the high–field measurement. The AMS tensor was successively used to
calculate the intensity correction based on the procedure of Veitch et al. (1984). The
correction factors for the seven specimens having significant ferrimagnetic anisotropy
contributions vary between (0.1 − 1.4)%. Corrected intensities are listed in Table 6.2.
This result agrees with other studies, in which a very low anisotropy of TRM of 5% in
baked clay samples from ovens, pottery, kilns and burnt soils was reported and found
negligible (e.g., Kovacheva et al., 2009b; Gómez-Paccard et al., 2006b; Gómez-Paccard
and Beamud , 2008). In two out of four cases, the anisotropy correction improved the
clustering of the intensities.

6.5.5

Cooling correction

Certain artifacts, such as ceramics or kilns, cool in nature slowly over several days to few
weeks. During the paleointensity experiment specimens cool instead rather quickly; in
our case it took about 35 min to cool from 620◦ C to room temperature for 26 specimens.
This difference may be responsible for overestimates of the intensity result, particularly
if the mineralogical assemblage is SD. Chauvin et al. (2000) suggested a method to
determine a correction factor for the cooling rate, and Gómez-Paccard et al. (2013)
showed that slowly cooled ceramics on average overestimate the paleofield by about 5%.
Therefore, we adopted this arbitrary correction for our ceramics (Table 6.2). Slags and
cherts were most probably cooled in the ambient field much faster. For example, BenYosef et al. (2008a) showed that copper slags from the Levant cooled in nature as fast as
in the experiment. Therefore, we did not correct the values obtained for these artifacts.

6.6
6.6.1

Discussion
Suitability of ceramics, slags and burned sediments

Ceramics and slags yield reliable results, whereas baked sediments all failed to yield intensities. In the following we investigate and discuss the reasons of success or failure of
the various materials. The main magnetic carrier of ceramics is substituted or maghematized magnetite in the PSD range, regardless if samples were accepted for archeointensity
determination or not. Within different samples there are large variations in rock magnetic parameters (Table B.1). A few specimens also show a contribution of hematite,
i.e., in SP51-117 hematite is observed in backfield measurements and by demagnetization
diagrams, which are not demagnetized by 620◦ C (Figures 6.4a, 6.10j–l), but the thermomagnetic curve of this sample is reversible with a Tc of (titan–)substituted magnetite.
Also SP62-166 specimens show hematite in the hysteresis loop, which is not closed up to
1 T, and the backfield curve (Figure 6.4a), but not in their NRM demagnetization curve,
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supporting a mixture of magnetite and hematite in ceramics. Ceramics that yielded reliable intensities showed a variety of rock magnetic properties, and so it is difficult to
discern in advance, which samples would be suitable or not. The choice of quality criteria appears to be efficient for obtaining values that are in good agreement both at
sample and site level, with σBa < 6 µT (Table 6.2). The exceptions are CES-BUR and
PA samples, which do not agree as well on site level. This could be due to temperature differences within one kiln during the production of the ceramics, which can lead
to variations in magnetic mineralogy (Morales et al., 2011; Coey et al., 1979), e.g., we
observe differences between samples for various rock magnetic parameters (Table B.1).
The two slag samples show similar magnetic mineralogy and grain size, except the
reversibility of the thermomagnetic curves is different. The accepted sample shows a
reversible thermomagnetic curve, whereas the rejected specimens does not. We infer that
due to the fast cooling an unstable phase formed in the rejected sample that transformed
during the thermomagnetic experiment. Hence, reversibility is an indicator for suitable
slag samples.
Burned sediments fail to yield reliable results, because they most likely acquired a
TCRM as observed by e.g., Carrancho and Villalaı́n (2011) on similar burned sediments.
The acquisition of a CRM–component by transformation from magnetite to maghemite
occurs most likely right after heating, during the cooling process. According to Tauxe
et al. (2010) large MD(%) values (in our case ≥ 9%) may be due to unremoved pTRM
tails or a CRM. We believe the latter is more likely for these specimens, in accordance
with previous studies on burned sediments from the same sites, in which magnetite and
small amounts of maghemite was found (Kapper et al., 2014a,b).
Koenigsberger ratios of all types of samples are in general > 1, regardless if they
were accepted or not (Figure 6.5). Accepted specimens do not have larger Q–values
than rejected, suggesting that Q might not be an appropriate indicator for suitable
archeointensity samples.
The choice of cut off values for the archeointensity experiment allowed us to obtain
the linear part in the Arai diagram, which corresponds to the characteristic remanent
magnetization in the vector diagrams and which takes into account most of the magnetization. For the choice of the temperature interval for the PCA of the Arai diagrams,
we disregarded viscous components up to 100◦ C (e.g., Figure 6.11c, f). The change in
susceptibility and deviating pTRMs at 500◦ C for many specimens is indicative of magnetochemical alteration (Figure 6.12b). For this reason, when two slopes on the Arai
diagram were observed, we chose the low temperature part, as suggested by Ben-Yosef
et al. (2008a) (e.g., Figure 6.10d, g).

Tmin − Tmax [◦ C]

Nr

Ba [mT ]

Baan [mT ]

Baanc [mT ]

σBa [mT ]

Age [years BC]

CES-BLR-02-02943.2

100 − 500

13

47.2

−

44.8

3.4

725 ± 75

CES-BLR-04-11678.2

100 − 580

15

79.6

−

75.6

3.9

725 ± 75

58.1

15.5

Specimen
Ceramics

weighted sample mean
FRS-PD-95-4860.1

200 − 580

13

46.9

−

44.6

3.0

775 ± 75

FRS-PD-95-4860.2

150 − 500

12

51.3

−

48.7

2.4

775 ± 75

FRS-PD-95-4860.3

150 − 500

12

43.7

−

41.5

3.0

775 ± 75

FRS-PD-95-4860.4

150 − 500

12

53.4

−

50.7

2.8

775 ± 75

46.8

2.1

weighted sample mean
LU03112.1

150 − 470

11

44.5

−

42.3

1.1

4839 ± 118

LU03737.1

100 − 470

12

40.6

−

38.6

1.4

4815 ± 86

LU03737.2

100 − 470

12

40.8

41.2

39.1

1.5

4815 ± 86

38.8

0.3

weighted sample mean
PA63-0841.1

100 − 540

14

44.8

44.9

42.7

3.5

2675 ± 75

PA63-0841.3

100 − 470

12

42.1

42.7

40.5

2.4

2675 ± 75

PA72-1522-1.2

100 − 500

13

29.0

29.0

27.5

1.9

2675 ± 75

34.1

5.1

weighted sample mean
SP51-117.1

200 − 620

14

55.4

−

52.6

1.6

1220 ± 180

SP51-117.2

380 − 620

8

55.1

−

52.3

1.9

1220 ± 180
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Table 6.2: Archeointensity results of accepted specimens and their weighted sample mean intensities: part I. Tmin − Tmax - temperature interval
used for the PCA; Nr - number of temperature steps used; Ba - intensity; Baan - intensity corrected for anisotropy; Baanc - intensity corrected also
for a different cooling rate; σBa - standard deviation.

100 − 580

15

67.7

−

64.3

2.5

1220 ± 180

SP62-166.2

100 − 580

15

64.5

−

61.3

0.7

1220 ±180

SP62-166.3

100 − 580

15

55.5

55.9

53.1

0.9

1220 ±180

57.8

2.6

weighted sample mean
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SP62-166.1

Slags
TA0100-001-2.1

200 − 580

13

50.7

−

1.4

1175 ±175

TA0100-001-2.2

200 − 580

13

54.3

54.5

1.5

1175 ±175

TA0100-001-2.3

200 − 580

13

49.5

54.8

1.5

1175 ±175

weighted sample mean

53.2

3.0

Cherts
LU15798.3

0 − 580

16

40.3

2.2

5103 ±106

LU15798.7

230 − 620

13

31.1

0.5

5103 ±106

weighted sample mean
LV-RR-025-0001.1

100 − 440

11

−

−

31.6

6.2

37.4

0.6

4500 ± 100
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Table 6.3: Archeointensity results of accepted specimens: part II. β - ratio of the
standard error of the slope to the absolute value of the slope, fvds - fraction of the total
remanence (by vector sum), DRATS - difference ratio sum, DANG – deviation angle,
MAD – maximum angular deviatiation, MD – maximum difference.

β

fvds

DRATS

DANG [◦ ]

MAD [◦ ]

MD [%]

CES-BLR-02-02943.2

0.072

0.61

8.3

1.5

2.9

1.0

CES-BLR-04-11678.2

0.049

0.81

18.0

3.7

2.6

2.0

FRS-PD-95-4860.1

0.065

0.79

19.3

2.2

4.6

1.0

FRS-PD-95-4860.2

0.046

0.63

9.1

5.7

2.9

0.0

FRS-PD-95-4860.3

0.068

0.58

5.8

3.3

4.0

1.0

FRS-PD-95-4860.4

0.053

0.62

8.9

4.9

3.2

1.0

LU03112.1

0.025

0.52

3.1

6.5

5.0

1.0

LU03737.1

0.035

0.52

7.6

3.0

3.8

0.0

LU03737.2

0.038

0.52

9.2

4.2

4.3

3.0

PA63-0841.1

0.078

0.72

7.6

3.3

3.5

3.0

PA63-0841.3

0.059

0.69

10.2

8.1

4.0

2.0

PA72-1522-1.2

0.065

0.72

1.9

9.5

5.2

1.0

SP51-117.1

0.029

0.70

6.2

1.0

6.7

0.0

SP51-117.2

0.034

0.61

2.7

2.0

3.7

1.0

SP62-166.1

0.037

0.81

8.8

0.0

5.4

1.0

SP62-166.2

0.011

0.86

12.8

0.7

2.9

0.0

SP62-166.3

0.016

0.92

15.2

0.6

1.9

0.0

TA0100-001-2.1

0.028

0.87

3.1

1.2

2.3

0.0

TA0100-001-2.2

0.028

0.91

1.0

1.0

1.7

0.0

TA0100-001-2.3

0.029

0.85

11.0

2.4

2.8

0.0

LU15798.3

0.054

0.711

11.6

4.6

10

0

LU15798.7

0.016

0.748

4.2

0.4

3.1

0

LV-RR-025-0001.1

0.016

0.861

6.4

4.5

4.1

3

Specimen
Ceramics

Slags

Cherts

6.6.2

Criteria for chosing suitable cherts for archeointensity experiments

Thermomagnetic curves, backfield curves and hysteresis loops reveal that burned as well
as unburned cherts have magnetite, maghemite and hematite or mixtures of them as
magnetic carriers (Figures 6.3d-f, 6.4c, 6.7; Table B.1). Some samples were probably in
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[10-6 kg-1]

Discussion

[mAm2kg-1]

Figure 6.14: Magnetic bulk susceptibility of cherts versus saturation isothermal remanent magnetization (SIRM) in a backfield. χ and SIRM are mass normalized. Black
(white) symbols are burned (unburned) cherts.

parts not heated to the highest temperatures, which lead to a higher magnetite content
in the better burned parts.
Distinction between burned and unburned cherts was made by archeologists based
on the color and the presence of potlid fractures, which arise through the heating process. Burned successful cherts have a stable magnetization, linear Arai diagrams and
one component in the vector diagrams. This is generally accompanied by an increased
susceptibility and SIRM compared to unburned cherts (Figure 6.14). Burned cherts
that were rejected may have suffered only a very short burning that hampered magnetic
enhancement. Other rock magnetic parameters such as Q, hysteresis loops and derived
parameters, or thermomagnetic curves are similar for burned and unburned cherts, and
can not be used to make a clear distinction.
Bulk magnetic susceptibility χ is about six times larger for burned than for unburned
cherts Table B.1. We also observed in susceptibility–monitoring measurements that
burned cherts have larger susceptibilities than unburned cherts (Figure 6.15a). Unburned
cherts show an increase in susceptibility, which starts at about 400◦ C (Figure 6.15b).

6.6.3

Palaeosecular variation in mid Holocene

We compared the weighted mean archeointensities obtained from this study (Table
6.2) with CALS10k.1b (Korte et al., 2011), CALS3k.4 (Korte and Constable, 2011),
ARCH3k.1 (Korte et al., 2009), SCHA.DIF.3K/8K models (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009,
2010), the Balkan curve (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011), archeomagnetic data from the
Geomagia50.v2 database (Donadini et al., 2006; Korhonen et al., 2008) and very recent archeomagnetic data, which is not included in the Geomagia database from Bevaix
(BEV, Switzerland, pers. comm., M. Kovacheva) and France (Hervé et al., 2013b) (Figure 6.16). Selected Geomagia and recent archeomagnetic data are within an area of
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burned accepted chert
burned rejected chert
unburned chert

b)

χ/χ20

χ [10-6 SI]

a)

T [˚C]

T [˚C]

Figure 6.15: Bulk magnetic susceptibility measured after each new zero field step in
the oven of burned and unburned cherts specimens. (a) Burned, unburned and burned
accepted cherts normalized by mass, (b) unburned cherts normalized by susceptibility
at 20◦ C.

1000 km around Zurich (Switzerland), with a maximum age of 1000 AD, a maximum
age error of 200 years and a maximum σBa of 20 µT. The Geomagia data selection encompasses 102 data points from Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France, England, Hungary,
and Serbia. Although there is a good agreement with the models, some of our data have
lower intensities than the models and the Balkan curve. Our data confirm the broad
trend of lower field intensities between 6000 − 2000 BC followed by an increase around
2000 BC. The scarce data during the mid Holocene hampers a detailed investigation of
the field features. Nevertheless, there appears to be an agreement with a data point
from Serbia at 2775 BC (Kovacheva et al., 2009a), close to the intensity minimum of
the Balkan curve at around 3000 BC. Around 1000 BC there is larger amount of data.
We observe a good agreement especially with the data points from BEV at 1000 BC, a
determination from Switzerland at 1025 BC, and one from Austria at 1150 BC, which
define a broad local minimum (Figure 6.16b). This minimum is in opposition to an
archeomagnetic jerk at 800 BC (e.g., Gallet et al., 2003), and also does not support a
geomagnetic intensity spike between 800 − 1000 BC (Ben-Yosef et al., 2009).

6.7

Conclusions

This archeointensity study provides new data from the Alpine area from a time period
before 0 AD, where intensity data is scarce. The investigation of ceramics, copper slag,
burned sediments and burned cherts led to the following conclusions:
(1) About 30% of the ceramics that fulfill the quality criteria are in good agreement
with models and Balkan curve. In general, accepted ceramics were heated to high temperatures and alteration or increase in magnetic susceptibility is within the acceptance
limits. In some other cases a larger alteration and significant increase in susceptibility
are observed starting around 400◦ C. Therefore, in the case of two slopes in the Arai
plot, we chose the low temperature part up to 470◦ C.
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a)

France, Switzerland
SCHA.DIF.3k/8k

SP
TA
LV-RR-025-0001.1
LU03112.1
LU03737
LU15798

CES-BUR
FRS-PD

PA

b)

France, Switzerland
SCHA.DIF.3k/8k

BEV

Figure 6.16: Weighted mean archeointensities compared to the CALS10k.1b and
SCHA.DIF.3K/8K models, the Balkan curve, archeomagnetic data from the Geomagia50 v2 database, from France (Hervé et al., 2013b) and Switzerland (Bevaix, M. Kovacheva, pers. comm.). All data and curves are relocated to Zurich (47.37◦ N, 8.55◦ E)

(2) Slags proved to be very suitable materials for archeointensity determination,
with very strong remanent magnetization. After the anisotropy correction, we observe
a reduction of the scatter between the accepted specimens’ intensities.
(3) Altough burned sediments had ideal rock magnetic properties for archeointensity
determinations in general, the large zigzagging behavior and scatter suggest the acquisition of a TCRM. This would explain their failure as reliable carriers of the Earth’s field
intensity.
(4) Burned cherts have potential for archeointensity determinations. Susceptibility
and SIRM can be used to distinguish between burned and unburned cherts.
(5) The long–term variation of the geomagnetic field evolution in the Alpine region
agrees with available models and the relocated Balkan curve. In general, our results plot
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on the lower part on the envelopes for the models and the Balkan curve. Nevertheless,
some of the data from Serbia, Switzerland and Austria agree with our dataset.
(6) Magnetic anisotropy and cooling rate correction improve clustering of the specimen intensity values.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and outlook for
future studies
7.1

Main conclusions of thesis

This thesis reports on new archeodirectional and archeointensity results from various
types of archeological samples. Fifteen absolute directions and nine absolute intensities were obtained from sites in Switzerland and Italy from a time period between
7000 − 500 BC. This data provides not only directions and intensities for the scarcely
covered Alpine region, but also data for intervals where little other archeomagnetic data
is available. These results are therefore a valuable addition to geomagnetic data bases,
such as the Geomagia50v2 database (Korhonen et al., 2008; Donadini et al., 2006).
Recent investigations by the paleomagnetic group at the University of Burgos (Spain)
show the suitability of burned anthropogenic cave sediments in Spain as recorders of
archeomagnetic directions (Carrancho et al., 2009; Carrancho and Villalaı́n, 2011; Carrancho et al., 2012, 2013). This thesis establishes further the suitability of burned
sediments as shown from two rock shelters, one in Italy (Riparo Gaban, 46.2◦ N, 11.1◦ E)
and the other in Switzerland (Arconciel, 46.7◦ N, 7.1◦ E). A close cooperation with archeologists relates the magnetic study with micromorphological and field observations of
the archeologists. This cooperation helps both disciplines to better understand the processes that affect the burned layers, e.g., heating conditions, post–burning disturbances
by humans, such as trampling or reworking, or bioturbation from animals and plants.
A weighted–outlier–rejection method was applied to the directional data to exclude
objectively directions that had aberrant values, most probably due to post–burning disturbances. Ashes and rubefied levels carry the most stable remanent magnetization;
however, partially burned and complex sediments can provide reliable directions as well.
A sequence of burned levels has the advantage that it provides a chronological succession of burning events. Radiocarbon dating of several levels and undated interjacent
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levels were combined in the OxCal v4.1.7 age model (Bronk Ramsey, 2009), providing
confined ages of the undated levels and more precise age ranges for the dated levels.
Directional archeomagnetic data from the two sites were combined with archeomagnetic data from the Geomagia50v2 database, within an area of 700 km around Arconciel,
to obtain a smoothed spline fit. This local curve is a first step in direction to a regional
Alpine reference curve. The variations of declination show a strong eastward tendency
around 5900 BC, which is also observed in lake sediment data from a lake that is only
130 km away from Arconciel. This eastward feature is observed earlier in Eastern and
Northern European data sets. This feature of declination might be a local feature in
mid–Europe around 5900 BC.
The archeointensity study on four different types of archeological materials from Italy
and Switzerland yielded new data between 5500 − 500 BC. Slag and pottery proved to
be suitable to determine archeointensities. Burned sediments did not pass the reliability
criteria, because they acquired a thermochemical remanent magnetization after the firing. Burned cherts are a promising new material for intensity determination, provided
that a preselection of samples is done before the experiment based on SIRM and magnetic susceptibility. The Koenigsberger ratio Q is a good indicator to choose samples
suitable for directional measurements, but not for intensities. The agreement of the
new archeointensity data is good with respect to spherical harmonic models, the Balkan
curve (Tema and Kondopoulou, 2011) and archeomagnetic data from Europe.

7.2

Outlook for future studies

In order to better constrain the time varying features of the geomagnetic field during
the Holocene, more archeomagnetic data are needed on a global scale. Regarding the
study of burned sediments from rock shelters, a preanalysis of burned levels, such as
micromorphology and observations during the excavation, can help to choose the most
suitable samples for archeomagnetic investigations. The best strategy to sample burned
sediments is to take block samples and to consolidate them with liquid glass on the field.
This method has the advantage that fragile samples are protected. Geoarcheological
investigations can give information about the degree of burning and preservation, the
age of the stratigraphic levels, and the burning temperatures. As well, archeomagnetic
and rock magnetic measurements can provide useful information for archeologists, such
as heating temperatures and partial displacements of stratigraphic levels, any alterations
occuring after burning, and if there is compaction or a preferred alignment of magnetic
grains. This interdisciplinary approach may help to find well preserved ashes that were
burned to high temperatures, which may help to constrain the prehistoric geomagnetic
field intensity, as shown by Calvo-Rathert et al. (2012).
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In the extended area around the Alps, some archeomagnetic data are available, although there is still much less compared to other areas, such as the Balkan region.
Regional features, such as a strong eastward declination around 5900 BC, need to be
investigated in more detail. A similar feature is observed in archeomagnetic data from
the well–constrained Balkan region, although it is observerd about 700 years earlier.
An investigation into the spatial variability of this feature could shed light on the geomagnetic field evolution. For example, Hervé et al. (2013a) report on westward moving
cusps in inclination and declination. These cusps were observed at around 800 BC and
250 BC in west European data, whereas data from the Balkan area show similar cusps
at around 900 BC and 300 BC. Temporal and spatial evolution of these regional features
will only be resolved with good quality data from Europe.
Archeomagnetic data from the Southern hemisphere prior to 0 AD is presently scarce.
For studies from the Geomagia50v2 database undertaken between 1965 and 2009, only
69 archeomagnetic data points are present for the time period between 10 000 − 0 BC.
While there are a few recent studies that report on data from close to the equator (e.g.,
Fanjat et al., 2013; Morales et al., 2013; Mitra et al., 2013), there is a clear need for
new data from Southern hemisphere. The data can shed light on the South Atlantic
magnetic anomaly (SAMA), a region of low magnetic field intensity over the Atlantic
Ocean and South America (e.g., Pinto Jr et al., 1992), and its evolution over time.
Successful burned chert samples can be selected based on their magnetic susceptibility
and IRM values. Another selection criterion, which can be investigated in future studies
are their color and mineralogy.
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Table A.1: Radiocarbon dates from Section 10.

Definition

Lab ID

Material

14 C

δ 13 C [0 /oo ]

Cal. Age [BC] 2σ

29

Layer–cake facies: facies g

ETH-42673

Mm charcoal fragments
of Quercus sp. and other
broadleaves

5785 ± 40

−24 ± 1

4725 − 4533 (100%)

39

Layer–cake facies: facies m

ETH-42674

< 1 mm charcoal
fragments, not
determinable

5690 ± 125

−31 ± 1

4830 − 4813 (0.7%)
4807 − 4327 (98.9%)
4282 − 4271 (0.4%)

52

Layer–cake facies: facies
m, rich in charred material

DSH3997

Bark charcoal, not
determinable

5834 ± 26

−30 ± 1

4780 − 4650 (88.0%)
4640 − 4610 (12.0%)

61

Other layer–cake beds:
sandy organic layer

ETH-41441

Not available

6010 ± 35

−24 ± 1

4996 − 4826 (96.8%)
4816 − 4800 (3.2%)

67

Homogeneous layer group:
sandy layer with charcoals

DSH3999

Quercus robur (little
branch)

6030 ± 35

−26 ± 1

5020 − 4830 (99.9%)
4812 − 4810 (0.1%)

[BP]
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Level

Level Type

26

High ash
content

27

Pure rubefied

28
29

High ash
content
Pure ash

30

Pure PB

37-38 Pure ash

Burning Approximative
event
temperatures
(°C) inferred by
micromorphologi
cal markers

x

from 400 up to
700

400
?
x

x

from 400 up to
700
from 400 up to
700
up to 400-500
from 400 up to
700

39

Pure PB

up to 400-500

40

High rubefied ?
content

400

52

High ash
content

from 400 up to
700

x

53-54 Pure ash

from 400 up to
700

55

up to 400-500

Pure PB

Degree Field description
of
preserv
ation

High

Microstructure

Biogenic pedofeatures

Microstr. % Porosity Area Voids

Loose Cont. Inf. Calcite Hypo.

Partly degraded dung material,
with some rubefied aggregates
as a result of different
responses of the material to
heating
Partly degraded dung material

Ab

10-30

3/4 pl, vu, mlv,
ch

-

Ab

20

-

Degraded dung material,
successively rubefied
Partly degraded dung material,
trampled and bioturbated
Trampled herbivore droppings

Ch to Ab

20

1 pl, vu, mlv,
ch
3/4 ch, pl, mlv

Grlc

>40

Ch

20-30

Scarcely degraded dung
material

Vy to Sy

5-20

Partly degraded dung material

SAb to Vy 5-20

Degraded dung material

Ab to Sy

>1/3 pl, ch, pv

-

1 ch, mlv

-

3/4 vu, mlv, pl

-

1 pl, vu, ch

-

10

3/4 vu, mlv, pl,
ch

-

Dung material variously burned, Grlc
reworked by bioturbation and
human activity such as raking
off

20

2/3 ch, pl, mlv

-

Plant material and scarcely
degraded dung, slightly
bioturbated
Dung material

Sy to Py

20

>2/3 vu, pl, mlv

-

Sy

10

3/4 vu, ch

Table A.2: Micromorphological data from levels of Riparo Gaban Section 10: Levels 26–55.
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OLCB silty-loam dark gray lenticular
layer with irregular and
discontinuous millimetrical planar
patches of facies a, g and r, 3.5 cm
thick
High
LCF lenticular facies r, moderate
resistance, around 1 cm thick
High
OLCB as US 26 but: reddish yellow,
around 3 cm thick
Low
LCF very limited facies g, around 1
cm thick
High
LCF facies m, laterally irregular but
continuous, < 1cm thick
High
LCF thin lenses of facies a passing
downward to g with limited extent,
around 1 cm thick each lens
High
LCF lenticular facies m with limited
extent. Lower part of the layer is
characterized by the presence of
yellowish clayey millimetrical
nodules, around 1 cm thick
Medium LCF thick tabular and very
continuous laterally facies rl,
occasional charcoal fragments. Rare
millimetrical facies a fragments.
Upper part of the layer is
characterized by fragments of
rubefied sediment aligned to form a
continuous surface, moderate
compaction. Thickness around 5 cm
Low
LCF lenticular continuous facies g
with frequent organic
matter/charcoals and grayish
patches, with rare burned
calcareous stones, < 1 cm thick
Medium LCF thin lenses of facies a passing
downward to g with limited extent,
around 1 cm thick each lens
High
LCF facies m laterally irregular but
continuous, with few small
calcareous stones and very rare
teeth fragments, < 1 cm thick

Micromorphological
characterization of burned
material

Low

57

Polygenic

Low

59

Pure ash

60

High PB
content

61

Mixed

63

High PB
content

64

Polygenic

x

HL thick silty-sandy dark yellowish
brown tabular layer with frequent
charcoal and bones fragments,
small stones (up to 5 cm);
subangular blocky structure, around
7 cm thick
HL thick silty-sandy, slightly
micaceous, dark grayish brown
tabular layer, quite friable with
granular structure, with
millimetrical whitish aggregates,
angular stones (up to 6 cm),
pebbles, charcoal and bone
fragments, around 10 cm thick

from 400 up to
700

Medium LCF facies a 2 cm thick

up to 400-500

Medium LCF thin facies m, around 2 cm
thick, with common millimetrical
white aggregates; few mediumsized calcareous angular stones and
porphyric pebbles; common
charcoals, rare bones and flint tools
fragmented
Low
OLCB sandy very dark brown,
micaceous, friable, subangular
blocky, thick lenticular layer, around
3 cm thick, rich in organic matter,
with angular stones, pebbles and
charcoal fragments
Low
OLCB - silty-loam dark grayish
brown 5 cm thick irregular layer,
friable, with common charcoal
fragments and millimetrical rubefied
aggregates
Low
HL silty-sandy dark gray to blackish
irregular heap layer, around 4 cm
thick (sandy matrix increases near
the rock). Presence of thin and
irregular sequence of facies a and
m, with rare bone fragments. Lower
part of the layer is characterized by
sub-horizontal calcareous stones
and flint fragments

up to 400-500

Waste deposit, trampled and
bioturbated

Grl

>40

2/3 ch, cb, pv,
vu

-

Waste deposit, trampled and
bioturbated

Vy

10

1/2 vu, ch, pl,
mlv

-

Grl
Plant material and scarcely
Ch
degraded dung, slightly altered
by bioturbation
Dung material laterally irregular Vy
due to bioturbation

>40
20

1/2 ch, pv, ve
2/3 ch, pl, mlv

20

1 vu, ch

-

Reworked burned material
including ashed, partially
burned and slightly rubefied
herbivore droppings

Grl

>40

1 ch, ve, pv,
cb

-

Reworked burned material
including mostly partially
burned and rubefied dung
material

Grl

>40

1 ch, pv, cm

-

Reworked variously burned
dung material and waste
material

SAb

20

1/2 ch,pl, vu

-

-

Grl
>40
1/2 ch, pv, ve
HL silty-sandy dark grayish brown
Reworked variously burned
Cr
30
2/3 ch, pl, vu
roughly tabular layer, around 7 cm dung material and waste
thick; few charcoals, frequent small- material
sized calcareous angular stones and
porphyric pebbles, bones,
malacofauna and microfauna
remains and few flint fragments
Key: LCF – layer-cake facies; OLCB - other layer-cake beds; HL - homogeneous layers. Hypo. - hypocoatings; PB - partially burned; Loose Cont. Inf. - loose continuous infillings. Microstr - microstructure: (S)Ab
- (sub-)angular blocky; Grl (c) - heterometric loose granular (coarse); Vy - vughy; Cr - crumby; Py - platy; Sy - spongy. Voids: pl - planes, ch - channels, pv - packing voids, vu - vughs, mlv - moldic voids, ve
few (5-15%);
common (15-30%);
frequent (30-50%).
– vesicles, cm - chambers. Class frequencies after Stoops (2003): very few (<5%);
66

Polygenic

Low

Table A.3: Micromorphological data from levels of Riparo Gaban Section 10 (contd.): Levels 56–66.
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Table A.4: Facies and their description, and levels belonging to them.

Facies

Levels

Short Description

a

37, 41, 53,
59

Silty-loam thin white or very light gray layers (mm up
to very few cm) with irregular shape, covering facies
g or m. They are massive and poorly resistant and
made up of whitish ash, sometimes containing very
few microcharcoal fragments

g

29, 31, 36,
38, 42, 47,
50, 51, 52,
54

Silty-loam tabular or irregular pluricentimetrical gray
layers. They have poorly developed subangular blocky
structure and poor to moderate resistance and compaction. These facies are made up of grayish ash with
few millimetrical aggregates of facies a, charcoal and
occasionally burned sediment fragments

m

30, 39, 43,
44, 48, 55,
60

Silty-loam irregular thin dark brown layers, organic
and micaceous. They have granular structure and are
poorly resistant. Facies m consist of frequent organic
matter incomplete burned fragments, few millimetrical aggregates of facies a and facies r

r (rl)

27 (35, 40)

Silty-loam, micaceous tabular heterometric layers with
color ranging from yellowish red to reddish brown.
They have subangular blocky to granular structure,
are compacted but locally poorly resistant. Facies rl
show very fine and laterally discontinuous yellowish
laminations
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Table B.1: Summary of natural remanent magnetization (N RM ), magnetic susceptibility (χ) and Curie temperature (Tc ) with their respective standard deviation for
ceramic, slag, and chert samples. Number of samples is given in parentheses.

N RM [mA/m]

χ [10−6 SI]

Tc [◦ C]

CES-BUR-01-01158

3563.3 ± 941.1 (3)

12825.0 ± 4268.5 (3)

559 (1)

CES-BUR-02-02943

1006.0 ± 808.9 (3)

2481.0 ± 1376.0 (3)

572 (1)

CES-BUR-04-11678

520.7 ± 212.6 (3)

824.7 ± 423.8 (3)

580 (1)

CO-TRI-089-06586

443.0 (1)

2282.0 (1)

590 (1)

CO-TRI-089-10774

975.0 (1)

6890.0 (1)

−

CO-TRI-089-11670

5616.7 ± 1571.8 (3)

9496.0 ± 2140.0 (3)

555 (1)

FRS-PD-95-0480

4280.0 ± 1046.5 (2)

31522.5 ± 1410.7 (2)

566 (1)

FRS-PD-95-4847

1180.0 (1)

10305.0 (1)

−

FRS-PD-95-4860

2897.5 ± 396.3 (4)

8472.5 ± 1002.3 (4)

553 (1)

LU03112

4780.0 ± 1462.1 (4)

21569.0 ± 9051.1 (4)

542 ± 15 (3)

LU03737

4747.5 ± 927.0 (2)

20055.0 ± 3804.2 (2)

559 ± 4 (2)

MU-BLA-088-4

1970.0 ± 169.7 (2)

5887.5 ± 1431.9 (2)

−

4631.3 ± 1895.3 (3)

8857.0 ± 3108.6 (3)

563 (1)

MU-PLA-79-FS4-2

40.5 ± 33.8 (6)

840.7 ± 932.0 (6)

619 (1)

MU-PLA-79-FS4-5

862.8 ± 402.3 (4)

5492.0 ± 1172.5 (4)

572 ± 1 (2)

MUN-DO-02-537-4

142.0 (1)

2740.0 (1)

−

MUN-DO-02-543

564.0 (1)

5025.0 (1)

−

MUN-DO-02-547

9.2 (1)

387.0 (1)

−

MUN-ST-93-307c

240.3 ± 231.6 (3)

1535.0 ± 1852.6 (3)

−

MUN-ST-93-484c

32.9 (1)

164.0 (1)

−

2426.7 ± 1233.5 (3)

6285.0 ± 1640.7 (3)

539 (1)

112.7 ± 45.5 (4)

1698.8 ± 684.5 (4)

565 (1)

Sample
Ceramics

MU-BLA88-5

PA-63-841
PA72-1522-1

141

142
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77.7 ± 29.9 (3)

2476.0 ± 2192.7 (3)

−

PA72-1864

592.3 ± 264.1 (3)

3742.7 ± 1756.1 (3)

585 (1)

PO-TO-02

3465.7 ± 412.0(3)

15418.7 ± 1027.9(3)

−

PO-TO-04

2150.0 (1)

6860.0(1)

−

PT-O-047

9430.0 (1)

53650.0(1)

−

SP-05-180

5480.0 (1)

10345.0(1)

569 (1)

SP-51-117

361.0 ± 151.3 (2)

1807.5 ± 850.6(2)

565 (1)

SP-62-166

5700.0 ± 4257.5 (3)

3805.7 ± 2392.3(3)

582 (1)

9820.0 (1)

20585.0 (1)

−

98175.0 ± 70796.3 (4)

83141.3 ± 63357.7(4)

−

5509.2 ± 17118.8

11483.3 ± 17038.3

569.0 ± 19.0

TA0100-001-1

107586.7 ± 21708.8 (3)

199502.7 ± 16233.6(3)

560(1)

TA0100-001-2

173100.0 ± 67595.7 (6)

469337.3 ± 385707.1(6)

550(1)

Average slags

140343.3 ± 46324.9

334420.0 ± 190801.9

555 ± 7.1

−

neg (1)

−

5.9 ± 1.8 (4)

48.1 ± 30.2 (4)

620.0 ± 2.1 (1)

LV-RR-025-001

15.8 ± 9.4 (2)

25.7 ± 12.4 (2)

573.0 (1)

LV-RR-197-002

3.5 (1)

−

−

LV-RR-028-0672

6.7 (1)

8.5 (1)

−

LV-RR-197-0999

5.4 (1)

8.8 (1)

−

LV-RR-197-1082

11.2 ± 1.1 (2)

15.7 ± 3.9 (2)

−

LV-RR-249-1247

6.2 (1)

4.6 (1)

−

LV-RR-249-1255

3.5 ± 0.2 (2)

12.5 ± 0.8 (2)

−

LV-RR-252-1608

23.5 (1)

144.5 (1)

−

LU00214

−

neg (1)

−

LU15665

−

neg (1)

−

9.1 ± 6.7

33.6 ± 46.9

596.5 ± 33.2

3.3 ± 1.4 (2)

5.4 ± 1.8 (2)

573.0 (1)

−

−

584.0 (1)

LV-RR-197-003

3.5 (1)

4.7(1)

673.0 (1)

LV-RR-249-1639

7.1(1)

7.3(1)

688.0 (1)

Av. unb. cherts

4.7 ± 2.1

5.8 ± 1.3

PA72-1522-2

SP07-022
TA-303c-114
Average ceramics
Slags

B. cherts
LU7568
LU15798

Av. b. cherts
Ub. cherts
LV-RR-025-946
LV-RR-028-0674

629.5 ± 59.4

Table B.2: Summary of rock magnetic properties of all ceramics, slags and cherts. Ms refers to saturation magnetization, Mr to remanence of
magnetization, coercivity to Hc , and Hcr to coercivity of remanence, with standard deviation respectively, and number of specimens in brackets.

Mr [mAm2 /kg]

Ms [mAm2 /kg]

Hc [mT ]

Hcr [mT ]

Mr /Ms

Hcr /Hc

CES-BUR-01-01158

54.0 (1)

272.6 (1)

9.3 (1)

24.0 (1)

0.20 (1)

2.58 (1)

CES-BUR-02-02943

21.8 (1)

104.7 (1)

9.4 (1)

22.0 (1)

0.21 (1)

2.35 (1)

CES-BUR-04-11678

7.9 (1)

28.8 (1)

20.2 (1)

41.8 (1)

0.27 (1)

2.07 (1)

CO-TRI-089-06586

34.3 (1)

103.3 (1)

24.2 (1)

55.5 (1)

0.33 (1)

2.30 (1)

CO-TRI-089-11670

75.7 (1)

351.6 (1)

10.6 (1)

24.3 (1)

0.22 (1)

2.28 (1)

FRS-PD-95-4860

27.6 (1)

135.9 (1)

8.5 (1)

19.0 (1)

0.20 (1)

2.25 (1)

LU03112

121.7 ± 33.2 (4)

664.7 ± 167.0 (4)

5.9 ± 0.8 (4)

15.8 ± 2.0 (4)

0.18 ± 0.01 (4)

2.66 ± 0.17 (4)

LU03737

73.8 ± 60.8 (2)

402.3 ± 325.2 (2)

6.3 ± 0.1 (2)

15.3 ± 0.4 (2)

0.29 ± 0.00 (2)

2.42 ± 0.02 (2)

MU-BLA88-5

74.4 (1)

256.1 (1)

13.8 (1)

28.9 (1)

0.29 (1)

2.10 (1)

MU-PLA-79-FS4-2

0.2 (1)

1.8 (1)

12.8 (1)

40.3 (1)

0.11 (1)

3.15 (1)

MU-PLA-79-FS4-5

67.0 (1)

236.1 (1)

15.6 (1)

35.1 (1)

0.28 (1)

2.25 (1)

PA-63-841

35.9 (1)

172.0 (1)

8.6 (1)

26.1 (1)

0.21 (1)

3.04 (1)

PA72-1522-1

5.1 (1)

50.1 (1)

4.2 (1)

14.3 (1)

0.10 (1)

3.39 (1)

PA72-1864

23.9 (1)

171.6 (1)

10.3 (1)

33.6 (1)

0.14 (1)

3.27 (1)

SP-51-117

11.4 (1)

85.5 (1)

11.4 (1)

48.8 (1)

0.13 (1)

4.27 (1)

SP-62-166

8.8 (1)

29.7 (1)

15.8 (1)

37.0 (1)

0.30 (1)

2.34 (1)

TA-303c-114

16.5 (1)

66.5 (1)

10.1 (1)

60.9 (1)

0.25 (1)

6.04 (1)

38.8 ± 33.7

184.3 ± 169.6

11.6 ± 5.1

31.9 ± 14.1

0.22 ± 0.07

2.87 ± 1.00

Sample
Ceramics

Average ceramics

143

Slags

1109.0 (1)

7007.0 (1)

8.2 (1)

16.9 (1)

0.16 (1)

2.06 (1)

TA0100-001-2

963.1 (1)

4489.0 (1)

5.7 (1)

31.4 (1)

0.21 (1)

5.53 (1)

Average slags

1036.1 ± 103.2

5748.0 ± 1780.5

6.9 ± 1.8

24.1 ± 10.2

0.20 ± 0.04

3.80 ± 2.50

LU7568

0.2 (1)

0.3 (1)

13.7 (1)

18.0 (1)

0.5 (1)

1.3 (1)

LU15798

3.1 ± 2.8 (3)

11.2 ± 8.7 (3)

10.4 ± 2.2 (3)

31.7 ± 5.1 (3)

0.3 ± 0.1 (3)

3.1 ± 0.2 (3)

LU18668

0.1 (1)

17.1 (1)

10.8 (1)

18.8 (1)

0.2 (1)

1.7 (1)

−

3.1 (1)

16.3 (1)

22.1 (1)

0.5 (1)

1.4 (1)

2.1 ± 1.7

7.9 ± 7.7

12.8 ± 2.8

22.6 ± 6.3

0.4 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.8

LV-RR-025-946

0.4 (1)

0.5 (1)

26.5 (1)

34.1 (1)

0.8

1.3

LV-RR-028-0674

0.6 (1)

1.4 (1)

23.4 (1)

34.1 (1)

0.5 (1)

1.5 (1)

LV-RR-197-003

−

−

−

272.8 (1)

−

−

0.5 ± 0.2

1.0 ± 0.6

25.0 ± 2.2

113.7 ± 137.8

0.7

1.4 ± 0.2

144

TA0100-001-1

Burned cherts

LV-RR-025-001
Average b. cherts
Unburned cherts

Average unb. cherts

Tables related to Chapter 6
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